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Abstract

In the mid-2030s, the laser interferometer space antenna (LISA) is planned to be launched and
will be the first gravitational wave detector in space. One of the major noise sources in LISA
will be tilt-to-length (TTL) coupling, i.e. the coupling of lateral and angular spacecraft motion
into the interferometric readout.

Likewise, TTL coupling was a significant noise in LISA’s technology demonstrator mission LISA
Pathfinder (LPF), operating from March 2016 until the end of June 2017 with a performance
that exceeded the expectations. During this mission, TTL coupling was the main noise contrib-
utor between 20 and 200 mHz. It was successfully subtracted via a fit model in post-processing.
However, each analytical model existing at that time failed to describe the TTL coupling con-
sistently. The lack of such a physical model limited the ability to minimise the TTL noise via
realignments of the optical system a priori.

Therefore, I present in this thesis, on the one hand, a detailed description of the TTL mechanisms
in general cases and a derivation of the corresponding analytical equations if possible. On the
other hand, I interpret these findings for the LPF case, followed by an analysis of the TTL noise
during this mission.

The analytical models introduced in the first part describe TTL coupling in general interfero-
metric detectors. This analysis covers geometric and non-geometric TTL coupling contributions
from lateral and angular jitter of either a mirror or a receiving system. The models can be ap-
plied to different interferometric setups modelling the found TTL noise and developing strategies
for the TTL coupling suppression. The model predictions have been verified in simulation and,
in the case of LPF, by the comparison to data taken during the mission.

In particular, the new LPF TTL model successfully describes how the measured coupling depends
on the alignment of the test masses hosted by the LPF satellite and, therefore, how they could
have been realigned for an optimal TTL suppression. Also, the TTL coupling coefficients match
the results from the fit used during the LPF mission in a TTL coupling experiment. Based on
this data, I present how a comparable physical model can be derived using the fit results.

In addition, the long-term analysis shows that TTL coupling is not stable over the entire mission
duration. The individual TTL contributors are affected by a small distortion of the optical bench
and its components, mainly due to temperature changes. However, the TTL coupling provides
an additional measure for the actual alignment of the full optical system.

In summary, I demonstrate within this thesis that modelling TTL noise in space interferometers
while complex is possible. Likewise, this result boosts our confidence that the suppression
techniques planned for LISA will enable the successful gravitational wave measurement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the first gravitational wave detection in 2015, ground-based laser interferometers have
become important detectors for cosmic events. In the next decade, their measurement band will
be extended to lower frequencies by space-based interferometers like the Laser Interferometer
Space Antenna (LISA). These new detectors come along with a number of new possibilities but
also technological challenges and different types of noises. One of these is the unwanted coupling
of angular and lateral jitter into the interferometric measurements, called tilt-to-length (TTL)
coupling.

TTL coupling was a major noise source in the technology demonstrator LISA Pathfinder (LPF)
and will likely be it also in LISA. This coupling demands a strategy to suppress the noise by
design or alignment. In LPF, TTL noise was not suppressed by design but was reduced by
realignment. The residuals were then fully subtracted in data post-processing. For this subtrac-
tion, a model has been used, which relied on fitting linear coupling coefficients to the measured
angular and lateral jitter. However, the prior realignment was necessary for the successful sub-
traction at all frequencies. Also, this fit model did not provide a physical explanation of the
underlying mechanisms and had to be recomputed regularly to account for long-term changes
within the setup.

These drawbacks could have been overcome with an analytical model providing a subtraction
model for the entire mission duration. Further, such a model could have been used for a justified
realignment of the interferometric setup to reduce the coupling of TTL noise. The simplified
analytical TTL model available during the LPF mission did not explain the full measured cou-
pling noise. Therefore, I will derive in this thesis an analytical TTL model accounting for all
coupling mechanisms present in LPF and - to some extent - beyond. My modelling includes all
geometric effects as well as the analysis of coupling terms related to the detector and wavefront
properties assuming general-astigmatic Gaussian beams.

I will apply the derived analytical model and the fit model used in the LPF mission to the data
of a cross-talk experiment performed during the LPF mission and dedicated to analysing the
present TTL coupling. With this analysis, I can show that both models succeed in subtracting
the induced TTL noise.

Due to the good suppression performance of the analytical model, I will use it to analyse the
realignment at the beginning of the mission. While the simplified analytical model available
at that time failed in consistently describing which realignments should have been applied for
complete suppression of the TTL coupling, my model predicts different realignments recom-
mendations, which I assume to provide a better TTL coupling suppression. Additionally, I will
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analyse the long-term behaviour of the coupling coefficients. The analytical model can explain
big parts of the visible drifts and jumps of the coefficients yielding an explanation of the stability
of the latter.

From the successful analysis of the LPF data, I can extrapolate several takeaway messages for the
TTL coupling in LISA. The expected TTL coupling in both missions is not directly comparable
since they deviate in several aspects. These are, for example, the usage of lenses and curved
mirrors as well as the flat-top beams in LISA, which are not the scope of this work. However, the
application of an analytical model has been proven successful for the first time in space-based
laser interferometers. Also, my analysis manifests several challenges regarding the suppression
of TTL coupling. These are the limitations of the subtraction scheme for large TTL noise, drifts
of the coupling coefficients in long time scales and the effect of temperature changes. Moreover,
my findings boost our confidence that, if recalibrations are necessary for LISA, these can be
done based on the daily data.

The presented work is divided into four parts. I will first provide some general information for
the reader’s convenience. So, I will introduce the space-based laser interferometers discussed
in this writing. Moreover, I will explain how the interferometric readout is derived analytically
and which signals will be computed in the missions. Also, I will introduce TTL coupling and its
origins in general and define what I will analyse here and what has been presented previously
in other works.

The second part of this thesis covers a detailed analysis of TTL coupling. There, I will model
TTL coupling analytically in the most general cases. This modelling will be divided into the
geometric, i.e. corresponding to path length differences of the beam axes, and non-geometric,
i.e. wavefront and detector geometry related, coupling contributions. These cancel each other
in some specific cases. On the other hand, the characteristics I derive here can be used to inten-
tionally suppress or counteract TTL coupling by design, realignment or subtraction. Therefore,
I will extrapolate suppression strategies from my analytical TTL coupling models. Furthermore,
I will present the additional strategies probed successful in experiments or applied in LPF or
LISA.

In the third part of this work, I will apply the analytical TTL model to the LPF setup and
compare the corresponding model with the linear fit model used in the mission. In particular, I
will compare the subtraction performance and coupling coefficients of these models for the data
of a cross-talk experiment and show that both succeed in subtracting the injected TTL noise.
Further, I will analyse the correlations within the fit by adapting the model and extending both
models to account also for the second-order TTL noise. Moreover, I will compare the single noise
contributors during this cross-talk experiment which, on the one hand, affect the performance
of the fit model and, on the other hand, give us insights into the noise contributors that are
the least suppressed by the alignment during that time of the mission. Finally, both models
will be used to analyse the realignments performed in an early mission stage and the long-time
behaviour of the coupling coefficients.

I will elaborate in the last part what we learn from the LPF TTL analysis for the upcoming
LISA mission. With this, I aim to contribute to current TTL investigations.



Part I

General Information
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Chapter 2

Space-Based Laser Interferometers

In the last six and a half years, ground-based laser interferometers [1, 2, 3, 4] have proven to de-
tect gravitational wave signals successfully. From the first detection [5], they revealed unexpected
pieces of information about the universe and its massive objects. Moreover, third-generation
observatories with significantly improved sensitivities will extend the current measurement band
to lower frequencies in the following decades [6, 7, 8]. However, these ground-based detectors
will always be limited at lower frequencies by the available space, the gravity gradient noise
on Earth and the suspension systems necessary to suppress seismic noise. Therefore, several
space-based observatories have been proposed which overcome the limits of the ground-based
interferometers. In the following, I will introduce the space interferometers LISA and LPF and
give a rough overview of the additionally planned missions.

2.1 Laser Interferometer Space Antenna

The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) [9] was chosen as European Space Agency
(ESA)’s L3 mission in 2017. It will be the first space-based gravitational wave detector with
a proposed launch in the mid-2030s. It is expected to measure gravitational wave signals of
diverse heavy sources (Sec. 2.1.1). This will be achieved based on the technology tests with
LPF (see Sec. 2.2): it will measure the distances between pairs of free-falling test masses which
are covered by separated drag-free spacecraft (S/C) (Sec. 2.1.2). This measurement scheme will
make LISA sensitive at the frequency range from 10−4 Hz to 0.1 Hz (Sec. 2.1.3). While LISA’s
nominal science mode is set to four years, an extension up to ten years is possible [9].

2.1.1 Science case

The low-frequency range covered by LISA gives access to a series of undetected cosmic sources. In
its sensitivity band lie heavier and more eccentric binary systems than ever detected on ground.
Also, LISA will have the potential to discover new astrophysical systems or cosmological sources
[9].

Moreover, the sensitivity range of LISA enables us to observe the evolution of binary systems
starting from their formation. In our close neighbourhood, the antenna will cover compact
binary systems within the Milky Way. At far distances, it will monitor the origin, growth and
merge of massive black holes. In particular, the detection of black hole binary systems within
LISA’s sensitivity range will allow us to test our current understanding of the general theory of

5
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Figure 2.1: The LISA orbit. LISA will consist of three S/C forming a triangle of 2.5 million
kilometre arm length. This constellation will follow the Earth on an Earth-like orbit. Figure
reproduced from [9].

relativity [9].

LISA will reveal some of the earliest history of our universe measured today. Further, it will probe
the expansion rate of the universe. Another goal of the space antenna will be the detection of the
stochastic gravitational wave background of cosmological origin and the following implications
for TeV-scale particle physics [9].

In summary, the all-sky monitor LISA will be the first-ever space-based gravitational wave
observatory to study the universe.

2.1.2 Constellation

LISA will consist of three S/C exchanging laser beams forming an approximately equilateral
triangle of 2.5 million km arm length. It will follow Earth at a distance of more than 50 million
km (see Fig. 2.1). Since each satellite will follow its own stable orbit around the sun, the arm
length will change over time and the angles between the laser arms will be subject to continuous
breathing. The laser light transmitted will have a wavelength of 1064 nm and a power of a
few Watts. Only a fraction of this beam, i.e. a few 100 pW, will enter the receiving S/C by a
telescope of 30 cm radius [9].

Each S/C will contain two optical benches and associated test masses. Since the test masses
will be much quieter than their hosting S/C, they provide the geodesic reference system for
the measurements. Therefore, the gravitational wave signal will be derived from the distance
changes between the pairs of test masses along the three arms. For this scientific measurement,
the signals of three interferometers will be combined. First, the long-arm interferometer (also
named differently, e.g., science interferometer) will measure the distance changes between two far
optical benches, see Fig. 2.2. Additionally, test mass interferometers will measure the distance
variation between the optical bench and the test mass at each end of the arm. These three
lengths will then be combined to the full signal on ground. Every optical bench will contain a
third interferometer, the reference interferometer, which will track the relative frequency noise
of the two local lasers [9, 10].
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Figure 2.2: Simplified sketch of the constellation of the LISA S/C. Each S/C is equipped with
two test masses and associated optical benches. The optical benches host three interferometers:
the long-arm interferometer (labelled ‘LA Ifo’) measuring the distance changes between two
S/C, the test mass interferometer (‘TM Ifo’) measuring the distance changes between the test
mass and the respective optical bench, and the reference interferometer (‘Ref Ifo’) serving as
a differential frequency reference. The three involved beams at each optical bench (two local
beams and the received beam) are shown in different shades of red.
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2.1.3 Performance requirements

In order to detect the gravitational wave signals of the sources listed in Sec. 2.1.1, LISA needs
to measure distance changes between the pairs of test masses of the order of picometres up to
nanometres in the Millihertz regime. These test masses will follow their geodesic trajectories
with sub-femto-g/

√
Hz spurious acceleration, as proven in the LISA Pathfinder mission [11].

The test mass orbits will yield variations of the distances between the test masses of several
10000 km. However, these variations have little effect on the low-frequency measurements since
they happen at a frequency of months. Furthermore, the orbital movement will induce relative
velocities between the S/C being measurable via the Doppler shifts of up to 15 MHz [9, 10].

Apart from the macroscopic test mass movements, residual noises such as pointing and jitter
noise will couple into the measurements. These will be reduced by an accurate design and further
subtracted in post-processing, as I will explain in Sec. 6.2.2. Altogether, the single test mass
accelerations are required to stay below

S1/2
acc ≤ 3

fm

s2
√

Hz

√
1 +

(
0.4 mHz

f

)2
√

1 +

(
f

8 mHz

)4

(2.1)

at frequencies f between 100µHz and 0.1 Hz. The goal is to reach this sensitivity even for
frequencies between 20µHz and 1 Hz. At the same frequency ranges, the total displacement
noise along one LISA arm must stay below

S
1/2
IFO ≤ 10

pm√
Hz

√
1 +

(
2 mHz

f

)4

. (2.2)

These sensitivity requirements yield further requirements, e.g., for the S/C angular jitter and
test mass lateral displacement [9].

2.1.4 Major noise contributors

Without suppression, the laser frequency noise will be the largest noise contributor in LISA.
While laser frequency noise would cancel for equal arm lengths, it will be delayed differently due
to the unequal propagation distance between two sets of S/C. In order to suppress this noise,
independent readouts of the phase-differences are combined with proper delays referring to the
Doppler-shifts accumulated along the respective LISA arm. This technique is called time-delay
interferometry (TDI) [12].

Every S/C contains its own clock. Since the combination of the signals measured at different
S/C relies on the accuracy of these clocks, any timing jitter couples into the signal. Therefore,
clock-noise is a major noise contributor and needs to be suppressed in post-processing [13, 14].

Another crucial noise source in LISA is the tilt-to-length coupling, which is the central element
of this thesis.

2.2 LISA Pathfinder

Since LISA will be the first gravitational wave detector in space, it carries several new in-
struments and technologies that cannot be sufficiently tested on the ground. Therefore, the
European Space Agency (ESA) launched the precursor mission LISA Pathfinder (LPF) for the
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Figure 2.3: Timeline of the LPF mission, launched at the 3rd December 2015. The nominal
mission operation phase of the LISA technology package (LTP) started at the 1st of March
2016. It was followed by NASA’s disturbance reduction system (DRS) operations using different
thrusters. Between the 7th of December 2016 and LPF’s shut down at the 30th of June 2017,
the mission extension phase took place including both LTP and DRS operations [17, 18].

first in-flight tests of low-frequency gravitational wave detection technology [15]. LPF was a
technology validation mission demonstrating that the nearly free fall of test masses is feasi-
ble. Consisting of only one satellite that hosts two test masses, its interferometer arm was too
short to be sensitive for gravitational waves. Further, the LISA requirements were relaxed to

S
1/2
∆g,LPF ≤ 30 fm s−2 Hz−1/2 at 1 mHz. However, LPF was sensitive to the differential accelera-

tions of the test masses. It demonstrated the precise readout of the relative test mass motions
required for LISA [16].

2.2.1 Performance

Launched on the 3rd of December 2015 from Kourou (French Guiana), LPF was sent to the
Lagrange point L1, where it was brought into science mode on the 1st of March 2016 (Fig. 2.3).
In the following nominal phase, LPF outperformed its original requirements achieving already
the LISA requirements at frequencies above 10 mHz, see Fig. 2.4. Between 1 mHz and 10 mHz it

reached a sensitivity of S
1/2
∆g,LPF ' (5.57± 0.04) fm s−2 Hz−1/2, i.e. more than a factor of 5 below

the LPF and only a factor of 1.4 above the LISA requirement [11].

This first science phase was followed by NASA operations taking place from the 26th of June
until the 7th of December 2016. Thereupon, the mission extension phase started featuring a even

better performance. Above 2 mHz, LPF reached S
1/2
∆g,LPF ' (1.74 ± 0.05) fm s−2 Hz−1/2, i.e. it

stayed well below the LISA requirements. Also at lower frequencies LPF met the requirements,

reaching S
1/2
∆g,LPF ' (6± 1)× 10 fm s−2 Hz−1/2 at 20µHz [19]. The extension phase ended on the

18th of July 2017 and the whole satellite was switched off [11].

During the entire mission duration, satellite motion coupled into the measurements at frequencies
between 20 and 200 mHz (see, e.g., the bump of the red curve in Fig. 2.4) [11] and had to be
subtracted in post-processing. We refer to this noise as TTL coupling, which is the central
theme of this work. I will further discuss the LPF TTL coupling in Sec. 6.2.1.

2.2.2 Control and measurement schemes

LPF contained two quasi-cubic test masses made of a gold-platinum alloy, each situated within
an electrode housing. The test masses were 376 mm apart (surface to surface) and an optical
bench was placed in between. This constellation mimics one LISA arm shrinking it down to a
couple of decimetres. A heterodyne interferometric readout provided the distance changes of
the two test masses [20].

In order to measure the level of free fall and possible misalignments of its test masses, LPF con-
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Figure 2.4: The amplitude spectral density (ASD) of ∆g during the nominal LPF operation
phase. Gray: Measurement of the ASD averaged over 6.5 days, starting at the 8th of April
2016. Red: ASD of the same measurements after subtraction of centrifugal forces (dominant
at low frequencies). Blue: ASD of the same measurements after further subtraction of the
cross-talk of S/C motion. Figure credit: [11]

tained two primary sensors, the optical metrology system (OMS) and the gravitational reference
sensor (GRS) [16, 20].

The laser source, laser modulator, optical components, phasemeter and the processing computer
together formed the OMS. It measured the relative displacement of the two test masses along the
x-axis and additionally their differential angular orientation via differential wavefront sensing
(DWS). LPF’s optical bench included, therefore, four different interferometers [16, 20, 21]:

1. The x12-interferometer: Measured the interference signal of a local reference beam and
a measurement beam that was reflected at both test masses. It determined the relative
distance changes between the test masses, i.e. the main science signal, and their relative
angles.

2. The x1-interferometer: Measured the interference signal of a local reference beam and
a measurement beam that was reflected only at the first test mass. It determined the
relative displacement of the S/C with respect to this test mass and their relative angular
alignment.

3. The reference interferometer: Provided a reference phase signal. This signal was subtracted
from the other signals.

4. The frequency interferometer: Measured the laser frequency noise. This signal was used
to stabilise the laser.

All four interferometers are shown in Fig. 2.5. My subsequent work, in particular, the data
analysis in Sec. III builds on the readouts of the x1- and the x12-interferometer.
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Figure 2.5: The four interferometers in LPF. The measurement beam is shown in red and the
reference beam in blue. Top-left: reference interferometer. Top-right: frequency interferometer.
Bottom-left: x1-interferometer. Bottom-Right: x12-interferometer.
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Drag-free
loop

+

TM2TM1

+ Suspension
loop

Figure 2.6: Schematic of LISA
Pathfinder and its drag-free attitude
control system. Drag-free control
loop: The measurement of the x1-
interferometer was used to correct the
S/C alignment via the thrusters. Sus-
pension loop: The measurement of the
x2-interferometer was used for the cor-
rection of the alignment of the sec-
ond test mass via its surrounding elec-
trodes.

The data of the four interferometers is processed by the data management unit (DMU). It
produces the desired longitudinal path length signal (LPS) and DWS readouts. These mea-
surements are then communicated to other systems, e.g., the drag-free attitude control system
(DFACS) described below [16].

The GRS was, on the one hand, a sensing and, on the other hand, also an actuation system. It
consisted of the two test masses, the electrode housing and the front-end electronics. Electrodes
mounted on the housing measured all six degrees of freedom of both test masses (i.e. the shifts
of the first test mass in all directions, the shifts of the second test mass orthogonal to the mea-
surement axis and rotations of the first test mass around the measurement axis). Additionally,
another set of electrodes was used to apply forces on the test masses to correct their positions
and alignments. The LPF mission has shown that the OMS is five orders of magnitude less
noisy than the GRS [20].

Further, a control scheme was used to minimise the undesired influence of the hosting S/C
on the test masses (TMs), i.e. the DFACS [22], see Fig. 2.6: The first test mass, TM1, was
not controlled along the sensitive x-axis. The S/C was then forced by the DFACS to follow
TM1. Therefore, the relative position of TM1 was determined via the x1-interferometer first
and, second, the necessary thrust strength was deduced and applied to the satellite via the
micro-Newton thrusters. This continuous control scheme was called the drag-free loop. The
second test mass, TM2, followed TM1 accordingly. Its relative position was obtained using the
x12-interferometer readout additionally. The electrostatic force actuator of the second electrode
housing corrected then its position and alignment. Since the forces and torques applied to TM2
are well known, they could be subtracted in post-processing to estimate the level of free fall of
this test mass. Additionally, the electrostatic force was applied at a frequency below the LPF
measurement band minimising its impact on the acceleration measurement. This control scheme
was called the suspension loop [20, 22].

2.2.3 ∆g and its contributors

The main observable during the LPF mission was the test masses’ residual acceleration noise
∆g. It describes non only the actual differential acceleration of the test masses along their
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optical axis ∆ẍ but additionally depends on forces acting on the test masses or the S/C and the
coupling of S/C motion into the readout.

The free-fall accelerations of the test masses are described by

g1 = ẍ1 + ω2
1(x1 − xSC) , (2.3)

g2 = ẍ2 + ω2
2(x2 − xSC)− gc . (2.4)

Thereby, xi and ẍi denote the displacement and acceleration of the respective test mass or S/C.
The acceleration of the test masses depended on their alignment with respect to S/C due to
stiffnesses ω2

i , which are different for both test masses. These force gradients act like a spring
with a negative spring constant. They depend on gravitational, electrostatic and magnetic
forces. Since the satellite was balanced for a minimal gravitational force experienced by the test
masses at their optimal position, a slight offset pulled them further away towards the centre of
the S/C. This gravitational force was larger than the electrostatic contribution, which originates
from changes of the acting electrostatic force due to position changes of the respective test mass.
Finally, gc describes the estimated forces applied on TM2, i.e. to make it follow the S/C and
thus the TM1 motion [17, 20].

Let us consider first a perfectly aligned system. To distinguish the residual acceleration noise
in this case from the accelerations measured in slightly misaligned systems, it is denoted here
∆gx. It equals the differential accelerations of the two test masses, i.e.

∆gx = g2 − g1 (2.5)

= ẍ2 + ω2
2(x2 − xSC)− gc − ẍ1 − ω2

1(x1 − xSC) (2.6)

Using the readout of the x1- and x12-interferometer, o12 = x2 − x1 and o1 = x1 − xSC, and the
differential stiffness ∆ω2

12 = ω2
2 − ω2

1, which characterises how the S/C motion couples into ∆g,
Eq. (2.6) transforms to

∆gx = ö12 + ω2
2 o12 + ∆ω2

12 o1 − gc . (2.7)

In summary, the differential acceleration ∆gx of a perfectly aligned system can be calculated
via the x1- and x12-interferometer readout, the prior computed stiffnesses and the control forces
acting on TM2 [17, 20].

For misaligned systems, further forces and noises contribute to ∆g. First, the cross-talk of S/C
motion coupled in all degrees of freedom into the measurement, gxtalk. This contribution relates
to the TTL coupling which I will describe in Sec. 5 and discuss for LPF in Sec. 6.2.1. Second,
since LPF was a rotating reference frame, its rotations introduce inertial forces, grot that coupled
into the measurements along the optical (x-) axis. These inertial forces were, on the one hand,
the centrifugal force gΩ depending on the S/C velocity Ω and, on the other hand, the Euler force
gΩ̇ originating from rotational accelerations of the S/C. Altogether we find [11, 17, 20]

∆g = ∆gx + gxtalk + grot . (2.8)

2.3 Other Space-Based Interferometers

Laser interferometers are not only used to measure gravitational waves. Since 2018 the satellites
of the mission Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment Follow-On (GRACE-FO), a mission
to map the Earth’s gravity field, measure their distance variations via a laser ranging instrument
(LRI) [23, 24]. I provide further information about GRACE-FO in App. A.
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Additional to LISA, there are a couple of additional laser interferometric missions planned to
be launched into space within the next decades. Besides proposals for interferometers on the
surface on the Moon [P4, 25] that could potentially bridge parts of the sensitive gap between
LISA and the Earth-based interferometers, further space-based laser interferometers are inves-
tigated by different space agencies. Prominent examples are the Chinese TianQin and Taiji
[26, 27, 28, 29] missions which are planned to be launched in the 2030s and hence could operate
at the same time as LISA. Another proposed mission is the DECI-hertz Gravitational wave Ob-
servatory (DECIGO) by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency [30, 31, 32]. It is supposed
to measure gravitational wave signals in the deci-Hertz regime parallel to the other space-based
interferometers in the 2030s.

These missions will likely face similar challenges as LISA. Thus the discussion of the TTL noises
below likely also becomes relevant for them.



Chapter 3

The Interferometric Readout

Laser interferometry relies on the measurement of changes in the interference signal produced
by two superimposed laser beams. Not only gravitational waves but also various noise sources
affect the interference pattern by changing the path length, beam direction or point of detection
at the detector of one of the beams. In this section, I will explain what the photodiodes (PDs)
measure and how we extract the desired information from this measurement.

3.1 Power Detection for Two Interfering Beams

In interferometric setups, photodiodes are used to measure the power of the incoming laser light.
If more than one beam impinges at the detector, we detect interference between the involved
beams. In this case, the power of both beams either adds up constructively, or we measure
less light when the beams interfere destructively. In most ideal laser interferometers, only two
beams interfere. However, due to unwanted reflections of fractions of the beams, also ghost
beams propagate to the photodiode’s surface.

Within this thesis, I will consider the ideal case of two interfering beams. Their detected power
equals the intensity distribution integrated over the detector surface, i.e.

P =

∫
PD

dS I . (3.1)

The intensity, on the other hand, depends on the beams’ wavefront properties, i.e. their shape
and orientation. In particular, phase differences between them affect the intensity distribution
constructively or destructively. Mathematically, the intensity is described via the electric field
equations of the beams,

Eb(t) = Ab exp(−iΦb + i ωb t) , (3.2)

where Ab denotes the amplitude and Φb the phase of the respective beam (b). The electric
field oscillates over time at the angular speed ωb. The intensity is proportional to the squared
absolute electrical field of a beam. So the intensity of the interfering beams equals the squared
absolute sum of both electrical fields,

I ' |Eb1 + Eb2|2 . (3.3)

In classical Michelson interferometers, both beams are affected by gravitational waves. However,
in space-based laser interferometers like LISA and LPF the beam carrying information about

15
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length changes interferes with a local beam. Any variations of that local beam are kept to
a minimum and it serves as a reference. Therefore, we call it the reference beam (r). The
other beam, tracking the variations in the system, is called the measurement beam (m). In the
following, I will assume an interference of these two beams and hence get

I ' |Em + Er|2 . (3.4)

Inserting Eq. (3.2) via (3.4) into Eq. (3.1), we derive

P (t) =

∫
PD

dS I

(3.4)
=

∫
PD

dS |Em(t) + Er(t)|2

(3.2)
=

∫
PD

dS (A2
m +A2

r)

[
1 +

2ArAm
A2
m +A2

r

cos (−∆Φ + ωhett)

]
≡
∫

PD
dS I [1 + cI cos (−∆Φ + ωhett)]

(3.5)

with the average intensity and the corresponding local contrast

I = A2
m +A2

r , (3.6)

cI =
2AmAr
A2
m +A2

r

(3.7)

[33, 34]. Both values can experimentally be derived via the minimal and maximal intensities,
see [35]. The phase difference ∆Φ equals the difference between the phases of measurement and
reference beam, i.e.

∆Φ = Φm − Φr . (3.8)

Analogously we define the differential angular frequency

ωhet = ωm − ωr . (3.9)

While the differential frequency would be zero in homodyne interferometers, a frequency offset
ωhet is added in heterodyne interferometers. This heterodyne frequency is much smaller than the
original frequency, i.e. ωhet � ωm,r. However, it adds a time-dependent term to the measured
power. The signal is, therefore, encoded in the deviations of the power fluctuations. Heterodyne
interferometers are usually used in space-based interferometers like GRACE-FO and LISA. In
these missions, the distance between two S/C varies over time due to their orbital properties
causing time-varying Doppler shifts and hence a continuously drifting differential frequency.

Mind that the intensity I, the contrast cI and the phase Φ are local properties. By evaluating
the final integral in Eq. (3.5), we find

P ≡ P [1 + c cos (−φ+ ωhett)] , (3.10)

where P denotes the mean power, c is the contrast on the whole photodiode surface and φ gives
the detected phase [33, 34].

Build on this preparatory work, I will introduce the different signals processed by the detector
in the next section.
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3.2 Interferometric Signals

We typically define four different types of signals characterising the phase changes, the beam’s
relative orientation and centres of incidence, and the quality of the signal [33]. Within this work,
the primary focus lies on the first one, the LPS. It contains not only the information about
gravitational wave signals but is also affected by the TTL coupling, which will be introduced
below. However, in experiments, the other three signals are also needed to characterise the
observed coupling.

3.2.1 The longitudinal path length signal

The longitudinal path length signal (LPS) [33, 34] is a measure of phase differences. It converts
for a continuous detector the measured phase into a length signal via

LPS =
1

k
φ , (3.11)

where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber depending on the wavelength λ of the beams. This holds
for homodyne interferometers as well as for heterodyne interferometers, where the heterodyne
frequency is sufficiently small against the laser frequency f , i.e. fhet � f , such that

k ≈ k1 =
2π

λ1
≈ 2π

λ2
= k2 . (3.12)

The interferometers in LPF fulfilled this requirement [36]. In order to obtain the phase φ
from the measured power in Eq. (3.10) a phase demodulation was applied in LPF [33]. This
phase demodulated was based on a discrete Fourier transform. Here, we perform the analytical
equivalent for the continuous time-interval of one oscillation cycle: An integration of the power
multiplied with a cosine and sine function of the heterodyne frequency respectively gives two
non-time-dependent products,

Q1 =
1

π

∫ 2π

0
d(ωhett) cos(ωhett) · P (ωhett) = P c cos(φ) , (3.13)

Q2 =
1

π

∫ 2π

0
d(ωhett) sin(ωhett) · P (ωhett) = −P c sin(φ) . (3.14)

With this we can compute the phase via

φ = − arctan

(
Q2

Q1

)
. (3.15)

Mathematically, we achieve the same result when integrating over the complex product of the
electrical fields of the two beams and set the time dependency to zero [34],

Q =

∫
PD

dS 2EmE
∗
r |t=0

=

∫
PD

dS 2AmAr exp (−i∆Φ)

=

∫
PD

dS Ī cI exp (−i∆Φ)

= P c exp (−i φ) .

(3.16)
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Figure 3.1: Profile of a Gaussian beam. The beam has a waist size ω0 defining the Rayleigh
range xR. It propagates in xb-direction constantly increasing its radial width w(xb) and the
radius of curvature R(xb) of the circle segments. The intensity profile of the beam along a radial
cross-section has a Gaussian distribution. It becomes flatter at larger distances from its waist
position.

Hence the phase φ is the negative argument of Q, i.e.

φ = − arg(Q) . (3.17)

Moreover, we see that

Q = Q1 + iQ2 (3.18)

and therefore

φ = − arctan

(
=(Q)

<(Q)

)
. (3.19)

For our analytical derivations, the formalism (3.16) is easier to implement. Therefore, it is used
for the computation following in Sec. 5. In this section, I will compute the LPS for a setup with
two interfering local Gaussian beams based on [34]. This scenario describes the interference
observed in LPF. Also, in ground-based laboratories, this is a common case since all unclipped
and undisturbed propagating laser beams are Gaussian beams, i.e. their intensity profile has a
Gaussian distribution, see Fig. 3.1.

Although Gaussian beams are in the literature usually described for propagation in z-direction,
I will assume a propagation in x-direction throughout this thesis. This axis is the sensitive axis
in LPF. The amplitude and phase of Gaussian beams are then given by

Ab = E0b
w0b

w(xb)
exp

[
−r2

b

w(xb)2

]
, (3.20)

Φb =
k r2

b

2R(xb)
− ζ(xb) + k xb . (3.21)

A summary of all parameters is given in Tab. 3.1. A necessary assumption for our analytical
computations is that the beam parameter-dependent spot sizes w(xb), radii of curvature R(xb)
and Gouy phases ζ(xb) are identical for all points on the detector [34]. This is usually the case
since they are nearly unaffected by small misalignments. We, therefore, compute Q by

Q =

∫
PD

dS 2E0mE0r
w0mw0r

w(xm)w(xr)
exp

[
−r2

m

w(xm)2
+
−r2

r

w(xr)2

]
· exp

[
−i k

(
r2
m

2R(xm)
− r2

r

2R(xr)

)
+ i (ζ(xm)− ζ(xr))− i k (xm − xr)

]
.

(3.22)

We refer to the functionQ as the complex amplitude. Its representation for Gaussian beams (3.22)
will be used in Sec. 5.2 for the analytical derivation of the signal changes due to TTL coupling.
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Name Symbol Description

wavenumber k = 2π/λ spacial frequency
beam index b ∈ {m, r} indicates if the parameter belongs to the

measurement (m) or reference (r) beam
mean amplitude E0 -

radial distance r =
√
y2 + z2 distance to the beam ray

distance from waist xb defined in propagation direction
Rayleigh range xR = π w2

0/λ distance from waist at which the area of
the cross section is doubled

radius of curvature R(xb) = xb[1 + (xR/xb)
2] characterises the curvature of the wave-

front
waist size w0 radius of the beam at its waist

beam width w(xb) = w0

√
1 + (xb/xR)2 beam radius at the distance from waist

xb
Gouy phase ζ(xb) = arctan(xb/xR) phase accumulated by the beam in the

near field
angular frequency ω -

Table 3.1: Parameters defining the electrical field of Gaussian beams.

3.2.2 The contrast

The contrast [33] (compare Sec. 3.1) describes the relative difference between the maximum and
the minimum power at the detector,

c =
Pmax − Pmin

Pmax + Pmin
. (3.23)

It is, therefore, a measure for the quality of the measurements. The optimal contrast is c = 1.
An accurate measurement becomes difficult if the contrast is low, as power fluctuations are less
characteristic. We can compute the contrast using the complex amplitude Q and the measured
power P via

c =

√
Q2

1 +Q2
2

P
=
|Q|
P

, (3.24)

where

P =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
d(ωhett)P . (3.25)

3.2.3 The differential power sensing signal

While the LPS and the contrast can be derived for any detector, we have to consider quadrant
photodetectors (QPDs) for the following signals. QPDs consist of four sensitive surfaces sepa-
rated by an insensitive cross slit, see Fig. 3.2. These four measurements can hence be combined
to new signals. One of them is the differential power sensing (DPS) signal [33]. It indicates the
position of the beam’s amplitude centroid on the detector. It combines the power measurements
of the single segments. If the power is larger on one segment, this indicates that the beam
has been shifted in this direction. We distinguish between the horizontal and the vertical DPS
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A B

C D

Figure 3.2: Quadrant photodiode. The four
sensitive surfaces are labelled A, B, C and D
(standard labelling when viewing from the
front, i.e. in direction of the propagating
beam). The cross slit between these regions
is insensitive.

signal,

DPSh =
P right − P left

P right + P left

=
PB + PD − PA − PC

PA + PB + PC + PD

, (3.26)

DPSv =
P up − P down

P up + P down

=
PA + PB − PC − PD

PA + PB + PC + PD

. (3.27)

The average powers Pi are derived like in Eq. (3.25) for the power measured in the respec-
tive detector quadrant. The DPS signal was used in LPF for the first realignment of the
beams. Note that the horizontal DPS signal was defined there the opposite way [TN1], i.e.

DPSh =
P left−P right

P right+P left
. However, I stay with the definition above, which corresponds to the

detectors coordinate system, which I will introduce below and is currently used in simulations
for LISA [37].

3.2.4 The differential wavefront sensing signal

The differential wavefront sensing (DWS) signal [33, 38] is an important signal in the charac-
terization of TTL coupling. It measures the relative angle between the two incoming beams.
Precisely, it compares the measured phases on the four quadrants and computes a horizontal
and vertical differential phase,

DWSh = φright − φleft , (3.28)

DWSv = φup − φdown . (3.29)

The horizontal DWS signal DWSh represents the differential yaw angle and the vertical DWS
signal DWSv gives the differential pitch angle. There are different methods to compute the left,
right, top and bottom phases. In LPF, these phases were computed following the formalism
(3.15) given the power measured at the investigated quadrants, cf. (3.5). E.g., the phase φleft is
defined as

φleft = − arctan

[ ∫ 2π
0 d(ωhett) sin(ωhett)

∫
A,C dS I∫ 2π

0 d(ωhett) cos(ωhett)
∫

A,C dS I

]

= − arctan

[ ∫ 2π
0 d(ωhett) sin(ωhett)

(∫
A dS I +

∫
C dS I

)∫ 2π
0 d(ωhett) cos(ωhett)

(∫
A dS I +

∫
C dS I

)]

= − arctan

[
PA cA sin(φA) + PC cC sin(φC)

PA cA cos(φA) + PC cC cos(φC)

]
.

(3.30)
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Analogously we get

φright = − arctan

[
PB cB sin(φB) + PD cD sin(φD)

PB cB cos(φB) + PD cD cos(φD)

]
, (3.31)

φup = − arctan

[
PA cA sin(φA) + PB cB sin(φB)

PA cA cos(φA) + PB cB cos(φB)

]
, (3.32)

φdown = − arctan

[
PC cC sin(φC) + PD cD sin(φD)

PC cC cos(φC) + PD cD cos(φD)

]
. (3.33)

Like the DPS signal, the horizontal DWS signal was defined with an opposite sign in LPF. In
order to make this work best applicable for future analysis, for instance, in the context of LISA,
the definition above is used throughout this work.
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Chapter 4

Introduction to Tilt-To-Length
Coupling

One of the major noise sources in space-based laser interferometers is tilt-to-length (TTL) cou-
pling [11, 39, 40, 41, 42]. It originates from lateral and rotational jitter of reflective surfaces
inside the S/C, e.g. test masses, but also of the S/C itself. However, TTL coupling can appear
not only in space interferometers but also in laboratory experiments. Any measurement of the
interference signal of laser beams where one of the beams reflects at a misplaced or jittering
surface or is received by a jittering optical bench (OB) can potentially be affected by this noise.

4.1 Angular and Lateral Tilt-To-Length Coupling

We refer to the path length signal changes due to angular and lateral jitter as TTL coupling.
Angular jitter of a component can affect the path length signal in various ways, as I will discuss
in Sec. 5. These are rotations of the beam paths – in vacuum or air, but also within transmissive
optical components – and rotations of components into or out of the beam path, see Fig. 4.1.
The rotations change the beam’s path lengths as well as their points of incidence and wavefront
properties at the detector.

Lateral TTL also falls under the term TTL coupling since it only occurs at tilted surfaces, as I
will show in Sec. 5. By shifting a component in a direction that is not parallel to its reflecting or
detecting surface, the beam path to the component gets elongated or shortened. Additionally, the
beam’s point of detection, i.e. the point where the beam axis meets the detector surface, changes
due to the lateral shift, see Fig. 4.1. Given a laterally jittering receiving system (discussed in
Sec. 5), the detector surface itself jitters with respect to the received beam. In this case, the
measured signal would change even if the beam path stays unchanged. The phase changes are
induced here by the mismatch of the interfering wavefront due to the shift. I introduce the TTL
changes due to wavefront mismatches in the following subsection.

23
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Summary box 4.1 | Angular and lateral TTL coupling

Angular and lateral jitter induce TTL coupling.

Via tilting a reflective component, the beam path after the reflection also gets rotated,
leading to a path length change. Additionally, the beam accumulates additional or reduced
path lengths due to the shifted point of reflection.

A shift of a rotated component changes the point of reflection, yielding an elongated or
shortened path length.

PD surface

 
PD surface

 

Figure 4.1: Angular (left) and lateral (right) TTL coupling depicted for a reflection at a
jittering test mass. The original path and test mass alignment are shown in light colours.
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4.2 Geometric and Non-Geometric Tilt-To-Length Coupling

While laser interferometers are built to measure distance changes between two objects, the TTL
coupling disturbs this measurement quantity. So, the angular or lateral jitter of one of the beams
with respect to the detector affects, on the one hand, its path and, therefore, its geometric path
length and, on the other hand, the interference pattern on the detector. We refer to length
changes of the beam axis as geometric TTL coupling [P3] and to all additional effects due to
the wavefront properties and the detector geometry as non-geometric TTL coupling [P2].

The geometric TTL coupling is independent of the beam types. It arises when the beam jitters
angularly with respect to the detector surfaces. In experimental setups, these rotations can be
applied directly to the beam itself or indirectly via the jitter of a component, e.g. a test mass or
a receiving system. It is possible to suppress such geometric TTL coupling by dedicated imaging
systems [39, 43]. Furthermore, lateral jitter of a test mass, thereby moving into or out of the
beam path, creates geometric TTL coupling.

Although dominant in many interferometers not using imaging systems, the geometric TTL
coupling does not describe the measured phase difference alone. Additionally, wavefront related
coupling terms alter the signal. These are different for every beam type and further depend
on aberrations of the wavefronts [40] and the beam diffractions [37]. Also, the non-geometric
TTL coupling depends on the detector geometry. The photodiodes’ sensitive surfaces are of
limited size, feature in the case of QPDs an insensitive cross slit making the beams clip at the
detector borders, or suffer from arbitrary detector errors. All these detector properties alter the
measured signal. Moreover, the signal itself can be defined differently when using QPDs. This
choice for a signal definition further alters the measured TTL noise.

4.3 Tilt-To-Length Coupling in this Work

In this work, I differentiate, on the one hand, between geometric and non-geometric and, on the
other hand, between angular and lateral TTL coupling.

In terms of geometric TTL coupling (Sec. 5.1), I investigate how the beam axis’ path length
changes for angular and lateral jitter of reflecting surfaces, e.g. test masses. We find TTL
coupling due to jitter of the test masses relative to the S/C in LPF (Sec. 6.2.1) and in the test
mass interferometer of LISA (Sec. 6.2.2). Furthermore, I will describe the TTL coupling due to
the jitter of a receiving system, as we find it in the long-arm interferometer of LISA where the
beam received from a far S/C interferes with a local beam (Sec. 6.2.2). Additionally, I discuss
the TTL effect of planar transmissive components, i.e. windows or transmissive beamsplitters.
While a beam exits a component with planar surfaces at the same angle as it enters the latter,
its refraction angle depends on the alignment of the incoming angle. Transmissive components,
therefore, change the optical path length of a tilted refracting beam. This is different for
components with curved surfaces, e.g. lenses. However, the analytical description of the TTL
coupling in lens systems is not the content of this work.

As introduced above, non-geometric TTL coupling (Sec. 5.2) depends on the beams types inter-
fering, i.e. their wavefronts properties. I focus in this work on the analytical description of TTL
coupling for Gaussian beams as we find them in LPF and also the test mass interferometer of
LISA. The expected non-geometric signal contribution will be derived depending on the beam
parameters and their alignment with respect to each other and to the detector surface. Thereby,
I neglect possible wavefront aberrations such as defocus, astigmatism, coma, trefoil or spherical
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aberrations. Also, the diffraction of the beams due to clipping at apertures along the beam path
will not be covered here.

Besides the beams’ wavefront properties, the non-geometric TTL coupling also depends on the
detector geometry. I will describe the effect of the detector alignment and the shape of its
sensitive areas on the coupling signal. In particular, I compare the expected coupling for single-
element photodiodes (SEPDs) and QPDs. The latter allow for different signal definitions. In
this work, I use the so-called LPF signal definition [36] as it was used during the LPF mission.

4.4 Tilt-To-Length Coupling in other Works

The analytical derivation of geometric and non-geometric TTL coupling presented in this work
builds on previously published findings: Schuster et al. investigate in [44] the TTL coupling
for a simplified case featuring Gaussian beams with equal beam parameters or planar waves.
Moreover, it has been shown previously that the LPS cancels for Gaussian beams in some special
cases [33, 44] which I reconsider in the upcoming discussion (Sec. 5.3). Relevant geometric TTL
coupling effects have also been defined in [35, 37, 45].

As mentioned above, geometric TTL coupling is dominant in many interferometers. One possi-
bility to suppress geometric coupling is given by dedicated imaging systems. These change the
beam path depending on the respective angular and lateral alignment. A suitable alignment
can, therefore, minimise the geometric TTL coupling at the detector. Contrary to LPF, in the
LISA mission, imaging systems will be used to minimise the TTL coupling in the test mass
interferometer [39] as well as the long-arm interferometer [43]. Dedicated experiments with 2-
and 4-lens imaging systems have proven to meet the LISA requirements [39, 43].

However, the minimisation of TTL coupling by imaging systems is limited. On the one hand,
the alignment of the imaging systems is likely not perfect, resulting in residual geometric TTL
coupling and, on the other hand, non-geometric TTL coupling still enters the signal. Therefore,
it has been investigated in [43] how the lateral alignment of the used QPD induces further
coupling, thereby counteracting the residual TTL noise.

Another relevant difference within LPF and LISA are the beam types at the LISA long-arm
interferometer. There, a local Gaussian beam will interfere with the received beam, which will
be a fraction of the beam transmitted by a far S/C. This received beam will no longer be Gaussian
but can be approximated by a flat-top beam [43]. So, it will be clipped by the telescope and,
therefore, further suffers from diffraction. Schuster investigated in [37] the TTL noise from a
diffracted beam imaged by a lens system onto the detector plane. Since the diffraction changes
the interference pattern, it also affects the TTL coupling noise.

Besides diffraction, the beams’ wavefronts are likely suffering from aberrations in the form of
defocus, astigmatism, coma, trefoil or spherical aberrations. These aberrations can take any form
but are usually small in laboratory setups. For beams propagating far distances as between the
LISA satellites, they can become more significant. Thus, they will likely yield TTL coupling in
the LISA long-arm interferometers [40, 41].

In every interferometer using QPDs, different LPS definitions can be applied to compute the
full signal. Within this work, I use the LPF signal. A comparison of further signal definitions
can be found in [36].
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Tilt-To-Length Coupling: Model and
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Chapter 5

Analytical Modelling of
Tilt-To-Length Coupling

In this chapter, I will mathematically derive how TTL coupling changes the LPS. I divide the
TTL effects into geometric [P3, 36] and non-geometric [P2, 36], i.e. wavefront and detector
geometry related effects. In several cases, this separation is beneficial. So optical path length
differences (OPDs) are often assumed to be dominant. However, lens systems (i.e. imaging
systems) can be used to suppress significant parts of the geometric effects [39, 46]. In this case,
the non-geometric TTL coupling becomes dominant. I will provide here analytical formulas
describing the geometric and non-geometric noise contributors for angular and lateral jitter
coupling. Moreover, I will show some cases where geometric and non-geometric coupling terms
cancel each other.

The analytical work presented in this chapter, particularly the non-geometric TTL analysis,
builds on the methods described in [33, 34, 36]. The working principle of the lever arm and the
piston effect has been previously introduced in [37]. Here, I present a comprehensive analysis of
the geometric and non-geometric TTL effects coupling into LPF and beyond. Wherever possible,
I provide analytical equations describing these effects in two- and three-dimensional setups. The
key findings have been published in [P3, P2].

5.1 Geometric Tilt-To-Length Coupling

The geometric TTL coupling [P3] describes the phase changes due to the path length change of
the beam axis. Thereby, we also account for optical effects that would directly affect this length
measurement, for example, transmissions through optical components of a different material as
the surrounding medium. Respectively, we refer to the measured length of the beam axis also
as the optical path length (OPL).

I divide my analysis here for four independent effects that add up to the full geometric coupling.
The first two are the lever arm and the piston effect, described in Sec. 5.1.1. Both originate from
the jitter of a reflective test mass relative to the optical bench, such as in LPF. In Sec. 5.1.2 I will
explain the coupling of a receiving S/C jitter relative to the beam path. This coupling occurs
if the beam originates from a first OB and is then received by a second one which jitters with
respect to the beam. We find such coupling, for instance, for the long-arm interferometer of LISA
or in GRACE-FO. The fourth geometric coupling I discuss here originates from transmissive
components along the beam path, see Sec. 5.1.3. The equations derived there add up to the

29
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Summary box 5.1 | Lever arm effect

The TM rotates around the beam’s point of reflection. This induces a rotation of reflected
beam axis by twice the rotation angle of the TM. The beam, therefore, accumulates addi-
tional path length.

Analytical equations for the geometric lever arm effect assuming a beam with normal inci-
dence (β = 0) and a non-tilted PD:

OPD2D
lever = 2dlever ϕ

2

OPD3D
lever = 2dlever (ϕ2 + η2)

PD surface

 

Figure 5.1: Sketch of the geometric lever arm cou-
pling. The test mass (yellow quadrangle) rotates
by an angle ϕ. Therefore, the reflected beam (red)
rotates by twice that angle. The dashed line shows
the reflected beam path in the non-tilted case. Due
to the rotation, beam axis accumulates the addi-
tional path length from point P0 to point PPD.

test mass as well as the S/C induced coupling. In all cases, I provide equations that explain the
expected optical path length differences (OPDs) between a nominal and the tilted or laterally
shifted scenario.

5.1.1 The test mass induced tilt-to-length coupling

In LISA as well as in LPF, the laser beams reflect at freely floating test masses. The big
advantage of freely floating test masses in comparison to mounted mirrors lies in their stability:
While the S/C accelerate due to micro-propulsions by the thrusters, solar force noise, small
meteoroid impacts and other, electronic, sources [47], the test masses are much quieter. However,
the jitter of the S/C relative to the test masses can also be interpreted as a test mass jitter that
alters the reflected beam path. This subsection covers the two coupling effects induced by test
mass jitter, the lever arm and the piston effect.

The Lever Arm Effect

The lever arm effect is a pure angular jitter coupling effect. A rotation of a test mass leads
to a rotation of the beam behind its reflection point. By the law of reflection, the beam’s
propagation axis gets tilted by twice the rotation angle of the reflective surface. Thus the beam
would propagate a different length until it hits the detector. If the test mass rotates around
the beam’s point of reflection, we refer to this effect as the lever arm effect. The described
scenario is depicted in Fig. 5.1. There, the reflected beam axis (red) reaches the length dlever of
the nominal reflected beam axis (dashed, black) already in the point P0 and propagates further
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b
e
a
m

PD surface

Figure 5.2: Pitch and yaw angle in a global coordinate system. Left: A positive rotation of the
beam – directly or indirectly via a reflection at a rotated surface – in yaw generates a negative
beam walk parallel to the y-axis. Right: A positive rotation in pitch gives a positive beam walk
parallel to the z-axis.

until it impinges at the photodiode in the point PPD. Hence the OPD computes as

OPDlever = |~pPD − ~p0| (5.1)

= dlever [sec(2ϕ)− 1] , (5.2)

where ~pi is the position vector of a point Pi. In Eq. (5.2), I assumed for simplicity that the
nominal beam hits the detector orthogonally. In practice, the beam direction and the surface
normal of the detector are likely not parallel due to unavoidable imperfections in the setup. Let
ϕPD describe the tilt of the detector surface normal with respect to the nominal beam axis. The
OPD would then change to

OPD2D
lever = dlever [sec(2ϕ− ϕPD) cos(ϕPD)− 1] . (5.3)

While theses equations hold for any angle ϕ, ϕPD ∈
(
−π

2 ,
π
2

)
, the tilts of the mirror and the

imperfections in the setup defining the photodiode rotation are small in laser interferometers.
This allows us to Taylor expand the Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) giving

OPD2D
lever(ϕPD = 0) ≈ 2 dlever ϕ

2 , (5.4)

OPD2D
lever(ϕPD) ≈ 2 dlever

[
ϕ2 − ϕϕPD

]
. (5.5)

By Eq. (5.4), we see that the geometric lever arm effect is a quadratic effect when neglecting
the detector rotation. I will show in Sec. 5.3 that the photodiode angle ϕPD cancels out when
taking also non-geometric effects into account.

All equations for the lever arm effect so far show that it does not depend on the direction of the
incoming beam. I characterise the beam alignment before the reflection by an angle β, which
describes the rotation of the beam with respect to a beam of normal incidence. Although the
beam in Fig. 5.1 deviates from a normal incidence, the OPD is only affected by the rotation
angle of the test mass ϕ. However, the angle of the incoming beam becomes relevant as soon
as three-dimensional setups are assumed. While the equations held so far for rotations in one
plane, we have in space interferometry test masses jittering in all degrees of freedom. I, therefore,
introduce here also the corresponding three-dimensional lever arm equations.

Let the x-axis be the sensitive axis. Then the rotations of the test mass affecting the OPL are the
yaw angle ϕ and the pitch angle η, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The angular alignment of the incoming
beam with respect to the sensitive axis is given by the propagation angle βy in the xy-plane and
βz in the xz-plane. If the detector is tilted with respect to the nominal beam, I further describe
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2D and 3D symbols Description

dlever dlever distance between centre of rotation (CoR) and point of detection (PoD)
dlong dlong longitudinal, i.e. direction of sensitive axis, distance between CoR and

point of interest, e.g. point of reflection (PoR) or PoD
dlat dlat dvert lateral, i.e. orthogonal to sensitive axis, distance(s) between CoR and

point of interest
ttc ttc thickness of transmissive component
ntc ntc refractive index of transmissive component

β βy βz (propagation) angle(s) between sensitive axis and nominal beam path
ϕ ϕ η rotation angle(s) of TM
ϕPD ϕPD ηPD rotation of the detector with respect to nominal beam direction
ϕtc ϕtc ηtc rotation of transmissive component with respect to the nominal beam

direction

Table 5.1: Overview over the parameters used to describe the geometric TTL. Denoted are the
two- and three-dimensional symbols, respectively.

its angular alignment via the angles as ϕPD (rotation in xy-plane) and ηPD (rotation in xz-
plane). Furthermore, dlever defines the geometric length the nominal beam propagates through
the three-dimensional space from the point of reflection at the test mass to the photodiode. A
summary of the definition of the parameters in the two- and three-dimensional cases is given in
Tab. 5.1. With this we get

OPD3D
lever(ϕPD, ηPD = 0) ≈ dlever

2 cos2(βz)ϕ
2 + 2 cos2(βy) η

2 + sin(2βy) sin(2βz)ϕη

cos2(βy) + cos2(βz) sin2(βy)
, (5.6)

OPD3D
lever(ϕPD, ηPD) ≈ dlever

2 cos2(βz)(ϕ
2−ϕϕPD)+2 cos2(βy)(η

2−ηηPD)+sin(2βy) sin(2βz)ϕη

cos2(βy) + cos2(βz) sin2(βy)
.

(5.7)

It can easily be shown that these equations reduce to the two-dimensional formulas I have
introduced above if we set the parameters in the orthogonal plane to zero. The equations also
simplify if we assume a beam with normal incidence, i.e. βy = βz = 0,

OPD3D
lever(ϕPD, ηPD = 0) ≈ 2dlever (ϕ2 + η2) , (5.8)

OPD3D
lever(ϕPD, ηPD) ≈ 2dlever

[
(ϕ2 − ϕϕPD) + (η2 − ηηPD)

]
. (5.9)

Thus, the three-dimensional lever arm effect is for beams of normal incidence and small rotation
angles the sum of the lever arm effects in the orthogonal planes.

The Piston Effect

In the case of the lever arm effect, we assumed the centre of rotation of the mirror to lie in the
point of reflection. This is not always the case. In space interferometry, the centre of rotation
rather lies in the centre of mass (CoM) of the test mass or the S/C. A rotation of the mirror
around this centre will move the reflective surface in and out the beam path like a piston, see
Fig. 5.3. Hence we refer to the additional path length changes due to this surface displacement
as piston effect. The piston effect also describes the beam path changes due to lateral jitter of
the reflective component, see Fig. 5.4.

In both cases, the piston effect is given by the sum of the distances between the point of
reflection Prefl,0 at a non-tilted test mass, the point of reflection Prefl at the tilted test mass, and
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Summary box 5.2 | Angular piston effect

When the centre of rotation does not equal the point of reflection, the TM surface moves
in and out the beam path. This effect generates an additional path length change, which is
indicated in the right figure by the beam path above the line parallel to the PD surface.

Analytical equations for the angular piston effect assuming a beam with normal incidence
(β = 0) and a non-tilted photodiode:

OPD2D
piston,ang = −2dlat ϕ+ dlong ϕ

2

OPD3D
piston,ang = −2dlat ϕ+ 2dvert η + dlong (ϕ2 + η2)

x

center of
rotation

line parallel to

PD surfacex

beam

Figure 5.3: The beam accumulates the beam path from the initial reflection point Prefl,0

to the new reflection point Prefl to the line parallel and further to the line parallel to
the photodiode (PD) surface that intersects Prefl,0. The longitudinal and lateral distances
between the centre of rotation and the point of reflection are given by dlong and dlat. Both
are negative in this figure. The same applies to the angle of incidence β.
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Summary box 5.3 | Lateral piston effect

Lateral jitter of a tilted test mass shifts its reflective surface into or out of the beam path.
This effect changes the beam’s path length, which is indicated in the right figure by the
beam path above the line parallel to the photodiode surface. The geometric path length
does not change if the test mass is not tilted.

Analytical equations for the lateral piston effect assuming a beam with normal incidence
(β = 0) and a non-tilted detector:

OPD2D
piston,lat = 2 y ϕ0

OPD3D
piston,lat = 2 y ϕ0 − 2 z η0

line parallel to

PD surfacex x

center of
rotation

beam

x

Figure 5.4: Like in the case of the angular piston effect, the beam accumulates the beam
path from the initial reflection point Prefl,0 to the new reflection point Prefl and further to
the line parallel to the photodiode surface that intersects Prefl,0. The test mass in the right
figure is nominally rotated by an angle ϕ0. The test mass shift y is positive in this figure.
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the intersection point PPD of the axis of the reflected beam with a line parallel to the detector
surface that crosses the reflection point which would be reached by the beam first (Prefl,0 in
Fig. 5.3), i.e.

|OPDpiston| = |~prefl − ~prefl,0|+ |~pPD − ~prefl| . (5.10)

The path length of the beam after point PPD equals the path length of the reflected beam due
to the lever arm effect. The length change of OPDpiston is positive if the mirror surface moves
out of the beam path and negative if it moves into the path.

I derive OPDpiston first analytically for angular test mass jitter. Therefore, I denote the incident
beam angle at the test mass with β and the longitudinal and lateral distances between the point
of reflection and the centre of rotation with dlong and dlat. Thereby, dlong describes the distance
between these points along the sensitive axis of the interferometer, which is defined from the
bottom to the top in Fig. 5.3. I define the direction of this axis for each reflection separately. It
corresponds to the direction of the incoming beam. In this scheme, dlong is negative. Analogously,
dlat is denoted as the distance along the orthogonal axis, here parallel to the non-tilted test mass
surface. The direction of the axis always equals the direction of the longitudinal axis rotated
by 90 degrees in the mathematical positive sense (counterclockwise). Hence dlat is also negative
in Fig. 5.3. Since β is the angle between the sensitive axis and the actual beam axis, it is also
negative here. With this we can derive the angular piston effect as follows,

OPD2D
piston,ang = 2 sec(2ϕ) cos(β + ϕ) {dlong [1− cos(ϕ)]− dlat sin(ϕ)} . (5.11)

Assuming again that the photodiode were tilted with respect to the setup, I extend this equation
to

OPD2D
piston,ang = 2 sec(2ϕ− ϕPD) cos(β + ϕ− ϕPD) {dlong [1− cos(ϕ)]− dlat sin(ϕ)} . (5.12)

For small tilt angles, we can Taylor expand the equations of the piston effect and get

OPD2D
piston,ang(ϕPD = 0) ≈ −2dlat cos(β)ϕ+ [2dlat sin(β) + dlong cos(β)] ϕ2 , (5.13)

OPD2D
piston,ang(ϕPD) ≈ −2dlat [cos(β) + ϕPD sin(β)] ϕ+ [2dlat sin(β) + dlong cos(β)] ϕ2 .

(5.14)

These equations are further simplified if we assume a beam of normal incidence, i.e. β = 0:

OPD2D
piston,ang = −2dlat ϕ+ dlong ϕ

2 . (5.15)

From this, I conclude that the lateral (dlat) piston term generates linear TTL while the longitu-
dinal (dlong) piston term contributes a second-order coupling.

To derive the three-dimensional equation for the angular piston effect, I employ the parameters
already described in the lever arm section. Additionally, I define dvert as the distance between
the point of reflection and the centre of rotation in the new degree of freedom. Thus, I find the
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three-dimensional angular piston effect to be

OPD3D
piston,ang(ϕPD, ηPD = 0)

≈ dlong
cos(βy) cos(βz)(ϕ

2 + η2)√
cos2(βy) + cos2(βz) sin2(βy)

+ 2(−dlatϕ+ dvertη)
cos(βy) cos(βz)− sin(βy) cos(βz)ϕ− sin(βz) cos(βy) η√

cos2(βy) + cos2(βz) sin2(βy)
,

(5.16)

OPD3D
piston,ang(ϕPD, ηPD)

≈ dlong
cos(βy) cos(βz)(ϕ

2 + η2)√
cos2(βy) + cos2(βz) sin2(βy)

+ 2(−dlatϕ+ dvertη)
cos(βy) cos(βz)− sin(βy) cos(βz)(ϕ− ϕPD)− sin(βz) cos(βy)(η − ηPD)√

cos2(βy) + cos2(βz) sin2(βy)
.

(5.17)

I simplify these equations further by assuming beams with normal incidence at the detector and
find

OPD3D
piston,ang ≈ dlong (ϕ2 + η2) + 2(−dlatϕ+ dvertη) , (5.18)

showing that under this assumption, the three-dimensional angular piston effect is also the sum
of the two-dimensional piston effects in two orthogonal planes. Here, the longitudinal offset
generates a second-order TTL effect while the lateral displacements contribute linearly to the
total geometric TTL coupling.

The piston effect originating from lateral test mass jitter is closely related to the angular jitter
case. As visible in Fig. 5.4, the path of the beam only changes if the test mass is nominally tilted.
In this case, the test mass shift changes the lateral distance between the point of reflection and
the component’s centre of rotation. Therefore, we find the lateral jitter equation by first replacing
the angles ϕ and η with the static misalignment angles ϕ0 and η0, and, second, substituting
dlat → −y and dvert → −z, where y and z describe the lateral test mass jitter. Neglecting all
remaining constant and higher-order terms yields

OPD2D
piston,lat = 2 y sec(2ϕ0 − ϕPD) cos(β + ϕ0 − ϕPD) sin(ϕ0) (5.19)

≈ 2 y ϕ0 cos(β) (5.20)

in the two-dimensional and

OPD3D
piston,lat ≈ 2(y ϕ0 − z η0)

cos(βy) cos(βz)√
cos2(βy) + cos2(βz) sin2(βy)

(5.21)

in the three-dimensional case. The series expansions show that lateral jitter induces linear
geometric TTL coupling in the two- as well as in the three-dimensional case.

Assuming for further simplification a beam of normal incidence at the test mass and no detector
tilt, we find

OPD2D
piston,lat ≈ 2 y ϕ0 , (5.22)

OPD3D
piston,lat ≈ 2 y ϕ0 − 2 z η0 . (5.23)

I conclude that for angular as well as for lateral test mass jitter, the three-dimension equation
corresponds to the sum of the two-dimensional equations in the respective planes for a beam
of normal incidence and no detector tilt. The geometric piston coupling terms for lateral jitter
coupling are all linear.
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Summary box 5.4 | Angular receiver jitter

A rotation of the local setup with respect to the received beam axis (or vice versa) generates
TTL coupling. If the centre of rotation does not equal the point of detection, the detector
surface moves in or out of the beam.

Analytical equations describing the OPD due to angular receiver jitter:

OPD2D
SC,ang = −dlat ϕSC − dlong

ϕ2
SC

2

OPD3D
SC,ang = −dlat ϕSC + dvert ηSC − dlong

ϕ2
SC + η2

SC

2

x center of rotation

beam

x
center of rotation

beam

Figure 5.5: The beam accumulates the path length from point P0 to point P1. The path
length difference depends on the offset of the beam’s point of detection with respect to
the centre of rotation. The longitudinal offset is denoted with dlong and the lateral one
is denoted with dlat. Both are negative in this figure. The two scenarios of a rotating
beam (left) and a rotating setup (right) are equivalent. The rotation angle of the S/C is,
therefore, given by ϕSC = −ϕm.

5.1.2 Receiving system jitter

The two TTL effects described above occur in LPF, where the beams originate from the optical
bench which is attached to the S/C and the measurement beam is reflected from two freely
floating test masses. LPF simulated one long-arm interferometer in LISA but scaled down
to a few decimetres. Therefore, the first test mass simulates the distant S/C. This reduced
setup yields several differences between LPF and LISA, which also affect the TTL coupling.
Neglecting for now the beam properties and the influence of the telescope in LISA, the setups
in both missions differ in another relevant aspect: In the case of LPF, the TTL couples into
the signal due to the beam reflection at the jittering test masses, while, in the case of LISA,
we find additional TTL coupling due to a non-local beam received by a jittering local S/C. The
orientation of the axis of the received beam with respect to the receiver is governed by the jitter
of the far S/C and, additionally, the local S/C jitter. Considering differential angles and shifts,
we can summarise both effects either as a tilt of the receiving system with respect to the beam
axis or vice versa.

For the analysis presented in this work, I consider a jittering receiver, giving a beam with normal
incidence. While the DWS signal would provide the differential angle of the received beam ϕm,
the S/C would be rotated in the opposite direction as measured (Fig. 5.5). So I will account for
this sign change, i.e. ϕSC = −ϕm.

Analogously, I describe lateral jitter via the jitter ySC of the local S/C along its internal coordi-
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Summary box 5.5 | Lateral receiver jitter

Lateral jitter does not generate any geometric TTL coupling for a receiver shifted along its
internal lateral axis. It only changes the beam’s point of incidence at the detector:

OPDSC,lat = 0

x

beam

x

Figure 5.6: The beam accumulates no ad-
ditional path length due to the receiver
shift, even though it changes the lateral
offset dlat between the point of reflec-
tion and the centre of rotation. However,
the beam’s point of detection gets shifted
from point P0 (here at the centre of the
detector surface) to point P1 (here at the
upper edge of the shifted detector).

beam

PD surface

CoR

CoR

Figure 5.7: Comparison of the definitions of the longidtudinal (dlong) and lateral (dlat) offsets in
case of the piston effect (left) and rotation of the setup (right).
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nate system, see Fig. 5.6. This choice makes sense in constellations like LISA since the lateral
GRS readout of the electrode housings around the test masses implicitly also provides the jitter
of the respective optical benches.

I assume angular S/C jitter first. Given that the beam axis’ incidence point on the detector
surface does not match with the centre of rotation, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5, the photodiode
would move in and out of the beam, resulting in TTL coupling. I denote the longitudinal and
lateral offsets between the point of detection and the centre of rotation (CoR) as dlong and dlat.
The offset dlong is set to be positive if the centre of rotation lies (seen from the beam) behind
the nominal detector surface. The lateral offset dlat is positive if it is ‘seen’ by the beam at its
left-hand side, see Fig. 5.7. Let the receiving S/C be rotated by an angle ϕSC with respect to
the beam’s propagation axis. Then the OPD is computed from

OPD2D
SC,ang = sec(ϕSC) {−dlong [1− cos(ϕSC)]− dlat sin(ϕSC)} . (5.24)

Evaluating this equation for small angles ϕSC, we find

OPD2D
SC,ang = −dlong ϕ

2
SC/2− dlatϕSC . (5.25)

By comparing this formula with Eq. (5.15), we find the angular jitter of the receiver to be
equivalent to the angular piston effect for a beam with normal incidence despite a factor of two
and a sign flip of the longitudinal term. This can easily be understood when comparing the
mechanisms leading to both equations. The piston effect, as well as the effect here, describe how
the movement of a component into or out of the beam path affects its OPL. In the case of the
piston effect, the beam is additionally reflected, which approximately doubles the path length
difference.

Mind that I have not defined a detector tilt angle for the investigated case of a jittering receiver.
Since the detector surface defines the coordinate system, any constant detector tilts are inter-
preted as beam tilts. However, we can extend the equations above by this detector alignment
angle by simply substituting ϕSC → ϕSC + ϕPD.

As before, we can extend this two-dimensional equation for a three-dimensional setup. Therefore,
I consider the additional offset dvert of the centre of rotation as well as a rotation ηSC in the
orthogonal plane. We find for small tilt angles

OPD3D
SC,ang = −dlat ϕSC + dvert ηSC − dlong

ϕ2
SC + η2

SC

2
. (5.26)

Like the piston effect, the rotation of the system features a linear TTL coupling for lateral offsets
and second-order coupling for longitudinal offsets.

I define lateral jitter of the local S/C as shifts along its internal lateral axis, see Fig. 5.6. If this
axis corresponds to the detector surface, i.e. the detector is not tilted, the latter neither moves
in nor out of the beam path. Correspondingly, lateral jitter does not cause any geometric TTL
coupling:

OPDSC,lat = 0 . (5.27)

However, we would find residual coupling terms for a rotated detector surface. For this case, I
assume a detector tilt ϕPD with respect to the S/C coordinate system, and therefore the lateral
jitter axis, as well as an angular S/C misalignment by ϕSC0. Then we find

OPD2D
SC = −ySC

sin(ϕPD)

cos(ϕSC0 + ϕPD)
(5.28)

≈ −ySC ϕPD (5.29)
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Summary box 5.6 | Transmissive components

When a beam enters a component, e.g. a window or a beamsplitter, with a different re-
fractive index ntc, it changes its beam path. Furthermore, the beam accumulates stronger
or weaker phase changes within this component depending on the difference between the
refractive indices of the media in- and outside the component.

Analytical TTL equations for the beam propagation through a plane-parallel component
assuming a beam with normal incidence (β = 0) and non-tilted photodiode:

OPD2D
tc =

1

2
ttc [1/ntc − 1]ϕ2

m

OPD3D
tc =

1

2
ttc [1/ntc − 1] (ϕ2

m + η2
m)

line parallel to

PD surface

Figure 5.8: The beam changes its path inside a
component with a different refractive index than
the outer medium. Instead of the path from point
Pin to point Pout,0, it propagates inside the com-
ponent, scaled by the refractive index ntc, from
Pin to Pout and outside further to PPD. The beam
propagates behind point PPD has the same path
length until reaching the detector as behind point
Pout,0.

yielding linear geometric TTL coupling. This coupling only depends on the detector tilt and, in
particular, not on the S/C alignment. I will show in Sec. 5.3 that the detector tilt dependent
terms will cancel in the total LPS, i.e. when additionally taking into account the non-geometric
TTL contributions.

5.1.3 Plane-Parallel Transmissive Components

Before and after the measurement beam was reflected at the test masses onboard LPF, it passed
the windows between the optical bench and the electrode housing. Due to the windows’ refrac-
tive index, the beam accumulated a longer OPL inside this window, and, further, its beam path
was changed within this component. Beyond LPF, this effect commonly occurs in many laser
interferometer setups using transmissive components such as windows or beamsplitters. There-
fore, I will derive here the corresponding analytical equations given N transmissive components
along the beam path after its reflection at a jittering test mass or after entering the optical
bench of a receiving S/C, respectively.

I assume all these components to be plane-parallel, i.e. no lenses, and to be rotated against the
nominal beam path by an angle ϕtc,i, i ∈ {1, ..., N}. The thickness of the components is given
by ttc,i and their refractive index is set to be ntc,i respectively. For the computation of the full
path length change due to transmissive components along the beam path, I compare the path
the beam would have propagated through an equally sized component with the same refractive
index as the surrounding medium, e.g. ntc,i = 1 in vacuum, with the actual path of the refracting
beam. As shown in Fig. 5.8, the unchanged beam path would be ~pout,0 − ~pin. Instead the beam
propagates from Pin to Pout within the component. The propagation direction depends on the
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incident beam angle which changes according to Snell’s law

ntc sin(ϕ‘inside tc’) = sin(ϕ‘ouside tc’) (5.30)

⇐⇒ ϕ‘inside tc’ = arcsin (1/ntc sin(ϕ‘ouside tc’)) . (5.31)

Since the light slows down in a denser medium, I further multiply the path length inside the
component with the refractive index ntc. From this length, I subtract the path length the beam
would propagate at the absence of a transmissive component, i.e. |~pout,0 − ~pin|. To account for
the alignment of the detector surface relative to the component surface, I finally correct the OPL
by the distance (could also be negative) the beam propagates until it crosses the line parallel
to the detector surface that intersects the ‘emission’ point Pout,0 of the beam not affected by a
transmissive component. In Fig. 5.8 this length is given by |~pPD − ~pout|. Consequently, we get
for N components along the beam path and a beam jitter angle ϕm an OPL of

OPLtc =

N∑
i=1

ntc,i |~pout,i − ~pin,i| − |~pout,0,i − ~pin,i|+ |~pPD,i − ~pout,i| (5.32)

=
N∑
i=1

ttc,i

{
n2

tc,i√
n2

tc,i − sin2(ϕm − ϕtc,i)
− 1

cos(ϕm − ϕtc,i)

+
sin(ϕtc,i − ϕPD)

cos(ϕm − ϕPD)

 sin(ϕm − ϕtc,i)√
n2

tc,i − sin2(ϕm − ϕtc,i)
− tan(ϕm − ϕtc,i)

} ,
(5.33)

and for small beam tilts and detector misalignments

OPD2D
tc ≈

N∑
i=1

1

2
ttc,i

 n2
tc,i cos2(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i))3/2

− sin2(ϕtc,i)√
n2

tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i)
− cos(ϕtc,i)

(ϕ2
m − 2ϕm ϕPD

)
.

(5.34)

Not taking into account the detector tilt ϕPD, the transmissive components add second-order
TTL coupling to the overall signal. We can simplify these equations further, assuming beams
with initially normal incidence and non-tilted transmissive components. We then find

OPD2D
tc (ϕPD) ≈

N∑
i=1

1

2
ttc,i [1/ntc,i − 1]

(
ϕ2
m − 2ϕm ϕPD

)
, (5.35)

OPD2D
tc (ϕPD = 0)≈

N∑
i=1

1

2
ttc,i [1/ntc,i − 1] ϕ2

m , (5.36)

showing again a second-order behaviour scaling linearly with the thicknesses of the components.
The absolute path length change within one component increases for increasing refractive indices.

Extending the formulas for three-dimensional environments, Snell’s law as given by Eq. (5.31)
needs to be extended as well. Therefore, I express the three-dimensional direction the beam
propagates within a component (~binside) via the beam direction outside this component (~boutside).
Further, I denote the normal vector of the surface of the plane-parallel transmissive component
by −→nvtc. Like before, the refractive index is given by ntc. Then the three-dimensional replacement
on Snell’s law is [48]

~binside =
1

ntc

~boutside −

(√
1− 1

n2
tc

[
1−

(
~boutside · −→nvtc

)2
]

+
~boutside · −→nvtc

ntc

)
−→nvtc (5.37)
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I show for the simplified case depicted in Fig. 5.8 that this equation reduces to the two-
dimensional law. I substitute ~boutside → (− cos(ϕtc),− sin(ϕtc)) and −→nvtc → (1, 0)) as long
as considering a non-rotated component in this example. Thus we get

~binside =
1

ntc

(
− cos(ϕtc)
− sin(ϕtc)

)
−

{√√√√1− 1

n2
tc

[
1−

((
− cos(ϕtc)
− sin(ϕtc)

)
·
(

1
0

))2
]

+
1

ntc

(
− cos(ϕtc)
− sin(ϕtc)

)
·
(

1
0

)} (
1
0

)

= − 1

ntc

(
cos(ϕtc)
sin(ϕtc)

)
−

{√
1− 1

n2
tc

[1− cos2(ϕtc)]−
1

ntc
cos(ϕtc)

} (
1
0

)

=

(
−
√

1− sin2(ϕtc)/n2
tc

− sin(ϕtc)/ntc

)

=

(
− cos {arcsin [sin(ϕtc)/ntc]}

− sin(ϕtc)/ntc

)
,

(5.38)

which is the direction of the beam inside the component according to Snell’s law.

This transformation rule for the beam direction indicates that the three-dimensional equations
will be significantly more complicated than in the case of the lever arm or the piston effect.
Moreover, they become exceptionally long, making it impossible to extract physical relations
from them. However, I provide the dedicated equations for two simplified but common scenarios.
In both cases, I choose the detector to be well aligned.

At first, I assume a beam of normal incidence and a non-tilted component, e.g., a window. Then
we find the three-dimensional effect,

OPD3D
tc =

1

2
ttc [1/ntc − 1]

(
ϕ2
m + η2

m

)
, (5.39)

to be the sum of the two second-order coupling effects in both orthogonal planes.

In the second example, I again consider a beam with normal incidence, but tilt the component
by 45° in yaw. This alignment refers to a perfectly aligned 50-50-beamsplitter. We get

OPD3D
tc =

1

23/2
ttc

{[
−1 +

1

(−1 + 2n2
tc)

3/2

]
ϕ2
m +

[
−1 +

1√
−1 + 2n2

tc

]
η2
m

}
, (5.40)

showing also a second-order behaviour.

Despite seeing a pure second-order coupling in these two examples, this is not always true, but
it will dominate the linear contribution in most setups.

5.1.4 Total geometric coupling in respective setups

In laser interferometers, we commonly find a combination of the coupling effects introduced
above. Considering either a test mass or a receiver jitter, we derive the full OPD in both cases
as the sum of the acting effects, i.e.

OPDTM = OPDlever + OPDpiston + OPDtc , (5.41)

OPDRS = OPDSC + OPDtc , (5.42)
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where the index ‘TM’ labels the test mass and ‘RS’ the receiving system.

The equations derived in the Sec. 5.1.3 all apply for components placed along the beam path
after a reflection at a test mass and after entering the optical bench of a local jittering S/C,
respectively. Therefore, I substitute the beam angle in the first case by ϕm = 2ϕ and in the
second by ϕm = −ϕSC.

Note also that the equations presented so far all assumed that the beam propagates in vacuum,
i.e. nvac = 1. In space missions, as well as in the large ground-based gravitational wave detectors,
we have an almost perfect vacuum. However, in smaller laboratory setups, the optical bench
might be placed in air or any other medium, i.e. n > 1. This increases the path length changes
OPDlever and OPDpiston. In the equation presented in this section, we would account for these
changes by multiplying the equations with the refractive index of the outer medium n. The
same applies for path length changes due to transmissive components. However, we also have to
adapt Snell’s law given by Eq. (5.31) to find the propagation direction inside the components.

ntc sin(ϕ‘inside tc’) = n sin(ϕ‘ouside tc’) (5.43)

⇐⇒ ϕ‘inside tc’ = arcsin (n/ntc sin(ϕ‘ouside tc’)) . (5.44)

Hence, we would further substitute ntc → ntc/n in Eqs. (5.32)-(5.40) to find the correspond-
ing equations for path length changes due to transmissive components placed in an arbitrary
medium.

5.2 Non-geometric Tilt-To-Length Coupling

The geometric path length changes describe the length changes of the beam axis. In laser
interferometric setups, the path length readout does not depend on the axis length alone but
also on the properties of the beams’ wavefronts, the detector geometry and small errors of both.
The longitudinal path length signal (LPS) delivered by the detector combines this information.
Hence it is the sum of the geometric path length changes introduced in Sec. 5.1 and further
non-geometric signal contributions [P2, 34],

LPS = OPD + LPSng . (5.45)

Since TTL reduction systems (Sec. 6.2) change the geometric and non-geometric signals in dif-
ferent ways, it can be beneficial to derive both separately. This section focuses on the derivation
of the non-geometric path length signal LPSng for two Gaussian beams that propagate at most
a few meters such that a common photodiode could fully capture their wavefront.

In Sec. 3, I have defined Gaussian beams by the amplitude (3.20) and phase (3.21). The infor-
mation about the OPD is there contained in the k xb term of the phase. Since xb characterises
the beam’s distance from waist at the detector, i.e. the propagation distance of its axis from
the waist to the detector surface, it changes analogously to the axis length changes. So math-
ematically, we can distinguish between the geometric and non-geometric contribution to the
LPS by neglecting the tilt-dependency of the xb-parameter. I assume it to be constant (i.e. not
angle-dependent) and substitute it for the computation of LPSng with its nominal value. Within
this section, I will, therefore, use the notation xb for the nominal distances from waist.

For simplification, I will also assume the waist size w(xb) and the radius of curvature R(xb) to
be constant (i.e. not angle dependent). This does not meet the physical description of the beam
properties but is valid since their changes are negligible for small tilt angles in the considered
setups, see Sec. B.3.
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Figure 5.9: Left: For a non-tilted beam and detector, the radial beam coordinates and the
detector surface are parallel to each other. Right: For a tilted beam, the beam coordinate axes
and the detector plane are not aligned. The coordinate transformation of the beam parameters
into photodiode parameters would add an alignment and radial position-dependent distance δxb
to the beam’s propagations axis coordinate.

To derive the non-geometric LPS, the beam coordinates must be transferred into the photodi-
ode’s coordinate system. This would apply to the radial beam coordinate rb as well as for the its
distance from waist xb. The distance from waist changes via xb → xb + δxb, b ∈ {m, r}, where
δxb describe the longitudinal distances of the non-centre segments of the tilted Gaussian beam
to the detector, see Fig. 5.9. They depend on the radial coordinates of the beams.

Since I assume only small angular tilts of the beams and the detector, these δxb would be small
close to the beam’s centre of incidence at the detector. Therefore, their effect on the waist size
and the radius of curvature is close to this point also small. In the derivation presented in this
work, I will therefore not substitute the term δxb into the waist w(xb) and radius of curvature
R(xb). This choice will enable the evaluation of the overlap integral in the complex amplitude
(see Eq. (3.22)) [34].

For the derivation of the non-geometric signal, I now replace the complex amplitudeQ (Eq. (3.22)),
considering these assumptions, i.e.

Q =

∫
PD

dS 2E0mE0r
w0mw0r

w(xm)w(xr)
exp

[
−r2

m

w(xm)2
+
−r2

r

w(xr)2

]
· exp

{
−i k

[
r2
m

2R(xm)
− r2

r

2R(xr)

]
+ i (ζ(xm)−ζ(xr))− i k [(xm−xr) + (δxm−δxr)]

}
.

(5.46)

I further insert Eq. (5.46) into Eq. (3.19) to derive the non-geometric phase changes.

The non-geometric LPS depends, on the one hand, on the geometry of the detector and, on
the other hand, on the properties of the beams, namely their waist size and the distance from
waist at the detector. In the following derivations, I will distinguish between these two factors
in order to filter out their contributions to the signal. At first, I will study the dependency of
the signal on the beam properties alone (Sec. 5.2.1). This will be done by assuming a large
SEPD. At second, I will then consider other possible shapes of the detectors (Sec. 5.2.2). I will,
in particular, investigate the LPS measured by QPDs since these detectors were used in LPF
and will be used in LISA.

Throughout this section, the incoming angles at the detector are assumed to be small, as they
have been in LPF. Thus we can always Taylor expand the equations in these angles. I will
provide in this section the terms up to the second order.
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5.2.1 Wavefront Dependent TTL Coupling

In order to distinguish between wavefront and detector geometry effects in the measured phase
signal, I assume the detector here to be a sufficiently large SEPD. In this case, the full beam
gets detected, i.e. we have no beam clipping. While we can deal mathematically with infinitely
large detector surfaces, their size is naturally limited in laboratory setups. However, we achieve
approximately the same performance assuming a detector surface that is at least three times as
big as the beam diameter [34].

Interference of beams with the same point of detection

In the most simple case, we investigate two beams impinging at the centre of the photodiode.
Thereby, both beams nominally hit the detector surface at normal incidence and the measure-
ment beam rotates around its point of detection. Such a scenario could be achieved by ideal
imaging systems as they are planned for LISA and used in GRACE-FO, see Sec. 6.2.

Furthermore, if the beams have equal beam parameters, i.e. the same waist size w0 and the same
nominal distance from waist xb at the detector, the complex amplitude function (5.46) reduces
to

Q =

∫
PD

dS 2E2
0

w2
0

w2(xb)
exp

[
−r2

m − r2
r

w2(xb)

]
exp

[
−i k

(
r2
m − r2

r

2R(xb)

)
− i k (δxm − δxr)

]
. (5.47)

When the rotation of the measurement beam changes its orientation, it does no longer hit the
detector orthogonally. Consequently, the beam coordinate system is not parallel to the detector
coordinate system. To account for the coordinate transformation, I substitute

rr =
√
y2 + z2 δxr = 0 (5.48)

rm =
√

cos2(ϕm) y2 + z2 δxm = − sin(ϕm) y (5.49)

to describe the beam parameters when hitting the detector surface [34]. Inserting Eqs. (5.48)
and (5.49) into Eq. (5.47) yields

Q =
2π E2

0 w
2
0√

2 (1 + cos2(ϕm))− i k w2(xb)
R(xb) sin2(ϕm)

exp

− k2w2(xb) sin2(ϕm)

4(1 + cos2(ϕm))− 2i k w2(xb)
R(xb) sin2(ϕm)

 .
(5.50)

I derive the phase from this complex amplitude following the formalism (3.19). The phase then
converts for equal beam parameters into a length signal via Eq. (3.11). We get

LPSSEPD,2D
ng ≈ − xb

4k xR
ϕ2
m . (5.51)

This number becomes negligibly small in common laboratory setups since k is large and ϕm is
small, i.e.

LPSSEPD,2D
ng ≈ 0 . (5.52)

This result has also been found in numerical simulations [44]. The small residual term in
Eq. (5.51) possibly originates from the simplifying assumption that the spot sizes, radii of
curvature and Gouy phases are constant along the detector surface.
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Summary box 5.7 | Beam parameter TTL coupling

The interference signal depends on the properties of the interfering wavefronts. Their
alignment and shape, therefore, affects the LPS. Given two beams with different beam
parameters xm,r and xRm,r, that are nominally aligned to each other and feature a normal
incidence at the detector, we find

LPS2D
ng ≈

−xm(x2
Rr + x2

r) + xr(x
2
Rm + x2

m)

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
ϕ2
m .

The complexity of this equation increases when offsets between the beam’s centroids
of incidence, tilts of the reference beam or three-dimensional setups are accounted for.
Without these additional effects, we find second-order TTL coupling.

Figure 5.10: Illustration of the composition of the phase signal measured by a SEPD for
non-tilted and tilted wavefronts. The upper wavefront sketch describes the interference
of two non-tilted beams with different beam parameters. The lower sketch assumes the
same beams with the measurement beam (red wavefront) being tilted with respect to the
reference beam (blue wavefront). Each point at the detector can be assigned with a local
phase difference. These are described by the angle of the vector representation of the local
complex amplitude above the wavefronts. A phasor pointing upwards refers to a phase
difference of zero. Larger phase differences between both beams correspond to larger tilts
of the complex amplitude vectors. All vectors are scaled by the magnitude of the local
amplitude shown at the top of this figure. Summing up all complex amplitude vectors
yields the full measured phase φsum.
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Summary box 5.8 | Static beam offsets

A static offset between the two beams impinging at the detector breaks the symmetry
between their wavefronts, i.e. there exists no shared symmetry point for both wavefronts.
This induces linear non-geometric TTL coupling for equal as well as for unequal beam
parameters.

LPS2D
ng (xm = xr, xRm = xRr) ≈

yim − yir
2

ϕm

LPS3D
ng (xm = xr, xRm = xRr) ≈

yim − yir
2

ϕm −
zim − zir

2
ηm

LPS2D
ng ≈

(yim − yir) [(xRm + xRr)xRm + (xm − xr)xm]

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2
ϕm + LPS2D

ng (yim = yir)

Figure 5.11: Amplitude profiles of two Gaussian beams. The left symmetric amplitude
belongs to a beam impinging orthogonally on the detector. The beam corresponding to the
amplitude profile at the right-hand side is tilted with respect to the detector. On the one
hand, this stretches the profile and, on the other hand, shifts the beam centroid, i.e. the
maximum of the amplitude along the detector surface. In that case, the amplitude profile
of the interfered beams (centre) is asymmetric.

We find non-zero TTL coupling when we relax the conditions on the beam parameters and
instead consider non-identical beams, see Fig. 5.10. This is, in practice, a very common phe-
nomenon since perfectly identical beam parameters are experimentally very hard to produce. I,
therefore, substitute Eqs. (5.48) and (5.49) into the complex amplitude function (5.46) and find
for the LPS

LPSng ≈
−(xm xRr + xr xRm)

2k [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
ϕ2
m +

−xm(x2
Rr + x2

r) + xr(x
2
Rm + x2

m)

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
ϕ2
m (5.53)

≈
−xm(x2

Rr + x2
r) + xr(x

2
Rm + x2

m)

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
ϕ2
m . (5.54)

The first term in Eq. (5.53) is small analogously to the case of equal beam parameters. Hence
non-identical beam parameters add second-order TTL coupling to the full LPS. This non-
geometric coupling is smaller, the smaller the differences between the distances from waist xm,r
and Rayleigh ranges xRm,r are. In the limit case of equal beam parameters, we would find again
zero non-geometric TTL coupling, like computed above (Eq. (5.52)).

Interference of beams with different points of incidence

In the cases described in the previous paragraphs, I assumed both beams to impinge on the
same point regardless of their angle of incidence. This can be achieved by dedicated imaging
systems as planned for LISA [39, 43]. The LPF optical bench was built without any lenses. Any
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Figure 5.12: Definition of the offsets of the beams centres of incidence at the detector surfaces.
The left figure shows the offset after a reflection at a component, and the right figure refers to
a rotating system. If the beam rotates in a positive yaw direction – directly or indirectly via a
reflection at a rotated component – the beam walks in negative y-direction along the detector
surface.

beam rotation originates from the jitter of the reflective test masses relative to the optical bench.
Thus, it not only altered the beam orientation but also moved it along the detector surface. I
refer to this as beam walk.

An offset between both beam’s points of detection induces TTL coupling since it alters the
amplitude profile at the detector, which gets shifted and becomes asymmetric, see Fig. 5.11. I
introduce beam offsets by substituting

rr =
√

(y − yir)2 + (z − zir)2 δxr = 0 , (5.55)

rm =
√

cos2(ϕm) (y − yim)2 + (z − zim)2 δxm = − sin(ϕm) (y − yim) , (5.56)

where yim,r denote the horizontal and zim,r the vertical offset between the beams’ points of inci-
dence and the centre of the detector surface. The offsets are defined in the detector’s coordinate
system, see Fig. 5.12.

Let us assume first that we have no offsets in vertical direction, i.e. zim,r = 0. For equal beam
parameters I insert Eqs. (5.55) and (5.56) into Eq. (5.47) and derive from it the non-geometric
LPS

LPSng ≈
yim − yir

2
ϕm +

(
− xb

4k xR
+

(yim − yir)2 xb
8xR

)
ϕ2
m (5.57)

≈ yim − yir
2

ϕm . (5.58)

We can neglect the last term in Eq. (5.57) since the offset difference yim− yir must be small, i.e.
it is limited by the detector size and the necessary large overlap of both wavefronts to achieve a
sufficient contrast, see Sec. 3.2.2. If the offsets between both beams are static, i.e. constant for
any tilts ϕm, we find linear non-geometric TTL coupling.

However, the offset dependent coupling is more complicated if unequal beam parameters are
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assumed. We find the corresponding LPS by inserting Eqs. (5.55) and (5.56) into Eq. (5.46), i.e.

LPSSEPD,2D
ng ≈ (yim−yir)2(xm−xr)

2 [(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2]
+

(yim−yir) [(xRm+xRr)xRm + (xm−xr)xm]

(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2
ϕm

− xm xRr + xr xRm
2k [(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2]

ϕ2
m +

−xm(x2
Rr +x2

r) + xr(x
2
Rm+x2

m)

2 [(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2]
ϕ2
m

+
(yim−yir)2 (xRm+xRr)(xm xRr +xr xRm)

[(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2]2
ϕ2
m −

(yim−yir)2 xm
2 [(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2]

ϕ2
m

(5.59)

≈ (yim−yir)2(xm−xr)
2 [(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2]

+
(yim−yir) [(xRm+xRr)xRm + (xm−xr)xm]

(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2
ϕm

+
−xm(x2

Rr +x2
r) + xr(x

2
Rm+x2

m)

2 [(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2]
ϕ2
m .

(5.60)

Eq. (5.59) reduces to Eq. (5.60) for the same reasons as discussed before within this subsection.
So I neglect, on the one hand, all terms divided by the wavenumber k and, on the other hand,
the last two terms where the squared offsets yim − yir are multiplied with a squared angle ϕm.
If the beam offset yim is static, Eq. (5.60) reduces further to

LPSSEPD,2D
ng ≈ (yim − yir) [(xRm + xRr)xRm + (xm − xr)xm]

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2
ϕm

+
−xm(x2

Rr + x2
r) + xr(x

2
Rm + x2

m)

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
ϕ2
m .

(5.61)

Thus, we find linear as well as quadratic offset-dependent TTL coupling in the case of unequal
beam parameters.

Next, I investigate the TTL coupling due to additional dynamic beam walk induced by the
geometric effects described in Sec. 5.1. The angular jitter of a test mass or receiving S/C
makes the measurement beam’s incidence point walk along the detector surface. The beam
walk corresponding to the lever arm effect (yilever), the piston effect (yipiston), angular S/C jitter
(yiSC) and the beam transmission through transmissive components (yitc) is given by

yilever ≈ −2dlever ϕ , (5.62)

yipiston,ang ≈ −2dlat sin(β)ϕ+ [2dlat cos(β) + dlong sin(β)]ϕ2 , (5.63)

yiSC,ang ≈ −dlong ϕSC −
1

2
dlat ϕ

2
SC , (5.64)

yitc ≈
∑
i

ttc,i

− n2
tc,i cos2(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i))3/2

+
sin2(ϕtc,i)√

n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i)

+ cos(ϕtc,i)

ϕm
−
∑
i

3

4

n2
tc,i cos(ϕtc,i) sin(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i))5/2

(
n2

tc,i − 1
)
ϕ2
m .

(5.65)

Mind that the similarity between the piston effect and the receiver jitter discussed in Sec. 5.1
does not hold here. In the case of receiver jitter, the simultaneously rotating detector itself
defines the offsets we are interested in.

The equations (5.63) and (5.65) simplify further if we assume a beam with normal incidence,
i.e. β = 0, no detector tilt, i.e. ϕPD = 0, and plane-parallel components that are oriented
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Summary box 5.9 | Angular jitter induced beam walk on the detector

All geometric TTL effects do not only alter the beam axis length but also shift the beam’s
point of detection along the detector surface. This dynamic beam walk is a second-order
TTL coupling contribution if both beams are nominally aligned, i.e. yim0 = yir.

LPS2D
ng (xm = xr, xRm = xRr) ≈

y′im(ϕm = 0)

2
ϕ2
m

LPS3D
ng (xm = xr, xRm = xRr) ≈

y′im(ϕm = 0, ηm = 0)

2
ϕ2
m −

z′im(ϕm = 0, ηm = 0)

2
η2
m

LPS2D
ng ≈

(y′im(ϕm = 0))2(xm − xr) + 2y′im(ϕm = 0) [(xRm + xRr)xRm + (xm − xr)xm]

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
ϕ2
m

+ LPS2D
ng (y′im = 0, y′′im = 0)

If static offsets and a dynamic beam walk is given, we find further first- and second-order
TTL terms for unequal beam parameters.

LPS2D
ng ≈

(y′im(ϕm = 0))2(xm − xr) + 2y′im(ϕm = 0) [(xRm + xRr)xRm + (xm − xr)xm]

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
ϕ2
m

− y′im(ϕm = 0) (yim0 − yir) (xm − xr)
(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2

ϕm −
y′′im(ϕm = 0) (yim0 − yir) (xm − xr)

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
ϕ2
m

+ LPS2D
ng (y′im = 0, y′′im = 0)

Within these equations, it is y′im = ∂yim/∂ϕm and y′′im = ∂2yim/∂ϕ
2
m.
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orthogonally to the nominal beam direction, i.e. ϕtc,i = 0. We find

yipiston,ang ≈ 2dlat ϕ
2 , (5.66)

yitc ≈ −
∑
i

ttc,i

[
1

ntc,i
− 1

]
ϕm . (5.67)

The total beam offset is the sum of a static nominal offset yim0 and the beam walk present in
the considered setup,

yiTM = yim0 + yilever + yipiston + yitc . (5.68)

yiRS = yim0 + yiSC + yitc . (5.69)

For the computation of the non-geometric LPS I substitute the measurements beam’s point of
incidence yim by the beam walks (5.68) and (5.69) respectively in the LPS, i.e. in Eq. (5.58)
in the case of equal beam parameters, and in the Eq. (5.60) otherwise. Furthermore, I replace
the orientation angle of the measurement beam ϕm by 2ϕ in the case of a jittering test mass
and by −ϕSC in the case of a jittering S/C. This replacement accounts for the beam angle in
the equations for the non-geometric TTL coupling (Eqs. (5.58) and (5.60)) as well as for the
transmissive component’s beam walk (Eqs. (5.65) and (5.67)).

Let us, for simplicity, assume equal beam parameters first. Then, we find in the case of an
angularly jittering test mass

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,TM,ang ≈ (yim0 − yir)ϕ− 2 [dlever + dlat sin(β)] ϕ2

+
∑
i

2ttc,i

− n2
tc,i cos2(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i))3/2

+
sin2(ϕtc,i)√

n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i)

+ cos(ϕtc,i)

ϕ2

(5.70)

and in the case of a jittering S/C

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,RS,ang ≈ −

yim0 − yir
2

ϕSC +
dlong

2
ϕ2

SC

+
∑
i

1

2
ttc,i

− n2
tc,i cos2(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i))3/2

+
sin2(ϕtc,i)√

n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i)

+ cos(ϕtc,i)

ϕ2
SC .

(5.71)

We see in both equations that only the linear beam walk terms couple into the non-geometric
LPS and induce additional second-order TTL coupling. All second-order beam walk terms yield
third- or higher-order TTL coupling and are therefore neglected here.

I now extend the analysis to beams with non-identical beam parameters. In this case, we find
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for setups with a jittering test mass

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,TM,ang

≈ 2 (yim0 − yir) [(xRm + xRr)xRm + (xm − xr)xm]

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2
ϕ

+

−dlever−dlat sin(β) +
∑
i

ttc,i

− n2
tc,i cos2(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i− sin2(ϕtc,i))3/2

+
sin2(ϕtc,i)√

n2
tc,i− sin2(ϕtc,i)

+cos(ϕtc,i)


·
[

2 (yim0 − yir) (xm − xr)
(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2

ϕ+
4 [(xRm + xRr)xRm + (xm − xr)xm]

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2
ϕ2

]

+

−dlever−dlat sin(β) +
∑
i

ttc,i

− n2
tc,i cos2(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i− sin2(ϕtc,i))3/2

+
sin2(ϕtc,i)√

n2
tc,i− sin2(ϕtc,i)

+cos(ϕtc,i)


2

· 2 (xm − xr)
(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2

ϕ2

+

{
2dlat cos(β) + dlong sin(β)−

∑
i

3
n2

tc,i cos(ϕtc,i) sin(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i− sin2(ϕtc,i))5/2

(
n2

tc,i − 1
)}

· (yim0 − yir)(xm − xr)
(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2

ϕ2

+
2
[
−xm(x2

Rr + x2
r) + xr(x

2
Rm + x2

m)
]

[(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
ϕ2

(5.72)

and for setups with a jittering receiver

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,RS,ang

≈ −(yim0 − yir) [(xRm + xRr)xRm + (xm − xr)xm]

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2
ϕSC

+

dlong +
∑
i

ttc,i

− n2
tc,i cos2(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i))3/2

+
sin2(ϕtc,i)√

n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i)

+ cos(ϕtc,i)


·
[
− (yim0 − yir) (xm − xr)

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2
ϕSC +

(xRm + xRr)xRm + (xm − xr)xm
(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2

ϕ2
SC

]

+

dlong +
∑
i

ttc,i

− n2
tc,i cos2(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i))3/2

+
sin2(ϕtc,i)√

n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i)

+ cos(ϕtc,i)


2

· (xm − xr)
2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]

ϕ2
SC

−

{
1

2
dlat +

∑
i

3

4

n2
tc,i cos(ϕtc,i) sin(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i))5/2

(
n2

tc,i − 1
)} (yim0 − yir)(xm − xr)

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2
ϕ2

SC

+
−xm(x2

Rr + x2
r) + xr(x

2
Rm + x2

m)

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
ϕ2

SC .

(5.73)

Contrary to the equal beam parameter case, we find not only additional second-order but also
new linear coupling terms.

In summary, I conclude that in the case of equal beam parameters, the static beam offset
generates linear and the dynamic beam walk second-order TTL coupling. If the beams have
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Summary box 5.10 | Lateral jitter induced beam walk on the detector

We only find higher-order beam walk in the case of a laterally jittering test mass. Thus,
the non-geometric lateral jitter coupling becomes negligible:

LPSng,TM,lat ≈ 0 .

Contrary, the beam walk due to the receiver jitter is significant.

LPS2D
ng,RS,lat(xm = xr, xRm = xRr) ≈

1

2
ySC ϕSC0

LPS3D
ng,RS,lat(xm = xr, xRm = xRr) ≈ +

1

2
ySC ϕSC0 −

1

2
zSC ηSC0

LPS2D
ng,RS,lat ≈

y2
SC (xm − xr)

2 [(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2]
+
ySC [(xRm+xRr)xRm + (xm−xr)xm]

(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2
ϕSC0

Note that this lateral jitter coupling is independent of the S/C’s centre of rotation. It only
depends on the beam parameters and alignment at the detector.

unequal waist sizes or distances from waist when impinging at the detector, static offsets and
dynamic beam walks will generate both first- and second-order TTL contributions. We further
see that the piston effect does not couple into the non-geometric LPS if the measurement beam
impinges at normal incidence at the test mass (β = 0) and, in the case of unequal distances
from waist at the detector (xm 6= xr), the nominal points of detection are aligned to each other
(yim0 = yir).

Next, I examine the beam walk induced by lateral jitter. We have learned in Sec. 5.1 that
the lateral jitter is encoded in the equations for the piston effect in the case of a jittering test
mass. Like in the geometric case, we find the beam walk for a jittering component simply by
substituting dlat → −y and ϕ→ ϕ0 in Eq. (5.63) yielding

yipiston,lat ≈ 2 y sin(β)ϕ0 − 2 y cos(β)ϕ2
0 . (5.74)

Considering a small test mass rotation ϕ0 and also a small lateral jitter amplitude, this beam
walk contains only higher than first-order terms. Thus, it does not add any non-geometric
coupling terms of linear or quadratic order:

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,TM,lat ≈ 0 . (5.75)

In the case of a laterally jittering receiver, we have seen in Fig. 5.6 that this jitter induces no
geometric path length difference, but a beam walk corresponding to the shift, i.e.

yiSC,lat = −ySC (5.76)

Therefore, we find for an angularly misaligned receiver

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,RS,lat ≈

1

2
ySC ϕSC0 (5.77)

for equal beam parameters and

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,RS,lat ≈

[(xRm+xRr)xRm + (xm−xr)xm]ϕSC0

(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2
ySC +

(xm − xr)
2 [(xRm+xRr)2 + (xm−xr)2]

y2
SC

(5.78)
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Summary box 5.11 | Tilts of the reference beam

If the reference beam does not impinge nominally on the detector, this creates linear TTL
coupling if additionally a dynamic beam walk or unequal beam parameters are present.

LPS2D
ng (xm = xr, xRm = xRr) ≈

y′im(ϕm = 0)

2
ϕmϕr + LPS2D

ng (ϕr = 0;xm = xr, xRm = xRr)

LPS3D
ng (xm = xr, xRm = xRr) ≈

y′im(ϕm = 0, ηm = 0)

2
ϕmϕr −

z′im(ϕm = 0, ηm = 0)

2
ηmηr

+ LPS3D
ng (ϕr = 0;xm = xr, xRm = xRr)

LPS2D
ng ≈

y′im(ϕm = 0) [(xRm + xRr)xRr − (xm − xr)xr]
(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2

ϕmϕr

−
−xm(x2

Rr + x2
r) + xr(x

2
Rm + x2

m)

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2
ϕmϕr + LPS2D

ng (ϕr = 0)

otherwise. Correspondingly, lateral receiver jitter couples for equal beam parameters linearly
into the non-geometric LPS, while we have additionally quadratic coupling in the case of unequal
parameters.

Interference with a rotated reference beam

So far, I have only assumed the measurement beam to be rotated. However, the reference beam
can also impinge tilted at the detector. This angular misalignment will result in a non-zero
DWS readout if the measurement beam hits the photodiode with a normal incidence. However,
in the DWS signal, the absolute alignment of the two beams remains unknown. For instance,
the DWS angle would be zero if both beams impinge tilted but at the same angle at the detector
(ϕm = ϕr). Here, I derive the corresponding non-geometric LPSs.

In the case of a tilted reference beam, the radial distance and longitudinal incidence dependency
is then replaced by

rm,r =
√

cos(ϕm,r)2(y − yim,r)2 + (z − zim,r)2 , (5.79)

δxm,r = − sin(ϕm,r) (y − yim,r) . (5.80)

Substituting this replacement into the complex amplitude function (5.46), we find additional
linear ϕr-dependent coupling terms in the equations presented in this section. While the LPS
in cases with no and static beam offsets on the detector for equal beam parameters, compare
Eqs. (5.52) and (5.58), does not change, this is different in the other investigated cases.

Without beam walk we find for unequal parameters

LPSSEPD,2D
ng ≈

−xm(x2
Rr + x2

r) + xr(x
2
Rm + x2

m)

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]

(
ϕ2
m − 2ϕmϕr

)
. (5.81)

In this case, the non-geometric LPS would cancel if both beams are aligned equally (ϕm = ϕr).
In the presented investigations, I assume the reference beam alignment to be static while the
measurement beam would jitter. Thus, such equality cannot be achieved permanently. However,
assuming a measurement beam that is nominally tilted like the reference beam (ϕm0 = ϕr), the
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reference beam tilt would cancel in this equation, yielding a second-order coupling from the
jitter of the measurement beam about its nominal tilt angle.

Considering the interference of two beams with unequal beam parameters and a static offset
(Eq. (5.61)), we find a linear TTL coupling term additional to the coupling in Eq. (5.81), but
no further ϕr-dependent terms. However, this is different for dynamic beam walks. There, the
tilt angle of the reference beam couples into the signal for equal as well as for unequal beam
parameters.

We find for angularly jittering components respectively

LPSSEPD,2D
ng (xm = xr, xRm = xRr) ≈

yim0 − yir
2

ϕm +
y′im(ϕm = 0)

2
(ϕ2

m + ϕmϕr) , (5.82)

LPSSEPD,2D
ng ≈ y′im(ϕm = 0) (yim0 − yir) (xm − xr)ϕm

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2

+

[
(y′im(ϕm = 0))2 + 2y′′im(ϕm = 0)(yim0 − yir)

]
(xm − xr)ϕ2

m

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]

+
(yim0 − yir) [(xRm + xRr)xRm + (xm − xr)xm] ϕm

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2

+
y′im(ϕm = 0) [(xRm + xRr)(xRm ϕm + xRr ϕr) + (xm − xr)(xm ϕm − xr ϕr)] ϕm

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2

+
−xm(x2

Rr + x2
r) + xr(x

2
Rm + x2

m)

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
(ϕ2

m − 2ϕmϕr) ,

(5.83)

where y′im(ϕm = 0) is the linear and 2y′′im(ϕm = 0) the quadratic coefficient of either of the beam
walks (5.69) or (5.68). For instance, we find in the case of equal beam parameters, a reflection
at a test mass for a nominally normal incidence angle (i.e. β = 0) and transmissive components
that are aligned orthogonal to the nominal beam direction (i.e. ϕtc,i = 0),

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,TM,ang ≈ (yim0 − yir)ϕ−

[
dlever +

∑
i

ttc,i

(
1

ntc,i
− 1

)]
(2ϕ2 + ϕϕr) . (5.84)

As can be seen in Eq. (5.82), in the second last line of Eq. (5.83) and exemplary also in Eq. (5.84),
the TTL coupling due to the reference beam tilt does not always cancel for an equally aligned
measurement beam. There, we do not (only) find the differential angle of both beams coupling
into the LPS but the sum of both angles.

The reference beam alignment does also couple with lateral jitter. We learned previously in this
section that lateral receiver jitter induces significant beam walk. Computing the corresponding
non-geometric TTL coupling, we find for equal and unequal beam parameters

LPS2D
ng,RS,lat(xm = xr, xRm = xRr) ≈

1

2
ySC (ϕSC0 − ϕr) , (5.85)

LPS2D
ng,RS,lat ≈

y2
SC (xm − xr)

2 [(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]
+
ySC [(xRm + xRr)xRm + (xm − xr)xm]

(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2
ϕSC0

− ySC [(xRm + xRr)xRr − (xm − xr)xr]
(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2

ϕr .

(5.86)

In summary, we find additional linear TTL coupling due to angular misalignment of the reference
beam. This coupling will not always cancel if the measurement beam is equally aligned, i.e. for a
nullified differential angle. Given two beams with equal beam parameters and no or only static
beam offsets on the detector, no effect of the reference beam alignment is measurable.
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Three-dimensional setups

Like the OPD equations in Sec. 5.1, I extend the non-geometric LPS for three-dimensional
setups. Here, the yaw angles ϕm,r and the pitch angles ηm,r define the alignment of the beams
when impinging at the detector. These angles accord to the actual angles in the respective plane,
i.e. describe the beam propagation direction independent of the order of the rotations the beam
experiences. The beam coordinates are then described by

rm,r =
√

cos(ϕm,r)2(y − yim,r)2 + cos(ηm,r)2(z − zim,r)2 , (5.87)

δxm,r = − sin(ϕm,r) (y − yim,r) + sin(ηm,r) (z − zim,r) . (5.88)

These are inserted into the complex amplitude function (5.46) in order to derive the three-
dimensional non-geometric LPS. However, the more complexity we add, the lengthier become
the equations.

Considering angular jitter coupling and the simple case of equal beam parameters, we find

LPSSEPD,3D
ng ≈ 1

2
(yim0 − yir)ϕm +

1

2
y′im(ϕm, ηm = 0) (ϕ2

m + ϕmϕr)

− 1

2
(zim0 − zir) ηm −

1

2
z′im(ϕm, ηm = 0) (η2

m + ηmηr)

+

[
(yim0 − yir)2 xb

8x2
R

− xb
4k xR

]
ϕ2
m +

[
(zim0 − zir)2 xb

8x2
R

− xb
4k xR

]
η2
m

− xb
x2
R + x2

b

yim0zim0 ϕmηm

(5.89)

≈ 1

2
(yim0 − yir)ϕm +

1

2
y′im(ϕm, ηm = 0) (ϕ2

m + ϕmϕr)

− 1

2
(zim0 − zir) ηm −

1

2
z′im(ϕm, ηm = 0) (η2

m + ηmηr) .

(5.90)

Additionally to the simplifications discussed previously in this work, we neglect the term with
mixed degrees of freedom in Eq. (5.89). This term is small since it is a product of second-order
displacements, which are smaller than 1 mm at commonly sized detectors, and second-order
angular coupling. The beam walk on the detector surface (yim, zim) potentially depends here on
both rotations angles, ϕm and ηm.

Let us, for simplicity, further assume a measurement beam with normal incidence at the detector
and no transmissive components. Then, the linearised tilt-dependent beam walk becomes

yiTM ≈ yim0 − 2dleverϕ , ziTM ≈ zim0 + 2dleverη . (5.91)

yiRS ≈ yim0 − dlongϕSC , ziRS ≈ zim0 + dlongηSC , (5.92)

We see that the lever arm beam walk in the case of a test mass rotation as well as the longitudinal
pivot offset in the case of a S/C rotation have different signs for both rotation axes. This is a
consequence of the definition of the yaw and pitch angles, compare Fig. 5.2. If we, for instance,
substitute the beam walk for the test mass rotation case (Eq. (5.91)) into Eq. (5.90) and replace
ϕm → 2ϕ, ηm → 2η to correspond for the orientation of the reflected beam, we find

LPSSEPD,3D
ng,TM,ang ≈ (yim0 − yir)ϕ− (zim0 − zir) η − dlever

[
(2ϕ2 + ϕϕr) + (2η2 + ηηr)

]
. (5.93)

Hence, non-geometric lever arm coupling features the same sign in both angular degrees of
freedom. The same holds for the non-geometric longitudinal coupling in the case of S/C jitter,
i.e.

LPSSEPD,3D
ng,RS,ang ≈ −

1

2
(yim0−yir)ϕSC +

1

2
(zim0−zir) ηSC −

1

2
dlong

[
(ϕ2

SC−ϕSCϕr)+(η2
SC−ηSCηr)

]
.

(5.94)
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Furthermore, I investigate the three-dimensional equations for lateral jitter coupling. In the
case of test mass jitter, the non-geometric coupling remains zero as in the two-dimensional case,

LPSSEPD,3D
ng,TM,lat = 0 . (5.95)

For a lateral jittering receiver we find the beam walk

yiRS = yim0 − ySC , ziRS = zim0 − zSC (5.96)

yielding for equal beam parameters

LPSSEPD,3D
ng,RS,lat =

1

2
ySC ϕSC0 −

1

2
zSC ηSC0 . (5.97)

Thus, the S/C jitter along its internal lateral and vertical axis induces linear non-geometric TTL
coupling of different signs in both dimensions.

Altogether, for equal beam parameters and the assumptions made above, the three-dimensional
non-geometric coupling equals the sum of the two-dimensional equations in both degrees of
freedom. Since the three-dimensional equations for unequal parameters become very lengthy,
I will not show them here. However, the in-plane coupling terms remain dominant also for
unequal parameters.

Wavefront errors

So far, I did not consider the beams to be disturbed by clipping or initial errors. Hence their
wavefronts are assumed to be perfectly fundamental Gaussian when impinging at the detector.
In fact, this will not be the case in most laboratory setups. Also, in LISA, wavefront errors
are assumed to significantly couple into the LPS [40]. To account for such changes, the beams
can be described using Hermite- or Laguerre-Gaussian modes. Sasso et al. [40] describe the
propagation of wavefront errors using Zernike modal amplitudes.

Wavefront errors can induce arbitrary TTL effects, which are in this generality impossible to
describe with the methods presented here. Therefore, I will not deal with wavefront errors in this
work. Instead, I assume the wavefront to be almost perfect fundamental Gaussian wavefronts
and neglect any residual imperfections.

5.2.2 Detector Geometry Dependent TTL Coupling

The detector geometry can affect the signal readout in many ways. The size of the detector
surface as well as other insensitive areas change the detected signal and, therefore, also the
contribution of the TTL coupling. I will investigate here the non-geometric TTL coupling due
to the detector alignment and particularly QPDs. Such diodes were used in LPF and will
also be used in LISA to compute the DWS and DPS signal, which are used to estimate the
beam alignments. Moreover, the independent measurements at the four QPD segments allow
for different phase signal processing methods, i.e. different LPS definitions, yielding different
coupling terms. Although I focus on QPDs, the following analysis can partially also be applied
to arbitrarily shaped diodes.
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Detector tilt coupling

In Sec. 5.1 I have already investigated how a tilt of the detector surface with respect to the
nominal beam direction changes the OPD. This tilt also affects the non-geometric signal for
any kind of detector since it changes the amplitude distributions on the detector’s surface. For
my analysis, I adapt the definition of the radial distances rm,r in the complex amplitude in
Eq. (5.46), which includes the information about tilts of the incoming beams with respect to
the detector surface. A rotation of the detector will hence add to the definition of the incoming
angles, i.e. ϕm → ϕm − ϕPD and ϕr → ϕr − ϕPD. We get

rm,r =
√

cos(ϕm,r − ϕPD)2(y − yim,r)2 + (z − zim,r)2 , (5.98)

δxm,r = − sin(ϕm,r − ϕPD) (y − yim,r) . (5.99)

For angularly jittering components, I insert Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99) into Eq. (5.46) assuming
a large SEPD. Then we find that the detector tilt adds non-negligible TTL coupling when the
measurement beam walks dynamically over the detector surface. Here, we get for equal and
unequal beam parameters respectively

LPSSEPD,2D
ng ≈ LPSSEPD,2D

ng (ϕPD = 0)− y′im(ϕm = 0)ϕmϕPD . (5.100)

The Eq. (5.100) shows that detector tilt dependent coupling is a linear effect. Also, it is the
same for equal and unequal beam parameters.

Mind that the beam offsets yim,r (and zim,r in three-dimensional cases) are defined as the
distances between the centres of incidence at the tilted detector surface and the centre of this
surface. In Sec. 5.2.1, I have described the dynamic beam walk without assuming a detector
tilt. However, the changes of the presented beam walk equations due to this tilt are small for all
considered TTL effects (compare Sec. 5.1). Therefore, these changes would only add negligible
TTL coupling.

Next, I investigate the non-geometric detector tilt coupling for lateral jitter of either a test
mass or a receiving system. In the case of a laterally jittering test mass, I have already shown
in Sec. 5.2.1 that this jitter does not yield significant non-geometric TTL coupling. This does
not change when considering detector tilts, i.e.

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,TM,lat ≈ 0 . (5.101)

However, we find detector tilt coupling for a laterally jittering receiving system, yielding

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,RS,lat ≈ LPSSEPD,2D

ng,RS,lat (ϕPD) + ySC ϕPD . (5.102)

Thus, the alignment of the detector couples linearly into the non-geometric signal for a laterally
jittering receiving system.

Signal computation for arbitrary rectangular photodiode surfaces

While I have assumed so far only infinitely large SEPDs, I will now investigate the TTL coupling
for arbitrary, but rectangular, photodiode surfaces. Thus, the detector is allowed to consist of
one or more sensitive areas. Though, these areas must be rectangular to meet the conditions
of the following integration. In comparison to infinitely large SEPDs, the boundaries of the
sensitive areas will alter the measured TTL coupling. However, I will show here that the LPS
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equals the sum of the phase for an infinitely large SEPD and an additional detector-shape-
dependent term. The latter is small if most of the interfered beam power is detected, e.g. in the
case of a large QPD with thin slits.

To prove this claim, I revisit the complex amplitude function (5.46). In there, I transform the
beam coordinates into the detector coordinate system via Eq. (5.87) and (5.88) giving

Q=

∫
PD

dS 2E0mE0r
w0mw0r

w(xm)w(xr)

· exp

{
−cos2(ϕm)(y−yim)2 +cos2(ηm)(z−zim)2

w(xm)2
− cos2(ϕr)(y−yir)2 +cos2(ηr)(z−zir)2

w(xr)2

}
· exp

{
−ik

[
cos2(ϕm)(y−yim)2+cos2(ηm)(z−zim)2

2R(xm)
− cos2(ϕm)(y−yir)2+cos2(ηr)(z−zir)2

2R(xr)

]}
· exp

{
i [ζ(xm)−ζ(xr)]− i k (xm−xr)− i k [(sin(ϕm)−sin(ϕr) y+(sin(ηm)−sin(ηr)) z]

}
(5.103)

≡
∫

PD
dS exp

[
−
(
cyy y

2 + cy y + czz z
2 + cz z + c0

)]
, (5.104)

where

cyy = cos2(ϕm)

[
1

w(xm)2
+

i k

2R(xm)

]
+ cos2(ϕr)

[
1

w(xr)2
− i k

2R(xr)

]
(5.105)

cy = −2 cos(ϕm) yim

[
1

w(xm)2
+

i k

2R(xm)

]
− 2 cos(ϕr) yir

[
1

w(xr)2
− i k

2R(xr)

]
− i k [sin(ϕm)− sin(ϕr)]

(5.106)

czz = cos2(ηm)

[
1

w(xm)2
+

i k

2R(xm)

]
+ cos2(ηr)

[
1

w(xr)2
− i k

2R(xr)

]
(5.107)

cz = −2 cos(ηm) zim

[
1

w(xm)2
+

i k

2R(xm)

]
− 2 cos(ηr) zir

[
1

w(xr)2
− i k

2R(xr)

]
+ i k [sin(ηm)− sin(ηr)]

(5.108)

c0 = y2
im cos2(ϕm)

[
1

w(xm)2
+

i k

2R(xm)

]
+ y2

ir cos2(ϕr)

[
1

w(xr)2
− i k

2R(xr)

]
+ z2

im cos2(ηm)

[
1

w(xm)2
+

i k

2R(xm)

]
+ z2

ir cos2(ηr)

[
1

w(xr)2
− i k

2R(xr)

]
+ ln

[
2E0mE0r

w0mw0r

w(xm)w(xr)

]
− i [ζ(xm)− ζ(xr)] + i k (xm − xr)

+ i k [yim sin(ϕm)− yir sin(ϕr)− zim sin(ηm) + zir sin(ηr)] .

(5.109)

Since I restricted the analysis to detector surfaces of rectangular shape, Eq. (5.104) does not
include a cross term of the two degrees of freedom of the detector surface, i.e. cyz = 0. The
integration of Eq. (5.104) thus yields∫

PD
dS exp

[
−
(
cyy y

2 + cy y + czz z
2 + cz z + c0

)]
=

π

4
√
cyy
√
czz

exp

[
1

4

(
c2
y

cyy
+

c2
z

czz
− 4c0

)]
erf

[
2cyy y − cy

2
√
cyy

]
erf

[
2czz z − cz

2
√
czz

]∣∣∣∣
PD

.

(5.110)

Thereby I denote with F (y, z)|PD the integrated function evaluated over the surface of the
photodiode PD, i.e. F (y, z)|PD =

∫
PD dS f(y, z). Since I chose rectangular surfaces, i.e. PD=

{(y, z)|y1 < y < y2, z1 < z < z2}, I integrate over y and z and the integration boundaries equal
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the boundaries of the diode surface given in this coordinate frame. If the photodiode consists of
several sensitive segments, I apply this derivation to each of these segments and sum them up.
The argument of the overlap integral (5.110), finally, yields the phase signal

φ = arg

(
π

4
√
cyy
√
czz

exp

[
1

4

(
c2
y

cyy
+

c2
z

czz
− 4c0

)]
erf

[
2cyy y − cy

2
√
cyy

]
erf

[
2czz z − cz

2
√
czz

]∣∣∣∣
PD

)
.

(5.111)

Note that this evaluation of the phase corresponds to the LISA Pathfinder phase definition. I
will discuss other phase definitions below.

I have claimed above that the computed phase equals the sum of the phase of an infinitely large
SEPD and a detector-shape-dependent term. To prove this statement, I derive the integral
(5.110) for SEPDs first:∫

SEPD
dS exp

[
−
(
cyy y

2 + cy x+ czz z
2 + cz z + c0

)]
=

π
√
cyy
√
czz

exp

[
1

4

(
c2
y

cyy
+

c2
z

czz
− 4c0

)]
.

(5.112)

Thus the phase for an SEPD equals

φSEPD = arg

(
π

√
cyy
√
czz

exp

[
1

4

(
c2
y

cyy
+

c2
z

czz
− 4c0

)])
. (5.113)

Applying the identity rules for the argument function, I can rewrite the products inside the
argument function in Eq. (5.111) as the sum of argument functions. While this identity in
general only holds modulo π, it can be applied for detectors capturing most of the incoming
beam power without this modulator. In this case, the absolute value of the argument functions
of the error functions would be much smaller than π. Therefore, it is

φ = arg

(
π

√
cyy
√
czz

exp

[
1

4

(
c2
y

cyy
+

c2
z

czz
− 4c0

)])

+ arg

(
1

2
erf

[
2cyy y − cy

2
√
cyy

]∣∣∣∣
PD

)
+ arg

(
1

2
erf

[
2czz z − cz

2
√
czz

]∣∣∣∣
PD

) (5.114)

= φSEPD + arg

(
1

2
erf

[
2cyy x− cy

2
√
cyy

]∣∣∣∣
PD

)
+ arg

(
1

2
erf

[
2czz y − cz

2
√
czz

]∣∣∣∣
PD

)
. (5.115)

Hence, the phase signal for arbitrary rectangular detector surfaces indeed corresponds to a sum
of the signal computed by an SEPD and additional detector-shape-dependent terms. This proves
the claim.

Analyses have shown that the arguments of the error functions are small if the diodes are large
and capture most of the incoming beam power. In particular, they become zero if we consider
infinitely large SEPDs. In this case, the phase signal (5.115) reduces to the LPS measured by
an SEPD.

Signal computation for quadrant photodiodes

An example of detector shapes are large QPDs. Such photodiodes have been used in LPF and
will be installed in LISA. Precisely speaking, the QPDs in these missions will be circular while I
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Summary box 5.12 | Detector geometry TTL coupling

Detectors of rectangular shape and limited size or with insensitive regions alter the measured
phase. Thereby the phase signal (LPF signal definition) equals the sum of the LPS measured
by an infinitely large single element diode and the contributions of the insensitive regions:
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In the particular case of quadrant photodiodes and beams with the same parameters and
the same point of detection, the non-geometric phase signal contribution is given by:

LPSQPD,2D
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assume here for the simplified computation an outer rectangular shape. However, the difference
between the signals computed by a detector of either shape is assumed to be small if most of
the beam power is captured by the detector, i.e. little light will reach the outer sensitive regions
of the diode.

Therefore, large QPDs are assumed to capture the full incoming light besides the light impinging
at an insensitive cross slit through the detectors center, see Fig. 3.2. The signal (5.115) becomes
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where Dy,z are the slit widths of the horizontal and vertical slit respectively. For small slit
widths, offsets and beam tilt angle, the arguments of the error functions are also small. In this
case, the corresponding phase would deviate only slightly from φSEPD. However, there are many
cases where these contributions are not negligible.

When inserting the given representations of the ci’s, i.e. Eqs. (5.105)-(5.109), into Eq. (5.117)
to evaluate the phase signal, the equations becomes very lengthy. In the most simplified case
of two identical beams, where the measurement beam rotates around their common center of
incidence, and equal slit width D = Dy = Dz, we get
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Hence, the non-geometric signal contribution for a quadrant diode is a second-order effect. We
have seen in simulations that quadratic series expansions of the LPS model the simulated signal
of an SEPD well but are sometimes insufficient to describe the signal measured by a QPD. In
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these cases, the equations have to be extended to the fourth-order. This will be further discussed
in Sec. 7.2.2.

Alternative phase signal definitions for quadrant photodiodes

For the signals derived for QPDs in this section, I evaluate the argument of the sum of the
complex amplitudes of all sensitive segments, i.e.

LPS =
1

k
φ = −1

k
arg (QA +QB +QC +QD) . (5.119)

The complex amplitudes Qj , j ∈ {A,B,C,D} are defined analogously to Eq. (3.16) for each
quadrant of the detector by

Qj = P j cj exp (−i φj) . (5.120)

This signal definition has been used during the LPF mission, for which reason it is also called
the LISA Pathfinder signal. However, it is also possible to define different signals for QPDs [36].

Another prominent example is the arithmetic mean phase (AP) signal. It computes the phases
for each segment and then takes the arithmetic mean of their sum, i.e.

LPSAP =
φA + φB + φC + φD

4 k
= −arg(QA) + arg(QB) + arg(QC) + arg(QD)

4 k
. (5.121)

The AP signal has proven in several simulations that it is less affected by TTL coupling
[37, TN2]. However, it is designed for beams impinging approximately at the diode’s centre. If
the beams’ points of detection are, e.g., shifted horizontally to the left, the detected power at
the left half of the detector will be larger than the power detected at the right-hand side. In
the most extreme case, the beam would be fully captured by the left half of the diode while no
light impinges at the right-hand side. Still, the phases computed for both sides will be weighted
equally, not representing the shifted power distribution.

The non-geometric TTL coupling in the LPF signal is stronger than the respective coupling in
the AP signal [37, TN2]. However, the LPF signal is for small slit width similar to the signal
derived by an SEPD. Therefore, several coupling effects cancel in the full signal, as I will show
in Sec. 5.3. Also, the LPF signal equals the signal for SEPDs if the slit width becomes zero.
This is not true for the AP signal definition.

Sensing errors and detector imperfections

I discussed in Sec. 5.2.1 that small wavefront errors change the phase signal. The same applies
to imperfections of the detector geometry and other parameters affecting the sensitivity of small
fractions of the diode’s surface, e.g., scratches or residual dust particles. These irregularities can
induce arbitrary LPS changes. Therefore, I will not discuss these errors within this work.

5.3 Cancellations in the Full Longitudinal Path Length Signal

At the detector, the geometric and non-geometric TTL coupling add up to the total signal.
While I have investigated in Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 5.2 both effects separately, we find that some of
them cancel each other in the combined LPS. Within this section, I will particularly study the
geometric effects added with the non-geometric phase signal induced by the corresponding beam
walk, as well as the impact of detector tilts on the signal.
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Angular jitter: Cancellation of the signal for identical beams and dynamic beam
walk

Given two Gaussian beams with equal beam parameters that are nominally not tilted, i.e.
ϕm,r = 0, and impinge on the same point at the detector, i.e. yim0−yir = 0, we find the geometric
and the non-geometric signal contribution to cancel each other in several situations. Here, I
investigate the cancellations for angularly jittering test masses and receivers, respectively. Let
us first assume the measurement beam to jitter angularly around a point along its propagation
axis. This is equivalent to a rotation of the receiver around a longitudinal offset as well as to
the lever arm effect caused by a reflection. To derive the associated non-geometric LPS, I insert
the beam walks (5.62) and (5.64), setting dlat = 0, respectively into Eq. (5.58). Hence we get

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,lever ≈ 2dlever ϕ

2 , (5.122)

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,SC,long ≈

1

2
dlong ϕ

2
SC . (5.123)

The full LPS is the sum of the OPD and non-geometric contribution. We find the OPDs for the
lever arm effect (5.4) and the S/C rotation (5.25) for dlat = 0 to be inverse to the beam walk
induced coupling. Hence, in the computation of the full LPS, both cancel out and yielding zero
TTL coupling:

LPSSEPD,2D
lever = OPD2D

lever + LPSSEPD,2D
ng,lever ≈ 0 , (5.124)

LPSSEPD,2D
SC,long = OPD2D

SC,long + LPSSEPD,2D
ng,SC,long ≈ 0 . (5.125)

Hence, given equal beam parameters, longitudinal offsets of the centre of rotation from the
point of reflection or point of detection do not affect the total LPS. In Sec. B.2, I aim to give
an additional, intuitive proof of this cancellation.

Further analysis shows that we get the same result for transmissive components along the beam
path. Inserting the respective beam walk (5.65) into Eq. (5.58), we get

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,tc ≈

∑
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1

2
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− n2
tc,i cos2(ϕtc,i)

(n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i))3/2
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sin2(ϕtc,i)√

n2
tc,i − sin2(ϕtc,i)

+ cos(ϕtc,i)

ϕ2
m .

(5.126)

The beam walk dependent term is, again, inverse to the corresponding OPD (5.34), i.e.

LPSSEPD,2D
tc ≈ 0 . (5.127)

I conclude that in the case of beams with equal parameters, transmissive components along the
beam path add no further TTL coupling to the signal.

However, these findings do not hold for every kind of TTL coupling. In particular, the angular
piston effect cancels only partially. When deriving the non-geometric LPS contribution by
inserting Eq. (5.63) into Eq. (5.58), we get

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,piston,ang ≈ −2dlat sin(β)ϕ2 , (5.128)

which is a second-order TTL coupling. The geometric piston coupling (Eq. (5.13)) on the other
hand, does also include linear coupling terms. When adding up the geometric and non-geometric
contributions, we find

LPSSEPD,2D
piston,ang ≈ −2dlat cos(β)ϕ+ dlong cos(β)ϕ2 . (5.129)
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Summary box 5.13 | Detector tilt TTL coupling

Detector tilts affect the geometric (propagation distance to the detector surface) and the
non-geometric (angle of incidence of both interfering beams) TTL coupling. For large
SEPDs, both effects cancel since the detector tilt affects the measurement and reference
beam equivalently:

LPSSEPD(ϕPD)− LPSSEPD(ϕPD = 0) = 0 .

Thus we have non-negligible TTL coupling left if the point of reflection and the centre of rotation
do not coincide. The same applies to angular jitter of the receiving setup around a point that
deviates laterally from the beam’s nominal point of detection, i.e.

LPSSEPD,2D
SC,lat,ang ≈ −dlat ϕSC . (5.130)

Lateral jitter: Cancellation of the signal for identical beams and dynamic beam
walk

The investigations in Secs. 5.1 and 5.2 have shown that lateral test mass jitter yields linear
geometric TTL coupling but no non-geometric counterpart. Contrary, a lateral jittering receiver
measures no geometric TTL coupling but linear and – in the case of unequal beam parameters
– quadratic non-geometric TTL coupling. Thus, the geometric and the non-geometric coupling
terms cannot cancel each other in both cases. Correspondingly, the lateral test mass jitter is
fully described by the geometric length changes of the beam path, and the measured coupling
from lateral receiver jitter entirely originates from the jitter induced beam walk on the detector.

Cancellation of the detector tilt

We have seen in Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 5.2.2 that the geometric as well as the non-geometric TTL
coupling feature coupling terms depending of the detector tilt ϕPD. The following paragraphs
will demonstrate that these detector tilt dependent terms cancel out in the full LPS.

Let us first consider an angularly jittering receiving system. In an ideal receiver, the detector
surface is aligned to the system’s coordinate frame. However, a misalignment of the detector is
often unavoidable in the construction phase. The full OPD for a jittering receiver is given by
Eq. (5.42). I adapt OPDSC,ang (Eq. (5.25)) by substituting ϕSC → ϕSC + ϕPD. Thereby, we
account for the detector tilt. Neglecting all constants, this equation yields the TTL coupling
induced by the offset of the centre of receiver rotation only. Considering then only the detector
tilt dependent terms, we find

OPD2D
RS,ang(ϕPD)−OPD2D

RS,ang(ϕPD = 0)

≈ −dlong ϕSC ϕPD −
∑
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ttc,i

 n2
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(n2
tc,i− sin2(ϕtc,i))3/2

− sin2(ϕtc,i)√
n2

tc,i− sin2(ϕtc,i)
−cos(ϕtc,i)

ϕSC ϕPD .

(5.131)

The associated non-geometric coupling is computed by inserting the offset yiRST (5.69) into
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Eq. (5.100). This gives
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− cos(ϕtc,i)
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(5.132)

In order to derive the full LPS, I add up Eq. (5.131) and Eq. (5.132), i.e.

LPSSEPD,2D
RS,ang (ϕPD)− LPSSEPD,2D

RS,ang (ϕPD = 0)

=
[
OPD2D

RS,ang(ϕPD)−OPD2D
RS,ang(ϕPD = 0)

]
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ng,RS,ang(ϕPD = 0)

]
(5.133)

≈ 0 (5.134)

Hence the detector tilt indeed cancels for angularly jittering receivers.

Analogously, I show that the ϕPD-dependent terms cancel for angular test mass jitter. The OPD
for test mass rotations is given by Eq. (5.41). Thus the respective detector tilt dependent terms
are

OPD2D
TM,ang(ϕPD)−OPD2D

TM,ang(ϕPD = 0)

≈ −2dlever ϕϕPD − 2dlat sin(β)ϕϕPD

−
N∑
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− cos(ϕtc,i)

ϕϕPD .

(5.135)

For the corresponding non-geometric coupling, I insert the offset yiTM (Eq. (5.68)) into Eq. (5.100)
and substitute ϕm → 2ϕ. This gives

LPSSEPD,2D
ng,TM,ang(ϕPD)− LPSSEPD,2D

ng,TM,ang(ϕPD = 0)

≈ [2dlever + 2dlat sin(β)]ϕϕPD
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(5.136)

In order to filter out how the full LPS depends on the detector tilt, I add up Eq. (5.135) and
Eq. (5.136) giving

LPSSEPD,2D
TM,ang (ϕPD)LPSSEPD,2D

TM,ang (ϕPD = 0)

=
[
OPD2D

TM,ang(ϕPD)−OPD2D
TM,ang(ϕPD = 0)

]
+
[
LPSSEPD,2D

ng,TM,ang(ϕPD)−LPSSEPD,2D
ng,TM,ang(ϕPD = 0)

]
(5.137)

≈ 0 . (5.138)

Hence, we see that the detector tilt ϕPD cancels out in the full LPS for angular jitter of either
of the considered setups.

Next, I investigate the detector tilts for laterally jittering systems. For non-tilted detectors,
the lateral jitter coupling for receiving systems is fully described by its non-geometric TTL
contribution. However, in the case of a tilted detector, the geometric TTL coupling of a laterally
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jittering receiver is given by Eq. (5.29). Adding this equation to its non-geometric counterpart
Eq. (5.102), we find as before

LPSSEPD,2D
RS (ϕPD)− LPSSEPD,2D

RS (ϕPD = 0) ≈ 0 . (5.139)

Having a laterally jittering test mass, we have found in Sec. 5.2 that this jitter induces no non-
geometric TTL coupling. To confirm my claim that the detector tilt cancels in the full signal,
I have to show that also the geometric counterpart includes no linear or quadratic detector tilt
dependent terms. Indeed, the corresponding Eq. (5.20) shows no detector tilt dependency. So
we have, in particular,

LPSSEPD,2D
TM (ϕPD)− LPSSEPD,2D

TM (ϕPD = 0) ≈ 0 . (5.140)

In summary, the detector tilt angle ϕPD also cancels for lateral jitter coupling in the full signal
when considering a large SEPD. Thus it can be neglected if the full measured signal consists of
both the OPD and the non-geometric LPS. If either of these contributors changes, the detector
tilts can add significant TTL coupling. The cancellation can, e.g., be disturbed by QPDs with
wide slit widths. However, the changes are negligible in the case of the LPF setup, which will
be discussed in Sec. 7.2.1.

5.4 Summary of the Tilt-To-Length Coupling Effects

In the above sections, I presented several TTL coupling effects and discussed whether they add
mainly first-, second- or higher-order coupling terms. We have further seen that, in the case of
equal beam parameters and large SEPDs, several of these effects cancel in the complete signal.
For unequal beam parameters or QPDs most of these cancellations do not hold any longer.
However, the residual TTL would be small for minor parameter discrepancies and QPDs with
small slit width when using the LPF signal definition. Therefore, I summarise the principal
behaviour of the single coupling mechanisms and further, non-geometric, coupling effects for
angular jitter in Tab. 5.2 and for lateral jitter in Tab. 5.3 assuming equal beam parameters and
SEPDs.
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system mechanism summary characterisation of the signal
box geometric non-geometric complete

TM lever arm effect 5.1, 5.9 quadratic quadratic 0
TM piston effect [lateral] 5.2, 5.9 linear 0 linear
TM piston effect [longitudinal] 5.2, 5.9 quadratic 0 quadratic
RS lateral CoR 5.4, 5.9 linear 0 linear
RS longitudinal CoR 5.4, 5.9 quadratic quadratic 0

both transmissive components 5.6, 5.9 quadratic quadratic 0

both static beam offsets 5.8 0 linear linear
both reference beam tilt 5.11 0 linear linear

both detector tilt 5.13 linear linear 0
both insensitive detector slit (QPD) 5.12 0 quadratic quadratic
both arbitrary detector geometry 5.12 0 arbitrary arbitrary

Table 5.2: Summary of the characteristics of the geometric, non-geometric and complete TTL
coupling effects for angular jitter assuming equal beam parameters, large SEPDs and beams
that impinge at normal incidence at the test mass and detector, respectively (if not otherwise
stated). In addition, as done throughout this section, I use the LPF signal definition for the
computation of the QPD signal. I characterise the effects as ‘linear’, ‘quadratic’ or ‘arbitrary’
regarding to their series expressions for small angles. Effects that are not existent or only couple
at higher-orders, will be labelled with a ‘0’.

system mechanism summary characterisation of the signal
box geometric non-geometric complete

TM piston effect 5.3, 5.10 linear 0 lateral
RS receiver jitter 5.5, 5.10 0 linear linear

both static beam offsets 5.8 0 0 0
both reference beam tilt 5.11 0 linear linear

both detector tilt 5.13 linear linear 0

Table 5.3: Summary of the characteristics of the geometric, non-geometric and complete TTL
coupling effects for lateral jitter assuming equal beam parameters, large SEPDs and beams
that impinge at normal incidence at the test mass and detector, respectively (if not otherwise
stated). I characterise the effects as ‘linear’, ‘quadratic’ or ‘arbitrary’ regarding to their series
expressions for small angles. Effects that are not existent or only couple at higher-orders, will
be labelled with a ‘0’.
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Chapter 6

Tilt-To-Length Suppression
Strategies

In the analytical derivations in Sec. 5, I have characterised various TTL mechanisms. From
this analysis, one can deduce design or realignment recommendations to suppress or counteract
TTL coupling in an optical setup. Furthermore, I contextualise the suppression strategies which
have been experimentally verified previously, e.g., imaging systems, and my work. Of particular
interest for this thesis are the suppression strategies used in the space-based interferometers
LISA and LPF.

The suppression strategies introduced in this chapter partly rely on my analytical work above and
partly refer to the work published by others, as I will state at appropriate places in the text.

6.1 Suppression by Design, Alignment or Subtraction

In this section, I will present TTL suppression strategies that are or can be used in space-
based laser interferometers. I will distinguish between strategies concerning the design of the
interferometer and suppression schemes that can be applied during a mission as realignments or
subtractions of a dedicated model.

6.1.1 Suppression by design

The suppression of TTL coupling by design is advantageous since it reduces the need for further
suppression schemes a priori.

I have shown in Sec. 5.3 that multiple TTL coupling mechanisms cancel if both interfering beams
feature exactly the same beam parameters, i.e. the same waist size and the same distance from
waist at the detector, and are detected by a large SEPD. Hence, a modification of the beams
such that they fulfil this requirement would reduce TTL coupling. However, in heterodyne
interferometers like in LPF and LISA, this is not feasible.

Moreover, the alignment of the beams is crucial for TTL mitigation since static beam offsets as
well as tilts of the reference beam couple linearly into the measurement (Sec. 5.2.1). Thus, the
beams are ideally aligned so that they nominally impinge at the same point and with a normal
incidence at the detector.

69
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x
Pivot

Figure 6.1: Schematic of the TTL suppres-
sion via imaging systems. Properly aligned sys-
tems image the pivot onto the detector surface,
thereby mitigating any geometric TTL coupling.

A system design with the centre of mass at the point of reflection (test mass setup) or detection
(receiver setup) would make the system jitter about that point. In the case of a jittering test
mass, this design would eliminate the angular piston effect (Sec. 5.1.1). However, in many
interferometers, such an alignment is hard to achieve. So, a freely falling test mass’ centre of
mass, i.e. its natural centre of rotation, likely does not equal the point of reflection. If instead,
the S/C jitters relative to the test mass, the offset between the S/C’s centre of rotation and
the point of reflection can be minimised, provided that the S/C carries only one test mass.
Considering a rotating receiver, only transmissive components and pure non-geometric TTL
effects would still couple into the signal (Secs. 5.1.2 and 5.1.3). The residual coupling would
then be dominated by static offsets of the beams at the detector and the inequality of the beam
properties (parameters and angular alignment).

A mitigation scheme that has not been discussed here, but has been proven successful in an
experiment, is the imaging system [39, 43]. Imaging systems are lens systems that, on the one
hand, change the beams’ spot sizes at the detector and, on the other hand, image the centre
of rotation onto the detector. Properly aligned imaging systems can therefore suppress the full
geometric angular TTL coupling and the beam walk contribution to the non-geometric signal.
The residual TTL coupling is comparable to the case discussed in the previous paragraph. It
would, again, be dominated by the difference between the beam parameters and their angle of
incidence at the detector. Static offsets of the beam’s points of incidence also generate TTL
coupling. However, this offset decreases if the system compresses the beam. A schematic of
a possible imaging system is depicted in Fig. 6.1 showing the correction of a beam tilt for a
perfectly aligned system. Note that similar results can be achieved using not lenses but curved
mirrors.

6.1.2 Suppression by alignment

In many cases, the interferometer design alone cannot entirely suppress the TTL coupling, or
the setup properties change during the mission time, e.g. due to temperature changes. Then,
realignments of certain optical components can mitigate or counteract the measured TTL cou-
pling.

So, a shift of a test mass, which jitters angularly around its centre of mass, can reduce the lateral
offset between the point of reflection and the centre of rotation. This realignment suppresses the
linear lateral contribution of the piston effect (Sec. 5.1.1). Note that this realignment strategy
only provides a successful suppression strategy if the point of rotation is fixed to the test mass.
Considering a S/C that jitters relative to the test muss, such a test mass shift would not affect
the offset between the point of reflection and the centre of rotation.

Similarly, angular corrections of the test mass can eliminate the coupling of lateral jitter: Given
a non-tilted reflective component, its lateral jitter would neither shift it into nor away from the
beam path and, therefore, does not add any TTL coupling (see Sec. 5.1.1). This alignment
scheme applies to lateral test mass jitter as well as lateral S/C jitter relative to the test mass.

In the case of a jittering receiver, neither shifts nor tilts affect the geometric TTL coupling,
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but a lateral realignment can decrease the static offset between both interfering beams, which
contribute linear coupling to the interferometric measurement (Sec. 5.2.1).

In general, the lateral beam realignment of the measurement or the reference beam will alter
the offset of their points of detection. The resulting linear non-geometric TTL coupling can,
therefore, counteract other linear coupling mechanisms (Sec. 5.2.1).

A further method to suppress TTL coupling is discussed in [39, 43]: When combining the
readouts of the four QPD segments via the AP signal definition, a lateral shift of the detector
adds linear, and a longitudinal shift adds quadratic TTL coupling. These terms can then
counteract the existent coupling of various origins. Note that this suppression scheme can only
be used with the AP signal. When the signal is defined via the LPF signal computation and the
QPD is a large diode with thin slits, a lateral shift would have little effect on the full coupling.
Longitudinal detector shifts for this signal definition are discussed in App. B.1.2.

6.1.3 Subtraction of tilt-to-length coupling

In post-processing, residual TTL coupling can be fitted using the DWS readouts for a prediction
of the angular system alignment and, if available, a readout for the lateral test mass position.
Given these coupling parameters, a linear or higher-order fit model can be subtracted from the
signal in order to remove the TTL noise. Such a suppression scheme depends on the precision
of the angular and position readout but has been proven successful during the LPF mission [11].
However, reducing the coupling by design or alignment will improve the TTL mitigation since
less noise of the fitting quantities would be added to the measurement via subtraction. This will
be demonstrated in the next section by the LPF results.

6.2 Suppression Strategies in Space Interferometers

TTL coupling is a major noise source in space interferometers [11, 39, 40, 41, 42]. Different
design choices and alignment mechanisms were, are, and will be applied for its suppression.
Within this section, I aim to give an overview of the strategies known today and compare them
with the prediction by my analytical TTL description. The main focus of this work lies on the
LPF mission which ended in 2017 and provided valuable data for the analysis of TTL coupling
in space interferometers [11]. In LISA, TTL coupling would, without suppression, be one of the
major noises. Therefore, several suppression schemes are currently planned to be implemented
in LISA, for example, imaging systems [39, 43].

6.2.1 Tilt-to-length suppression in LISA Pathfinder

In LPF, the misalignment between the test masses and the optical bench inside the S/C in-
duced a cross-talk of S/C jitter, that coupled into the x12-readout (compare Eq. (2.8)). This
cross-coupling noise exceeded the white noise model between 20 mHz and 200 mHz and was there
visible as a ‘bump’ [11]. Despite the cross-coupling noise being only visible since the interferom-
eter noise was well below the required level, two attempts were made to remove this cross-talk
in order to consolidate the original noise model [45].
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Figure 6.2: The LPF performance be-
fore (red) and after (green) the test
mass realignments during the engi-
neering days in March 2016. The per-
formance improved approximately by
a factor of 2 but was still the domi-
nating noise between 20 and 200 mHz.
The dashed line shows the perfor-
mance model.

Alignment of the test masses

TTL noise in LPF originated from the jitter of the S/C relative to the test masses. As discussed
in the previous section, lateral jitter can this case be reduced by an angular realignment of the
test masses. However, a lateral shift of the test masses would have no significant effect on the
overall TTL coupling for angular S/C jitter: This shift would not change the distance between
the point of reflection and the centre of S/C rotation as intended.

During the engineering days in March 2016, the lateral and angular alignments of the test masses
were adjusted. This adjustment relied on a simplified geometric piston model, which assumed
test mass jitter. The realignment reduced the TTL coupling in the measurement band by a
factor of 2 in the ASD, see Fig. 6.2 [45]. A list of these realignments and further discussion are
provided in Sec. 9.1.

Subtraction of linear fit model

After the realignment, the TTL coupling was still limiting the sensitivity, see Fig. 6.2. Thus,
the residual coupling was removed in post-processing via subtraction. Therefore, a linear model
of the measured S/C rotational and translational acceleration was fitted and then subtracted
from the ∆g measurement [45]. This model was

∆gxtalk = Cϕ ϕ̈+ Cη η̈ + Cy ÿ + Cz z̈ + Cy,s y + Cz,s z + Co1 ö1 , (6.1)

where j, j ∈ {ϕ, η, y, z}, denote the mean rotations or displacements of the test masses. These
mean values describe the negative S/C motion. The accelerations orthogonal to the sensitive
x-axis couple into the x12-readout as well as the translational stiffnesses along the y- (y) and
the z-axis (z). Additionally, residual x-motion of the S/C with respect to the test masses can
leak into the signal and is also included in the fit. The linear coupling coefficients Cj depend
on the geometric properties of the LPF setup as well as the beam properties and the geometry
of the four interferometers, in particular the x12-interferometer. This fit model subtracted the
residual TTL well from the ∆g measurement.

However, the fit coefficients themselves provided no physical interpretation of the underlying
cross-coupling effect and, therefore, no information on how the corresponding TTL noise could be
suppressed. Also, some coefficients were highly correlated. As a consequence, different fit models
performed comparably well. Since the fit coefficients varied over time, frequent recalculations
were necessary [45].

These disadvantages can be overcome with a TTL model, which depends on the particular test
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Figure 6.3: The LPF performance be-
fore (red) and after (yellow) subtrac-
tion of a linear TTL model fitted to the
red curve during the engineering days
in March 2016, i.e before the realign-
ment of the test masses. The subtrac-
tion subtracted the TTL noise well at
lower frequencies. However, it added
additional noise above 200 mHz.

mass alignments. Such a model can be derived by interpreting the analytical TTL equations
(Sec. 5) for the LPF setup. I will present the result in Sec. 7.2.

A model as the derived analytical TTL model can describe the cross-talk for long mission
durations relying on a constant set of setup and beam parameters – given no significant setup
alterations due to temperature or other external changes. Thus it allows the direct subtraction
of TTL noise for every data set without adaption. Furthermore, this model explains how the
coupling depends on the test mass alignments, which can subsequently be realigned for a reduced
cross-coupling.

Combination of both suppression strategies

Both reduction strategies presented here, the suppression via realignment and the subtraction
via the fit model, were necessary to remove the cross-talk from the measurement sufficiently
(Fig. 2.4). As we see in Fig. 6.2, the performed realignment did not remove the full bump. I
will analyse this further in Sec. 9.1. Then again, the analysis of the data of the engineering days
shows that a fit model without prior realignment led to additional noise at higher frequencies
(Fig. 6.3). This noise originates from sensing noise in the GRS readout and is naturally un-
wanted. Consequently, both suppression schemes either have to be combined, or the test mass
realignment model has to be improved for a full cancellation of the TTL noise.

6.2.2 Tilt-to-length suppression in LISA

TTL coupling is one of the most significant contributors to the LISA measurement noise budget.
There, it mainly originates from the S/C jitter, and the coupling coefficients are expected to
be larger than they were for LPF. Therefore, TTL noise needs to be reduced in LISA already
by design. The residual coupling will be mitigated by further compensation techniques, which I
will introduce below.

Tilt-to-length noise origins

For the full LISA science signal, the readouts of the long-arm and the two test mass interferom-
eters in the S/C at the ends of the respective arm will be combined. The TTL noise coupling
in these measurements can be divided into three groups of coupling origins [49]. First, coupling
noise enters the test mass interferometer [39]. This noise is most comparable to the noise we find
in LPF. Furthermore, the noise in the long-arm interferometer splits into two coupling types:
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The noise originating from the transmitting S/C [40] and the noise originating from the receiving
S/C [41, 43]. I will introduce these TTL noises here separately.

I start by explaining the contributions originating from the transmitted beam. This beam’s
wavefront is disturbed due to imperfections in the alignment of the optical components within
the sending S/C. The resulting wavefront errors, such as spherical aberrations, defocus, astigma-
tism, coma and trefoil, induce significant non-geometric TTL coupling when combined with the
pointing jitter of the transmitter [40]. These noises are not covered by the analytical equations
presented in Sec. 5.

The local S/C then adds further TTL noise to the long-arm measurement. When the far beam
reaches the receiving S/C it will be widened to several kilometres. The fraction of this beam
that enters the local S/C through the telescope’s outer pupil of 300 mm diameter (see Fig. 2.2)
will almost be flat regardless of the orientation of the S/C it originates from: Due to the large
distance between both S/C, the wavefronts are almost circular, with the midpoint of this circle
lying in the transmitter S/C. Except for the wavefront errors, the wavefront segment received
by the local S/C will, in a good approximation, have the same properties for any rotation of
the transmitter. However, the angular jitter of the local S/C will first rotate the telescope
scheme in and out of the beam path, and, second, induce a tilt of the received wavefront with
respect to the outer pupil of the receiving telescope. This angle will be magnified by a factor of
135 when the telescope suppresses the beam from its 300 mm to 2.24 mm diameter [41, 43]. In
addition, the alignment of the local optical components can change the alignment and wavefront
of the received beam. I describe the TTL coupling for a receiving system in Sec. 5.1.2, however,
not considering a telescope or imaging systems. The presented equations do not hold for the
non-geometric coupling effects since only the local reference beam is Gaussian.

The inter-satellite measurement yields the main TTL noise. Further noise adds to the full
science signal via the test mass interferometer readout [39]. As stated above, this noise is most
comparable to the LPF case: The lateral and angular jitter of the S/C with respect to the test
mass yields further TTL terms. Hereby, like for the received beam, the offset between the centre
of rotation and the point of reflection lets the S/C - or the test mass respectively - move into
or out of the beam path (piston coupling). Since two Gaussian beams interfere at the test mass
interferometer, the equations presented in Sec. 5 can be used to characterise this noise.

LISA design

Contrary to LPF, it is planned to suppress the TTL coupling in LISA already by design. An
example of such design suppression strategies is the implementation of imaging systems in front
of the test mass and long-arm photodiodes [39, 43]. These imaging systems can be used, on the
one hand, to minimise the geometric angular TTL coupling and, on the other hand, to compress
the beam’s spot size at the detector. The compression of the beam will reduce any lateral
misalignments of the beams (i.e. not the lateral jitter of a test mass) but magnify the angle of
incidence. As shown by Eq. (5.54), this angular increase will also magnify the non-geometric
TTL coupling. Thus, a residual TTL coupling of angular jitter due to the non-geometric TTL
contributions and imperfections of the imaging system would remain [39, 43].

In general, TTL will be mitigated in LISA by a reduction of the overall misalignments in the
optical system. So, also the piston effect will be reduced: Recalling that each LISA S/C hosts
two test masses (Fig. 2.2), the offset between the point of reflection and the centre of S/C
rotation will be large for at least one test mass. Thus, the angular jitter of the respective S/C
will always create significant piston coupling. A similar effect would be observed in the long-
arm interferometer since the S/C would rotate into or out of the received beam. Due to the
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respective alignment choices, these two effects would mostly cancel in the sum of the test mass
and the long-arm readout [TN2, TN3].

More details on the currently considered design strategies can be found in [TN3].

Alignment compensations

While the LISA design is planned to reduce the TTL coupling significantly, the full mitigation
will be technologically impossible. Therefore, the residual TTL coupling will be minimised via
realignment before launch [49].

A planned suppression scheme is the beam alignment mechanism, i.e. a set of optical plates which
correct the alignment of the beam [49]. Such a realignment, e.g., changes the point of incidence
at the detector. As I have shown in Sec. 5.2.1, the resulting changed distance between the
points of incidence of the measurement and the reference beam would change the non-geometric
TTL coupling. Mind that the beam offset due to the realignment of the plates will be scaled
down on the detector by the employed imaging systems in between both. Also, the measured
non-geometric coupling would not exactly correspond to the equations presented in Sec. 5.2.1
since the received beam is rather a flat-top and not a Gaussian beam.

The residual coupling and the coupling changes due to the launch, transfer or any long-term
distortions of the optical system are currently assumed to be one order of magnitude larger than
in LPF, however, significantly smaller than before the performed realignments [49, TN3].

During the mission, the wavefront errors of the transmitted beam couple with the pointing
jitter. These errors are expected to increase with increasing distance from the beam’s optical
axis. Therefore, the beam pointing is continuously corrected [40].

Subtraction

Finally, the residual TTL coupling in-flight will be fitted and subtracted from the signal in
post-processing using the DWS readout of the long-arm interferometer [49]. The suppression
strategies presented above are not expected to be alternatives to the subtraction but reduce the
TTL coupling to an amount that can successfully be removed from the measurement by this
subtraction scheme. Since LISA will consists of three S/C each carrying two optical benches and
test masses, the used model will be more complex than the LPF TTL model (Eq. (6.1)). The
efficiency of this subtraction relies on how well the TTL contribution can be distinguished from
the gravitational wave signals and further noises after the processing of the readout through the
TDI scheme. It has proven successful in simulation [49].

6.2.3 Tilt-to-length suppression in other space-based laser interferometers

In the currently operating geodesy mission GRACE-FO, which consists of two S/C that are
exchanging laser beams, TTL was predicted to be one of the main noise sources [23]. TTL is
suppressed in GRACE-FO by design. I will shortly present the applied suppression scheme in
App. A.2.

The space-based gravitational wave observatories planned for the future, e.g. TianQin, Taiji
and DECIGO, will likely face the same TTL noise sources as LISA does. Therefore, studies not
limited to LISA are ongoing [50, 51, 52]. However, an analysis of designs or alignment strategies
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for the TTL reduction within one of these missions has, to the author’s knowledge, not been
published yet.



Part III

Tilt-To-Length Coupling Analysis for
LISA Pathfinder
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Chapter 7

Tilt-To-Length Coupling Models for
LISA Pathfinder

TTL cross-coupling models describe how accelerations but also misalignments in orthogonal
degrees of freedom couple into the interferometric ∆g measurements. I introduce here two such
models. On the one hand, I review the fit model which has been used during the LPF mission
to subtract TTL coupling, see Sec. 6.2.1. On the other hand, I make use of the analytical
TTL descriptions derived in Sec. 5 to build a comprehensive physical model. Both models are
compared and applied to the mission data in the following sections.

The details of the TTL coupling fit have been extracted from scripts kindly provided by the LTP
Calibration Team. They have been partially published in [17, 45]. The analytical TTL model fully
relies on my analytical equations presented in Sec. 5. It is the first analytical model explaining
the TTL coupling changes due to the test mass realignments for the suppression as well as in
experiment (further details in Secs. 8 and 9).

7.1 The Tilt-To-Length Coupling Fit Model

The first model I apply in the following investigations is the one that has been used for TTL
suppression during the LPF mission, compare Sec. 6.2.1. I apply this fit using the LISA tech-
nology package data analysis (LTPDA) toolbox in MATLAB. It uses a linear fit to estimate
how the cross-accelerations (i.e. the angular and lateral accelerations) of the S/C, test mass
position dependent stiffnesses and S/C accelerations along the sensitive x-axis couple into the

Summary box 7.1 | TTL noise in LPF: The fit model

The TTL noise in ∆g was fitted by the linear model

∆gfit
xtalk = Cϕ ϕ̈+ Cη η̈ + Cy ÿ + Cz z̈ + Cy,s y + Cz,s z + Co1 ö1

and subtracted from the measurement. The mean accelerations and offsets describe in a
good approximation the corresponding degree of S/C jitter, just with an inverse sign. The
coupling coefficients depend, among other things, on the test mass alignments, but their
physical origin cannot be deduced from the fit result.

79
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∆g measurements [17, 20]. I recall it here:

∆gxtalk = Cϕ ϕ̈+ Cη η̈ + Cy ÿ + Cz z̈ + Cy,s y + Cz,s z + Co1 ö1 . (7.1)

The fit model only considers linear cross-coupling since higher-order coupling terms are consid-
ered to be too small. The first four input parameters describe the accelerations in the degrees of
freedom orthogonal to the measurement axis (x-axis). These are given as second-order deriva-
tives of the mean test mass rotations or displacements, i.e. j for j ∈ {ϕ, η, y, z}. These acceler-
ations describe, in a good approximation, the S/C jitter, just with an inverse sign. Further, the
mean lateral displacement readouts of the test masses y and z couple into ∆g via stiffnesses.
Last, the jitter of the S/C along the sensitive axis does not alter the distance between the test
masses but the path length of the measurement beam due to small asymmetries in the setup.
These asymmetries are, for instance, the small deviations of the incoming angles at both test
masses and the alteration of the beam walk on the detector due to these optical bench shifts.
The coefficients Cj are the parameters to be estimated. As discussed in Sec. 6.2.1, they do
not provide a physical interpretation of the TTL coupling even though they would, in theory,
depend on the setup and test mass alignments. However, the fit model successfully subtracted
the noise attributed to TTL coupling throughout the LPF mission.

After the test mass realignments in March 2016 (Sec. 9.1) the TTL noise contributions of the
accelerations in ϕ and the stiffnesses terms were found to be small. Therefore, the fit model
(7.1) was reduced to

∆gxtalk = Cη η̈ + Cy ÿ + Cz z̈ + Co1 ö1 (7.2)

in later times of the mission. If not otherwise stated, I will assume the TTL model (7.1) in the
following since it pictures the complete set of considerable TTL coupling terms.

When applying the fit model to the data, I use the DFACS readouts. The angular readouts
of the test masses are first processed by the DMU. The DFACS angular data equal the DMU
readouts with a subtracted constant offset. The corresponding data is then used to control the
test mass alignment. However, the DFACS and the DMU used different clocks onboard LPF.
Hence, we see tiny time shifts between both data sets. Since the GRS data, i.e. the y- and
z-readouts and hence also their accelerations, have the same time stamps as the angular DFACS
data, I use the respective angular readouts in the following data analysis.

This choice yields a limitation in the study of some time segments: For most timespans, 10 Hz
data are only available for one of these angular data sets. For the other set of readout data,
only 1 Hz data are provided. While in most noise runs (i.e. scientific measurements without
any ongoing experiments), 10 Hz DFACS data are given, this is different in the long cross-talk
experiment (LXE) which I will analyse in Sec. 8. In the analysis of this experiment, I can,
therefore, only rely on the 1 Hz data.

Given the respective data, I use the LTPDA function ‘lscov’ to apply a least-square fit in the
frequency domain. This algorithm decreases the difference between the fit model and the ∆g
data until the tolerance criterion of 10−10 is satisfied (i.e. when the previous and the current
relative residuals differ by less than this number). Even though the TTL noise was coupling into
the ∆g readout up to 200 mHz, the fit is only applied only up the 70 mHz. At this frequency,
noise originating from the thrusters couples into the readout [53] (e.g. visible in Figs. 2.4), which
would affect the cross-coupling result. The lower frequency limit in the fit is set to 2 mHz, i.e.
2 mHz below the original fit domain to cover the differential frequencies in the LXE (Sec. 8).
Further, the fit procedure uses the 4-term Blackman-Harris window (BH92).
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7.2 The Analytical Tilt-To-Length Coupling Model

After introducing the fit model used in LPF, I build here a comparable analytical model, which
provides a physical interpretation of the coupling coefficients. Therefore, I make use of the
different TTL coupling effects analytically described in Sec. 5. In that section, I only considered
one reflective test mass, while there are two in LPF. A TTL effect induced by the first test
mass will always also generate beam walk on the second test mass, which results in a different
lateral distance between the beam’s point of reflection and the centre of rotation and, therefore,
a changing piston effect.

In order to construct an analytically based TTL coupling model comparable to the fit approach
in Sec. 7.1, I first adapt the analytical LPF descriptions for the LPF setup (Sec. 7.2.1). This
analytical result will be verified in Sec. 7.2.2 by optical simulations performed with the software
IfoCAD [33, 54, 55]. Although the comparison of both shows minor inaccuracies (several mag-
nitudes below the modelled coupling), primarily due to the series expansion in the analytical
derivation, we have to handle these results with care. The model can only be as precise as
our knowledge of the system and the parameters we insert. Thus, the reliability of the final
analytical model is limited by our knowledge of the setup and beam parameters. I will estimate
the respective error bars in Sec. 7.2.3. Finally, in Sec. 7.2.4, I transform the derived LPF LPS
into a model describing the relative test mass acceleration and extract the coupling coefficients
for the cross-accelerations.

7.2.1 The Tilt-To-Length Formula for LISA Pathfinder

LPF measured the distance changes between its two test masses via the x12 interferometer, see
Fig. 7.1. In the following analysis, I will focus on the measurements by the detector PD12A.
After the first test mass reflection, the measurement beam impinging at this diode experienced no
beamsplitter transmission. However, it experienced an uneven number of beamsplitter reflections
until impinging at PD12A. Each reflection mirrors the beam alignment. Therefore, the internal
coordinate system of PD12A was also mirrored horizontally. The signs of the lateral beam walk
on the detector also account for this sign convention.

The measurement beam underwent length changes in this setup due to both test masses’ lever
arm and piston effects. Furthermore, it transmitted once through the window between the
optical bench and the first test mass after its first test mass reflection and twice through the
window between the optical bench and the second test mass. Thus, all coupling effects induced
by the jitter of the first test mass as well as the refractions through the windows between both
test masses generated a beam walk on the second test mass, affecting the lateral piston coupling
at this test mass, see Fig. 7.2. The reflections at the static beamsplitters and mirrors can be
neglected in our analysis since it exists a coordinate transformation that transfers the beam
path to a path without these reflections [P3]. However, these reflections modified the incoming
angle at the second test mass and the detector. All these effects add up to the full analytical
description of TTL coupling due to test mass jitter in LPF.

Further, I account for the satellite behaviour. Since the test masses were relatively stable on
short time scales, we assume their misalignments to be static. On the other hand, the S/C and
hence the optical bench experienced a time-dependent and comparable large angular (ϕob, ηob)
and lateral (yob, zob) jitter. This angular jitter is equivalent to test mass rotations around the
centre of mass of the satellite, i.e. approximately the centre of the optical bench, by the negative
optical bench rotation angle. Also, the lateral jitter of the satellite corresponded to antiparallel
shifts of the test masses.
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Figure 7.1: LPF setup reduced to the measurement of the differential distance between both
test masses, i.e. the measurement of the x12-interferometer. TM1 and TM2 denote the two test
masses. They are separated from the optical bench (blue box in the centre). The measurement
beam (red) passes the windows WIN1 and WIN2 before and after being reflected at the test
masses. The horizontal coordinate system of the detector PD12A is mirrored to account for the
uneven number of reflections of the interfering beams.
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x

x

TM1

TM2

Figure 7.2: The rotation of the first test
mass (TM1) induces a beam walk on the
second one (TM2). Consequently, the lat-
eral offset between the centre of rotation
(black cross) and the point of reflection at
TM2 changes and affects the piston cou-
pling. The (yaw) rotation angle of the test
masses are denoted ϕ1 for TM1 and ϕ2 for
TM2.

I derived the exact equations describing the OPD and beam walk on the detector in LPF com-
putationally via the algorithms presented in Appendix C. Moreover, I derived the non-geometric
LPS via the formalism introduced in Sec. 3.2 and further discussed in Sec. 5.2 assuming quadrant
photodiodes, unequal beam parameters and the computed beam walk. The characteristics of
the beams and components, which were inserted into the equations, are summarised in Tab. C.1.

Since the complete analytical formula becomes very lengthy and, therefore, hardly usable for an
understanding of the TTL mechanisms in LPF, I present here only the equations for inserted
setup parameters (see Tab. C.1). For now, I keep the nominal rotations of the test masses as
variables as they might change during the mission. To characterise the contribution of the single
TTL effects to the full encountered coupling, I first present the formulas for these single effects.
The single effects do not exactly add up to the total signal since this sum neglects the cross
effects in the non-geometric signal contribution, compare, e.g., Eq. (5.72). However, these cross-
terms are small such that also the deviation of the sum of the single effects and the complete
signal is small. For further simplifications, I do not show here the coupling terms too small to
significantly contribute to the overall coupling, i.e. sub-picometre terms.

The full geometric and non-geometric lever arm effects, including the rotations from both test
masses and the respective beam walk on the second test mass, become

OPDLPF
lever ≈ 117.715 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob + 14.215 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

+ 1.42592
m

rad2 ϕ2 ϕob + 1.41712
m

rad2 η2 ηob

− 0.71296
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob − 0.70856

m

rad2 η
2
ob ,

(7.3)

LPSLPF
ng,lever ≈ −72.548 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob + 4.570 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

+0.74685
m

rad2 ϕ1ϕob−0.71476
m

rad2 ϕ2ϕob +0.74584
m

rad2 η1ηob−0.71532
m

rad2 η2ηob

− 0.016042
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob − 0.015260

m

rad2 η
2
ob .

(7.4)
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Adding both up, we find the complete lever arm effect

LPSLPF
lever = OPDLPF

lever + LPSLPF
ng,lever

≈ 45.167 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob + 18.785 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

+ 0.74685
m

rad2 ϕ1 ϕob +0.71115
m

rad2 ϕ2 ϕob +0.74583
m

rad2 η1 ηob +0.70180
m

rad2 η2 ηob

− 0.72900
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob − 0.72382

m

rad2 η
2
ob .

(7.5)

The nominal angular misalignments of the test masses, i.e. ϕ1, ϕ2, η1, and η2, can have values
up to 10−4 rad. Therefore, the test mass independent linear S/C jitter and test mass alignment
dependent terms are of the same magnitude and contribute in equal measure to the full coupling.
Also, we see that the geometric and non-geometric linear coupling, particularly the coupling,
which depends on the nominal test mass misalignments, are of the same magnitude.

This is different for the piston effect:

OPDLPF
piston ≈ 18.892 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob − 14.032 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

− 0.32898
m

rad2 ϕ1 ϕob − 0.32887
m

rad2 ϕ2 ϕob − 0.32898
m

rad2 (η1 + η2) ηob

+ 1.99381 [(−ϕ1 + ϕ2) yob + (η1 − η2) zob]

+ 0.32892
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob + 0.32898

m

rad2 η
2
ob ,

(7.6)

LPSLPF
ng,piston ≈ 0.006 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob + 16 · 10−6 [(−ϕ1 + ϕ2) yob + (η1 − η2) zob] (7.7)

LPSLPF
piston = OPDLPF

piston + LPSLPF
ng,piston

≈ 18.898 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob − 14.032 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

− 0.32898
m

rad2 ϕ1 ϕob − 0.32887
m

rad2 ϕ2 ϕob − 0.32898
m

rad2 (η1 + η2) ηob

+ 1.99382 [(−ϕ1 + ϕ2) yob + (η1 − η2) zob]

+ 0.32892
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob + 0.32898

m

rad2 η
2
ob .

(7.8)

Here, we find that the non-geometric piston effect adds almost no TTL coupling to the overall
signal. The non-geometric coupling in Eq. (7.7) is several magnitudes smaller than the geometric
TTL noise (7.6). Moreover, the geometric piston effect alone describes the lateral jitter coupling,
i.e. the coupling induced by the yob and zob jitter of the S/C. Also, the geometric piston effect
is a strong linear angular coupling effect.

The path length signal changes due to the transmissive components are smaller than those of
the lever arm and the piston effect. However, they still add considerable noise.

OPDLPF
tc ≈ −1.526 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob + 0.183 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

− 0.01849
m

rad2 ϕ2 ϕob − 0.01826
m

rad2 η2 ηob

+ 0.00924
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob + 0.00913

m

rad2 η
2
ob ,

(7.9)

LPSLPF
ng,tc ≈ 1.178 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob − 0.059 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

+ 0.00939
m

rad2 (−ϕ1 + ϕ2)ϕob − 0.00905
m

rad2 η1 ηob + 0.00906
m

rad2 η2 ηob ,
(7.10)
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LPSLPF
tc = OPDLPF

tc + LPSLPF
ng,tc

≈ −0.348 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob + 0.124 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

−0.00939
m

rad2 ϕ1 ϕob−0.00910
m

rad2 ϕ2 ϕob−0.00905
m

rad2 η1 ηob−0.00920
m

rad2 η2 ηob

+ 0.00924
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob + 0.00913

m

rad2 η
2
ob .

(7.11)

While we have seen in Sec. 5.1.3 that the transmissive components add mostly quadratic TTL
coupling, this is different here. In the case of the LPF setup, we further have to consider the
beam walk on the second test mass due to the transmissions between the two test masses. Due
to the different refraction index of the component, the beam changes its orientation within the
component and therefore is shifted with respect to the original beam behind the component. This
offset is tilt-dependent since the beam’s refraction angle depends on its propagation direction
before the refraction. The corresponding beam walk on the second test mass changes the lateral
distance between the point of reflection and the centre of rotation at the second test mass. This
changed lateral distances between these two points induces linear (compare Sec. 5.1.1) TTL
coupling terms in the Eqs. (7.9)-(7.11).

I also investigate the expected non-geometric coupling induced by the nominal offset between the
points of incidence of the measurement and the reference beam. This is the only TTL coupling
effect not included in the three coupling mechanisms discussed. We find

LPSLPF
ng,other ≈ 0 . (7.12)

Remarkably, there are no TTL contributions that do not originate from either of the three effects
above. This can be explained by the fact that the S/C tilt angle cancels in the beam direction
after the beam reflection at both test masses. Therefore, the angles of incidence of the interfering
beams at the detector do not change by angular S/C jitter.

Hence the complete TTL coupling in LPF originates from the lever arm, the piston and the
effect of transmissive components. It adds up to

OPDLPF ≈ 135.081 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob

− 0.32898
m

rad2 ϕ1 ϕob +1.07857
m

rad2 ϕ2 ϕob−0.32898
m

rad2 η1 ηob +1.06988
m

rad2 η2 ηob

+ 1.99381 [(−ϕ1 + ϕ2) yob + (η1 − η2) zob]

− 0.37479
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob − 0.37045

m

rad2 η
2
ob ,

(7.13)

LPSLPF
ng ≈ −71.667 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob + 5.073 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

+ 0.73670
m

rad2 ϕ1 ϕob−0.70544
m

rad2 ϕ2 ϕob +0.73578
m

rad2 η1 ηob−0.70606
m

rad2 η2 ηob

+ 16 · 10−6 [(−ϕ1 + ϕ2) yob + (η1 − η2) zob]

− 0.01563
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob − 0.01486

m

rad2 η
2
ob ,

(7.14)
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Figure 7.3: The analytically derived
LPS for LPF and its geometric and
non-geometric contributors for yaw
and pitch jitter.
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Figure 7.4: The full LPS for LPF and its contributors: the lever arm effect, the piston effect
and the transmissive components. The full signal has been computed with IfoCAD. The other
curves show the analytically derived contributions (equations shown in this section). Both
computations include the nominal test mass alignments from Tab. C.1. The left figure shows
the result for S/C jitter in yaw and the right figure for pitch jitter.

LPSLPF ≈ −63.415 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob + 5.073 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

+ 0.40772
m

rad2 ϕ1 ϕob +0.37313
m

rad2 ϕ2 ϕob +0.40680
m

rad2 η1 ηob +0.36382
m

rad2 η2 ηob

1.99382 [(−ϕ1 + ϕ2) yob + (η1 − η2) zob]

− 0.39042
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob − 0.38531

m

rad2 η
2
ob .

(7.15)

Typically, the test masses’ angular misalignments could take any value up to the magnitude of
approximately 10−4 rad. Therefore, the linear angular jitter terms are of the same magnitude
as the terms describing the coupling of the angular test mass alignments into the readout. We
further see that the geometric second-order S/C jitter coupling is more than a factor 20 larger
than the associated non-geometric effect. The latter originates mainly from the lever arm effect.
A comparison of the geometric, the non-geometric and the complete signal is shown in Fig. 7.3
for yaw and pitch jitter. In general, the signal dependency on the yaw angle is stronger due to
the beam alignment in the xy-plane.

The lateral jitter couples strongly into the phase signal. However, it is only present in the
geometric signal contribution.
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When we compare the three effects and their contribution to the full TTL coupling, we find the
lever arm and piston effect to be dominant, see Fig. 7.4. Meanwhile, the contribution of the
windows is comparatively small. The comparison between the couplings for S/C jitter in ϕ and
η shows the most prominent differences for the piston effect. This is due to its dependency on
the angle of incidence at the test masses, which is different in the xy- and the xz-plane.

In Sec. 5.2.2 we have claimed that the difference between the signal computed by an SEPD and
a QPD with thin slits is small. Assuming a single element diode, the LPF signal would become

LPSLPF,SEPD ≈ 60.787 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob + 5.332 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

+ 0.42877
m

rad2 ϕ1 ϕob + 0.33512
m

rad2 ϕ2 ϕob

+ 0.42637
m

rad2 η1 ηob + 0.32875
m

rad2 η2 ηob

+ 1.99382 [(−ϕ1 + ϕ2) yob + (η1 − η2) zob]

− 0.38194
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob − 0.37756

m

rad2 η
2
ob .

(7.16)

Comparing Eq. (7.16) with Eq. (7.15) shows indeed only small differences. This is graphically
confirmed by Fig. 7.5. In this figure, the solid curves show the computed signals for yaw and
pitch rotations each. The dashed curves show their deviation, whose scaling is given by the
right y-axis. The deviation is a factor 50 smaller than the original signal. However, it is still
of the magnitude 10−10 m. Therefore, it depends on the amplitude of the jitter if it becomes a
considerable noise contributor. In the case of the S/C jitter measured in LPF, this difference
would be negligible.

7.2.2 Verification of the Model with IfoCAD

To verify the analytical description of TTL effects, I compare it with numerical simulations.
Therefore, I used the C ++ library IfoCAD [33, 54, 55]. IfoCAD is a program that, e.g., is used
to simulate various kinds of interferometric setups and computes the signals as they would be
measured in an experiment. The LPF setup has been implemented in IfoCAD by Gudrun Wan-
ner. This implementation includes all optical components of the LPF optical bench, the windows
of the vacuum chambers surrounding the test masses, as well as the test masses themselves. The
latter are nominally rotated by the angles ϕ0i, η0i, i ∈ {1, 2}, provided in Tab. C.1. These an-
gles correspond to the nominal alignments of the test masses during the mission (Sec. 9.1). In
IfoCAD, the test mass rotations were firstly applied in yaw and secondly in pitch.

I compare the analytically derived TTL coupling with the simulation results obtained from
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Figure 7.6: Deviation between the computed IfoCAD LPSs and the analytical result with and
without primarily inserted nominal angular test mass alignments (see Tab. C.1). The red and
dark blue curves show the deviation between the model Eq. (7.15) and the signal computed by
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the deviation between the model Eq. (7.17), i.e. with primarily inserted test mass angles, and
the IfoCAD signal. The scaling corresponds to the right y-axis. Left figure: angular S/C jitter.
Right figure: lateral S/C jitter.

IfoCAD for various misalignment cases. Since the analytical model Eq. (7.15) is limited by
several simplifications and, in particular, the series expansion up to second-order, I compute
additionally its second-order correspondence with a priori inserted nominal test mass alignments.
Precisely, when applying the algorithms explained in Appendix C, I insert first all parameters,
including the test mass alignments. Then, I derive the series expansion of the model only with
respect to the S/C jitter. This gives

LPSLPF ≈ −136.876 · 10−6 yob +25.150 · 10−6 zob +44.149 · 10−6 m

rad
ϕob +10.479 · 10−6 m

rad
ηob

− 0.38964
m

rad2 ϕ
2
ob − 0.38536

m

rad2 η
2
ob .

(7.17)

The result Eq. (7.17) does not precisely equal the result we would find when inserting the nominal
test mass alignments into Eq. (7.15). The deviations of both models from the signal computed
with IfoCAD is shown in Fig. 7.6. Both models show only small differences to the numerical
result. In particular, for lateral S/C jitter, the deviations are close to the machine accuracy.
Not including the nominal alignments into the series expansion improves the analytical result by
almost a factor of 10 for yaw and lateral jitter. For pitch rotations, the result slightly improved.

The deviation between the analytical and the numerical results for angular jitter mostly relies
on the simplified assumptions for our computation. For instance, I assumed in the analytical
derivation of the non-geometric effects in Sec. 5.2 that the waist size, radius of curvature and
Gouy phase are constant along the detector surface. A comparison of the deviations between
our analytical and the numerical model for the geometric and non-geometric contributors each
(Fig. 7.7) shows that the latter is indeed two orders of magnitude larger than the deviations in
the geometric comparison. Thus the assumptions for the non-geometric model explain the small
remaining inaccuracies of our complete model, compare Fig. 7.6 for primarily inserted beam
alignment parameters and Fig. 7.7 for the non-geometric model. The deviations in the case of
the OPD are close to machine accuracy. Here, the residual depends on the definition of the
three-dimensional orientations of the beams after several reflections and refractions.

In summary, the analytical model describes the occurring TTL effects very accurately. Hence, I
will use it in Sec. 8 in the data analysis for the LPF mission.
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Figure 7.7: Deviation between the an-
alytical TTL computations and the
numerical results provided by IfoCAD
for the LPF setup and optical bench
rotations in yaw and pitch. The up-
per figure shows this deviation for the
OPD. In the analytical computation,
I used the exact model (for the com-
putation, see Sec. C.1). The lower fig-
ure shows the deviation for the non-
geometric LPS. The analytical signal is
a second-order series expansion with a
priori inserted nominal alignment pa-
rameters (Eq. (7.17)).

7.2.3 Stability of Coefficients

I proved in the previous section that the analytical model matches well with numerical sim-
ulations. Thus, this model is expected to describe the TTL coupling observed during mission
operation well. However, it depends on the accuracy of the measurements of the setup and beam
parameters (compare Tab. C.1). Here I will list the respective errors in the analytical coupling
model.

In general, I assume the following parameters to be subject to measurement inaccuracies or
in-flight changes of the optical system:

(a) The lever arm lengths:
The lever arm lengths are affected by distortions of the optical bench itself but also by
longitudinal displacements of the test masses. The corresponding length changes couple
with the angular alignments of the test masses as well as the S/C jitter. E.g., the coef-
ficients describing the dependency of the angular coupling coefficients on the test mass
alignments would change by 2 % for a 1 % length change of the lever arm between both
test masses. Thus, this coupling depends on the knowledge of the actual positions of the
test masses. The additional longitudinal test mass displacement in-flight would be much
smaller, making their effect on the coupling coefficients negligible.

(b) The longitudinal distances between the points of reflection and the centre of S/C rotation:
These distances can differ for the same reasons as in the case of the lever arm lengths.
Additionally, we assumed the centre of S/C rotation to lie at the centre of the optical
bench. However, the actual centre of mass can deviate from this point and dynamically
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change during the mission due to fuel consumption. These errors couple into the analytical
model at the same magnitude as the lever arm length changes.

(c) The lateral distances between the points of reflection and the centres of rotation:
I only consider beam tilts to change the lateral offsets of the points of reflection at the
test masses and, therefore, the piston effect. Such tilts are expected to be corrected by
rotations of the test masses which makes the analysis of this coupling more complicated.
However, if the beam walk would be the same at both test masses, its effect on the full
TTL coupling would mostly cancel. I will further investigate this effect in Sec. 10.4.3.
On the other hand, the lateral position of the S/C’s centre of mass can deviate from its
definition within this work. These changes would again equally affect the piston effect at
both test masses, mostly cancelling it.

(d) Window properties:
We have seen in this section that the windows in between the optical bench and the
test masses are the smallest TTL contributors compared to the lever arm and the piston
effect. Therefore, small changes of their thickness, alignment or refractive index would be
negligible in the full TTL coupling.

(e) The angular beam alignment:
Changes in the beam alignment would change the lateral position of the reflections points
at the test masses (see (c)) but would also be (partially) corrected by test mass rotations.
In general, these changes couple linearly with the S/C angular jitter, i.e. they have a small
effect on the test mass alignment dependent coupling. Beam alignments will be further
analysed in Sec. 10.4.

(f) Static offsets of the beams’ centres of detection:
As shown by Eq. (7.12), the static beam offsets at the detector do not affect the full TTL
coupling, so neither will changes of this offset.

(g) The beam parameters:
Measurement errors of the beam parameters couple into the TTL noise via its non-
geometric contributions. The measurement accuracy of the waist size and the distance
from waist is limited. According to [56], the measurement of the beam’s waist was very
accurate (w0m = 542± 4µm, w0r = 500± 8µm) yielding a maximal error of the Rayleigh
range of 3.4%. The measurement of the distance between the waist and the beam source
(zm = 142± 19 mm, zr = 500± 8 mm) correspond to a measurement error of 13 %. How-
ever, this relative error decreases for longer beam paths yielding an error of 3.6 % for the
distance from waist at the diode PD12A.

(h) Arbitrary wavefront or detector errors:
Arbitrary imperfections of the beams’ wavefronts and the detector surface alter the mea-
sured LPS. These effects are not included in the analytical model but can cause a small
deviation between the analytically predicted coupling and the photodiode readout.

For the following analysis of the analytical TTL coupling coefficients, I originally assumed a
measurement error of the beam parameters of 10 %. This error estimate relied on internal
discussions. As the small measurement errors in the case of the LPF setup [56] show, this
assumption was more conservative than necessary, i.e. three times as large as the measured
errors. On the other hand, I neglected the uncertainties of the setup parameters, particularly
the lever arm length and the location of the centre of S/C rotation. Also, I did not consider
wavefront errors in this analysis. A qualitative error estimation for the complete set of input
parameters is currently a work in progress.
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Coefficient xRm (±10%) xRr (±10%) xm (±10%) xr (±10%)

ϕob −3.6%/+3.3% −2.8%/+3.1% −1.3%/+1.4% −1.7%/+1.6%
ϕ01 ϕob −4.8%/+4.3% −4.7%/+5.1% −0.3%/+0.4% −0.6%/+0.3%
ϕ02 ϕob −5.7%/+5.1% −4.7%/+5.1% −1.7%/+1.9% −2.3%/+2.0%
ϕ2

ob −12.7%/+15.3% −4.1%/+4.7% −32.1%/+31.2% −37.8%/+37.4%

ηob −9.3%/+8.4% −10.5%/+11.4% −11.1%/+11.8% −14.0%/+13.4%
η01 ηob −4.8%/+4.3% −4.6%/+5.1% −0.3%/+0.4% −0.6%/+0.4%
η02 ηob −5.6%/+5.1% −4.6%/+5.1% −1.7%/+1.9% −2.3%/+2.0%
η2

ob −12.8%/+15.4% −4.3%/+4.9% −33.5%/+32.6% −39.1%/+38.7%

Table 7.1: Stability of the coefficients of the analytically derived non-geometric path length
signal LPSng (Eq. (7.14)) depending on the single beam parameter uncertainties.

Coefficient xRm (±10%) xRr (±10%) xm (±10%) xr (±10%)

ϕob −0.4%/+0.3% ±0.3% −0.1%/+0.2% ±0.2%
ϕ01 ϕob −8.6%/+7.9% −8.4%/+9.2% −0.5%/+0.8% −1.1%/+0.6%
ϕ02 ϕob −9.6%/+10.7% −9.7%/+8.9% −3.5%/+3.1% −3.8%/+4.3%
ϕ2

ob −0.5%/+0.6% ±0.2% −1.3%/+1.2% ± 1.5%

ηob −2.4%/+2.2% −4.2%/+3.9% −4.4%/+4.1% −5.0%/+5.2%
η01 ηob −8.6%/+7.9% −8.4%/+9.2% −0.5%/+0.8% −1.2%/+0.6%
η02 ηob −9.8%/+10.9% −9.8%/+9.0% −3.6%/+3.2% −3.9%/+4.5%
η2

ob −0.5%/+0.6% ±0.2% ±1.3% ± 1.5%

Table 7.2: Stability of the coefficients of the analytically derived full LPS (Eq. (7.15)) depending
on the single beam parameter uncertainties.
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Coefficient absolute error
[
m/rad2

]
relative error of LPSng relative error of LPS

ϕob −6.660 · 10−6/+ 6.792 · 10−6 −9.5%/+9.3% ±1.0%
ϕ01 ϕob −0.07559/+ 0.07475 −10.3%/+10.1% −18.5%/+18.3%
ϕ02 ϕob −0.09886/+ 0.10063 −14.3%/+14.0% −26.5%/+27.0%
ϕ2

ob −0.01645/+ 0.01206 −77.1%/+105.2% −3.1%/4.2%

ηob −0.955 · 10−6/+ 0.939 · 10−6 −18.8%/+18.5% −5.0%/+4.9%
η01 ηob −0.07517/+ 0.07431 −10.2%/+10.1% −18.5%/+18.3%
η02 ηob −0.09804/+ 0.0998 −14.1%/+13.9% −26.9%/+27.4%
η2

ob −0.01621/+ 0.01187 −79.9%/+109.1% −3.1%/+4.2%

Table 7.3: Error estimate of the coefficients of the analytically derived non-geometric (Eq. (7.14))
and the complete LPS (Eq. (7.15)) for beam parameter uncertainties of 10%.

The deviations in the non-geometric model for a beam parameter uncertainty of 10 % are sum-
marised in Tab. 7.1. For the assumed uncertainties, strong deviations occur in the coefficient
of the linear ηob-term. These are approximately equally large for deviations of each of the
four beam parameters, ranging from 8% to 14%. Also, in the second-order ϕ2

ob- and η2
ob-terms

strongly depend on the measurement accuracy of the beam parameters. In particular, for inac-
curacies of the measured distances from waist, the non-geometric coefficients vary up to almost
40%. On the other hand, uncertainties of the Rayleigh ranges affect the reliability of the cal-
culated coefficients differently. While the coefficient uncertainty for measurement uncertainties
of the reference beam’s Rayleigh range lies below 5%, it is about three times as large if the
measurement beam’s uncertainty varies by the same amount.

The OPDs do not depend on beam parameters and, therefore, are not affected by their uncer-
tainties. When adding the geometric to the non-geometric signal contributors, we find that the
stability of the coefficients of the complete model increases (i.e. the uncertainty decreases) if
the respective geometric and non-geometric coefficients have the same sign and decreases (i.e.
the uncertainty increases) otherwise. The results are summarised in Tab. 7.2. The terms that
featured a high instability in the case of the non-geometric model are much more stable in this
consideration. On the other hand, the geometric and non-geometric coefficients of the ϕ0iϕob-
and η0iηob-terms, i ∈ {1, 2}, partially cancel each other in all considerations leading to a higher
instability. In particular, uncertainties of the beam’s Rayleigh ranges lead to an uncertainty of
these coefficients by almost 10%. In conclusion, we find that the errors of the linear coupling
terms depend on the measurement accuracy of the Rayleigh ranges. However, the second-order
coupling terms change very little if the actual beam parameters differ from their measured values.

While analysing in Tab. 7.1 and 7.2 the uncertainty of the coefficients for deviations of single
beam parameters, the errors increase when all four beam parameters simultaneously differ from
their measured value. Summarised in Tab. 7.3, the relative error of the full signal is then up
to three times as large as when theoretically allowing only one parameter to differ from its
measurement. In the case of the non-geometric signal, the relative error is even worse. For
the assumed uncertainties of the beam parameters, the quadratic coefficient can vary by about
100%.

I will use the errors summarised in Tab. 7.3 when comparing the analytical findings with the
coefficients fitted to the LPF data in Sec. 8.
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Summary box 7.2 | TTL noise in LPF: The analytical model

The linear analytical TTL model, describing how cross-accelerations affect the ∆g mea-
surements, is

∆gana
xacc ≈− ϕ̈ob

[
const.

[ m

rad

]
+ 0.20449+0.03749

−0.03791

m

rad
ϕ1 + 0.18714+0.05047

−0.04958

m

rad
ϕ2

]
− η̈ob

[
const.

[ m

rad

]
+ 0.20403+0.03727

−0.03770

m

rad2 η1 + 0.18247+0.05007
−0.04917

m

rad
η2

]
− ÿob

[
const. + 1.00000+0

−0

1

rad2 (−ϕ1 + ϕ2)

]
− z̈ob

[
const. + 1.00000+0

−0

1

rad
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The constant terms in the coupling coefficients depend on the setup parameters but also on
nominal misalignments of the test masses, whose measurement accuracy is limited by the
available measurement architecture designed to measure differential angles. Thus they are
fitted in the experiment.

7.2.4 TTL Noise in ∆g

So far, I have derived in this section the LPS changes (Eq. (7.15)) and analysed the stability
of the coupling coefficients. In order to determine the TTL noise in the ∆g readout from the
analytical LPS, I adapt it in two steps: I interpret the LPS for test mass displacements and
differentiate the equations twice to find the corresponding acceleration.

First, I calibrate the analytically derived LPS to the LPF readouts. While the x12-interferometer
onboard LPF was designed to measure the distance changes of the two test masses, the LPS
provides the beams’ full path length signal changes. Yet, the beam was reflected at the test
masses, giving approximately two times the desired length change. Furthermore, the distance
changes in LPF were defined via

∆x = x2 − x1 , (7.18)

which would have decreased for an increase of the test mass distances (compare Fig. 7.1). There-
fore, I switch the signs in the analytical equation equation. Additionally accounting for the
incidence angle at the second test mass, I divide Eq. (7.15) by 2 cos(βy2), i.e.

LPSLPF
x ≈ − LPSLPF

2 cos(βy2)
. (7.19)

In the second step, in order to determine the TTL noise in the ∆g readout, I take the double
time-derivative of Eq. (7.19). Since we assumed the test mass alignments to be stable in short
time segments, they can be treated as constants. However, the S/C jitters significantly, making
its angular and lateral alignment parameters time-dependent. Neglecting second- and higher-
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order terms but considering the possible errors of the analytical coupling coefficients, we find
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(7.20)

While the DWS measurements determine angular changes very accurately, the exact alignment
of the test masses with respect to the optical bench stays unknown. Relaxations and stresses
of the system, e.g., due to temperature fluctuations, can change the propagations direction of
the beam. This cannot be distinguished from test mass rotations by the DWS alone. Here,
the GRS readout provides a second independent measurement. However, this signal can also be
biased. Thus, we expect the measured test mass angles to deviate from their actual alignment.
Consequently, the coefficients scaling the cross-accelerations in Eq. (7.20) gain an additional
constant term, depending on these unknown alignments. Likewise, the given constant terms in
the coefficients of the angular accelerations might differ and, therefore, have to be handled with
care. A more conservative model would therefore be
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(7.21)

≡ −
(
Cana
ϕ ϕ̈ob + Cana

η η̈ob + Cana
y ÿob + Cana

z z̈ob

)
, (7.22)

where Ξi, i = ϕ, η, y, z, are constants. The constants Ξy and Ξz are unitless, and the constants
of the angular coefficients Ξϕ and Ξη are in units of length per radian. For the LPF mission,
these constants can be fitted and counteracted by a dedicated realignment of the test masses to
suppress the TTL coupling.

In the following data analysis sections, I will make use of the model Eq. (7.21). I apply it to the
data from a cross-talk experiment and the engineering days in the early mission phase. Further,
I will investigate the long-term behaviour of these coefficients and show that they are indeed
affected by component relaxations and temperature changes.

7.2.5 Comment on the difference between my and the old models

The first TTL models for LPF relied mainly on a simplified piston model for test mass rotations
and gained more complexity during the mission [57]. However, these models did not sufficiently
describe the TTL noise in LPF (see Sec. 6.2.1). The model presented in this work now accounts
for all TTL mechanisms introduced in Sec. 5.

Besides the complexity, we find two significant differences between my models and the model
available during the LPF mission. First, my analytical model does not assume test mass but
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S/C jitter, which was more dominant in LPF. Second, lateral shifts of the test masses were
found not to change the distance between the S/C centre of rotation and the point of reflection
at the test masses. This finding implies that the angular acceleration coefficients do not include
piston terms that depend on the lateral test mass displacements.

The second perception was found during the collaboration with Larissa Tevlin in the course of
her ‘Praxisprojekt’ and Bachelor’s thesis [58, 59]. It led to a breakthrough in the LPF data
analysis presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter 8

Analysis of the Long Cross-Talk
Experiment

The long cross-talk experiment (LXE) was one of two TTL experiments performed during the
LPF mission extension phase. It was designed to investigate TTL coupling from all degrees of
freedom [P10].

In the following, I will first introduce the two cross-talk experiments performed during the LPF
mission (Sec. 8.1). In Sec. 8.2 and Sec. 8.3, I will analyse the performance of the fit model
Eq. (7.1) and the analytical model Eq. (7.21) derived in the previous chapter for the time of
the LXE. Both models and their performances will be compared in Sec. 8.4. In the subsequent
section 8.5, I will analyse the performance of several adaptions of the fit model and compare the
results with the analytical ones. I will also describe how to use the fit model results to compute
a TTL model depending on the test mass positions, as the analytical model does (Sec. 8.6).
Moreover, I will extend our analysis to second-order models in Sec. 8.7. In Sec. 8.8, I will
investigate how the different coupling terms contribute to the overall TTL coupling. Lastly, I
will study the visibility of the TTL coupling during the LXE in the o1-readout (Sec. 8.9).

The analysis of the LXE data was supported by the work of Larissa Tevlin in the course of a
‘Praxisprojekt’ and her Bachelor’s thesis [58, 59]. Some of the results presented in this chapter
differ slightly from her work due to the usage of different angular data (DMU vs. DFACS data,
see Sec. 7.1). Additionally, my error analysis in Sec. 8.2.3 relies on a different noise run.

8.1 The Cross-Talk Experiments in LISA Pathfinder

Two cross-talk experiments were performed during the extension phase of the LPF mission
[P10]. Both experiments were designed to measure TTL coupling. Firstly, the short cross-talk
experiment was set up. It started on the 21st January 2017, 0:30 AM coordinated universal
time (UTC), and lasted for five hours. During this time, six types of sinusoidal injections
(i.e. periodically changing forces along y or z) were applied to the test masses inducing a S/C
movement. The first three injections took place in the xy-plane.

1. At first, sinusoidal injections of equal frequencies and amplitudes were applied on the test
masses, i.e. they were shifted parallel to each other along y. We refer to these injections
as ‘in-phase’ injections. They provoked a lateral jitter of the S/C.

97
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injection type amplitude frequency duration ramp duration wait time

y1 = y2 0.5µm 17 mHz 30 min 8 min 5 min
y1 = −y2 0.5µm 12 mHz 30 min 8 min 5 min
y1, y2 0.3µm 10 mHz, 17 mHz 50 min 5 min 10 min
z1 = z2 0.5µm 5 mHz 50 min 8 min 5 min
z1 = −z2 0.5µm 8 mHz 30 min 8 min 5 min
z1, z2 0.3µm 5 mHz, 8 mHz 70 min 5 min -

Table 8.1: Sequence of performed injections during the short cross-talk experiment (21st Jan-
uary 2017). The injections lasted between 30 and 70 minutes and were ramped in and out for
8 minutes. In between the injections, several minutes of waiting time were administered. Table
credit: [P10]

2. In the next step, the injections were applied at the same amplitude and frequency but
with different signs, i.e. the test masses moved inversely to each other. We refer to these
as ‘out-of-phase’ injections. The S/C responded with angular jitter with an amplitude of
2.5µrad.

3. At third, injections with equal amplitudes but at different frequencies were applied to both
test masses. In response, the S/C shook pseudo-chaotically in y and ϕ.

The injection types four to six followed the same scheme in the xz-plane. Therefore, these three
injections were applied along the z-axis. In addition, different injection frequencies were chosen.
A summary of this experiment is given in Table 8.1.

During the short cross-talk experiment, the injections were only performed for one test mass
alignment. However, we have seen in the previous chapter that the TTL coupling depends
significantly on the test mass alignments. Thus, the short cross-talk experiment served as a
testbed for the LXE performed two weeks later.

The LXE lasted from the 4th February 2017, 9 PM UTC, until the 6th February 2017, 11 PM
UTC. It consisted of twelve sub-experiments. For each sub-experiment, the test masses were
intentionally displaced, i.e. brought to different ‘set-points’. At these set-points, injections were
applied as in the short cross-talk experiment. It was decided to perform only the set of y-
injections if the set-point only included displacements relative to the initial position in y or ϕ,
i.e. the first, fourth, sixth and seventh experiment, and vice versa for z-injections if the set-
point only included displacements in z and η, i.e. the second, third, fifth and eighth experiment.
A summary of all sub-experiments is given in Table 8.2. Since we are primarily interested in
S/C and not test mass jitter, I will, for simplicity, omit here and in the following the index ‘0’
indicating static offsets.
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# Start time End time Set-point
(month.day hour:minutes) (Relative to initial)

1 02.04 22:02 02.05 00:08 y1: -30µm
2 02.05 00:36 02.05 03:34 z2: 10µm
3 02.05 04:00 02.05 07:00 z1: 21.6µm
4 02.05 07:27 02.05 09:34 y2: -22µm
5 02.05 10:00 02.05 13:00 η1: 12.1µrad
6 02.05 13:25 02.05 15:25 ϕ2: 20µrad
7 02.05 16:00 02.05 18:11 ϕ1: 30µrad
8 02.05 18:35 02.05 21:34 η2: -20.3µrad
9 02.05 22:05 02.06 03:27 y1: -10µm, z1: 5µm
10 02.06 04:32 02.06 09:35 y1: -20µm, y2: -10µm, z1: 15µm, z2: 5µm
11 02.06 10:03 02.06 15:34 y1: -25µm, y2: -15µm, z1: 20µm, z2: 15µm, ϕ1: 10µrad,

η1: 5µrad
12 02.06 16:00 02.06 21:35 y1: -35µm, y2: -25µm, z1: 25µm, z2: 25µm, ϕ1: 20µrad,

η1: 10µrad, ϕ2: 10µrad, η2: -5µrad

Table 8.2: Timeline of the sub-experiments within the LXE, which were performed between the
4th and 6th of February 2017. Times are given in UTC. The shown set-points were commanded
relative to their initial position (discussed in Sec. 9, see Tab. 9.2). Table credit: [P10]

8.2 Modelling Tilt-To-Length Noise with the Fit Approach

The data from the LXE provide a testbed for TTL models. I will use these data in the fol-
lowing to analyse the performance of the fit (Eq. (7.1)) and the analytical model (Eq. (7.21)).
The respective model performs well if it subtracts the measured accelerations at the injection
frequencies. Both models will then be compared and discussed in Sec. 8.4. At first, I will have a
close look at the fit model. It has been successfully used for the TTL noise subtraction in noise
runs during the LPF mission.

8.2.1 Performance of the fit model

The performance of the fit model Eq. (7.1) is measured by the residuals after its subtraction
from the ∆g noise. During the LXE, the TTL noise was dominant at the injection frequencies
(see Tab. 8.1). However, TTL noise is also present at higher frequencies, i.e. it is expected
to couple into the ∆g measurements at frequencies up to 200 mHz. The fit also considers and
aims to subtract the noise at these frequencies downgrading its performance at the injection
frequencies. The fit function considers the frequencies in the range from 2 mHz to 70 mHz (see
Sec. 7.1). Thus, the fit model still considers noise that does not originate from the S/C injections
themselves if the test masses are not perfectly aligned in the respective injection plane.

Applying the fit model to the LXE data, we find that it subtracts significant parts of the TTL
noise indicated by the peaks at the injection frequencies, see exemplary Fig. 8.1 and [59]. The
performance of the fit model for all twelve sub-experiments is shown in Fig. D.1.

While the noise at the frequencies of the y-injections, i.e. 10, 12 and 17 mHz, gets fully subtracted
in most cases, we find a larger residual at the frequencies of the z-injections, i.e. at 5 and
8 mHz. The subtraction of the fit model from the measured ∆g reduces the noise by almost
one magnitude at 5 mHz and at least by 60% at 8 mHz. The worse performance for z-injections
likely results from the fact that the test masses are aligned better in the xy-plane than in the
xz-plane. Therefore, the fit model compensates for the cross-accelerations ¨̄z and ¨̄η at higher
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Figure 8.1: Performance of the fit model during the first (left) and the last (right) sub-experiment
of the LXE. The red curve shows the ASD of the measured ∆g with the inertial forces already
subtracted. The yellow curve shows the respective density of the linear model fitted to the
data. The blue curve shows the residual remaining after the subtraction of the fit from the
measurement. The fit model subtracts the noise at the injection frequencies, i.e. 10, 12 and
17 mHz in the first sub-experiment and additionally 5 and 8 mHz in the last sub-experiment,
well. The peaks at 16 mHz (only in the right figure), 24, 27 and 34 mHz correspond to multiples
of the injection frequencies and are not covered by the used linear model. The same applies to
the peak at the differential frequency 7 mHz (left figure).

frequencies reducing the performance at the lower injection frequencies. I will analyse the noise
contributors further in Sec. 8.8.

Furthermore, we see in Fig. 8.1 that the fit does not subtract the noise at multiples or differences
of the injection frequencies. These are not covered by a linear TTL model but can be modelled
with a higher-order model, see Sec. 8.7. Altogether, the fit model performs well at subtracting
the noise at the injection frequencies and also subtracts significant parts of the noise at higher
frequencies.

8.2.2 Correlations in the fit model

When I introduced the fit model first in Sec. 6.2.1, I recalled that the model fitted for the noise
subtraction in the noise runs is not the only qualified model. Quite the contrary, there are

Figure 8.2: Correlations in the fit model during the first (left) and last (right) sub-experiment
of the LXE. The darker the color, the stronger is correlation between the cross-coupling con-
tributors. Naturally, the correlation along the diagonal is always 1.
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sets of adequate models that subtract the TTL noise comparably well [45]. The origin of this
ambiguity lies in the correlation of the quantities in the fit model. We also find correlations
between the cross-coupling contributors during the LXE despite the performed injections, see
exemplary Fig. 8.2 or Fig. D.2 and [59] for the full set of sub-experiments.

The cross-coupling terms ¨̄y and ȳ, and accordingly ¨̄z and z̄, are highly correlated. The sinu-
soidal injections applied to the S/C leads to sinusoidal fluctuations of the displacement and
the acceleration parameter, both differing only in amplitude and sign. Moreover, we find in all
sub-experiments a considerable correlation between ¨̄ϕ and ¨̄η. This correlation originates from a
small leakage of the test mass or S/C motion from one plane into the other one. It is stronger if
only y-injections are applied to the S/C and the strongest in the sub-experiments 6 and 7, where
one of the test masses was rotated in yaw to its respective set-point. The in-plane correlation be-
tween ¨̄ϕ and ¨̄y or ȳ is strongest in sub-experiments with set-points including displacements along
the y-axis. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is the imperfection of the performed in-
jections. However, we do not find the same correlations in the xz-plane. Instead, the correlation
between ¨̄η and ö1 is higher than the correlation between ¨̄ϕ and ö1 in most experiments. This
relation is not fully understood yet. Still, several observations could explain these correlations:
We found that the torques applied to both test masses were not exactly the same. The residual
difference was thereby more significant in the xy-plane [59]. Also, the different noise levels of
the cross-accelerations at higher frequencies can be held responsible for the different correlations
in both planes. I will further discuss this in Sec. 8.8.

Due to the found correlations, we have to handle the exact values of the fitted coefficients
with care. While the complete model subtracts the TTL noise well, there are comparably well-
performing models with deviating coefficients. Thus the coefficients of the found model may not
necessarily correspond to an underlying physical model.

8.2.3 Error bars of the fitted coefficients

The fit of the TTL noise during the sub-experiments of the LXE yielded the coupling coefficients
shown in Fig. 8.3. These are plotted with their standard error determined by the fit algorithm.
This error depends on the variance of the respective fit coefficient over the considered frequency
range. Thus, it increases for noisier data but can also be affected by the uncertainty of the
coefficients due to correlations. In general, we see in Fig. 8.3 that the errors of the coefficients
are larger for sub-experiments having only injections in the orthogonal plane. This is most
significant in the case of the stiffness coefficients.

However, we find the cross-acceleration coefficients to change in experiments, in which we would
expect them to stay constant based on our analytical model Eq. (7.21), i.e. in sub-experiments
with lateral set-points or set-points in the orthogonal plane. The shown error bars do not cover
these changes. Therefore, we chose a different method to determine the uncertainty of the fit
coefficients: The variation of the fit coefficients during noise runs.

For the times of the noise runs, the coefficients are expected to stay constant. Furthermore, such
noise measurements were taken throughout the entire mission time. We analysed the stability
of the coupling coefficients within one noise run, which was split up into several time segments
allowing the application of the fit method on each of these segments.

The variation of the fit coefficients during a noise run depicts the expected uncertainty of the
fitted coefficients during the LXE best if the changes within the setup are smallest and the test
mass alignments are comparable. Thus, a natural choice would either be the noise run on the 2nd
of February 2017 (days of the year (DOYs) 032 and 033), which took place only one and a half
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Figure 8.3: Fitted coupling coefficients for all sub-experiments of the LXE. The coefficients’
error bars show the certainty of the respective coefficients derived by the fit algorithm (method
introduced in Sec. 7.1).
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Figure 8.4: Fitted coupling coefficients for the noise run mid-February 2017. The noise run
was split up into time segments of different lengths: 2 hours (blue) and 6 hours (red). The
coefficients’ error bars show the standard errors provided by the fit. We see that most coefficients
are distributed within a certain range about a mean value. Only Co1 drifts.
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Figure 8.5: Histograms of the fitted coupling coefficients of the noise run mid-February 2017.
The noise run was split up into time segments of different lengths: 2 hours (blue) and 6 hours
(red). Most coefficients are roughly Gaussian distributed.
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coefficient mean value absolute error relative error standard deviation

Cϕ 2.98µm rad−1 ± 1.76µm rad−1 59 % 0.60µm rad−1

Cη -12.86µm rad−1 ± 2.05µm rad−1 16 % 0.40µm rad−1

Cy 3.89 ± 7.55 194 % 1.47
Cz 43.52 ± 1.70 4 % 0.55
Cy,s -0.02 s−2 ± 0.20 s−2 824 % 0.05 s−2

Cz,s -0.08 s−2 ± 0.12 s−2 148 % 0.02 s−2

Co1 11.90 ± 7.76 65 % 2.28

Table 8.3: The estimated errors of the fit coefficients based on the variability of the coefficients
during the noise run mid-February 2017.

days before the LXE, or the long noise run starting mid-February 2017 (starting at DOY044),
which was the first noise run after the cross-talk investigation. Since the preceding noise run
lasted only 13 hours and 20 minutes, and, therefore, only a fraction of the time attributed to
the LXE, my error estimates rely on the subsequent long noise run. A comparable analysis for
the short noise run before the LXE can be found in [59].

The mid-February noise run took place from the 13th of February 2017, 8 AM UTC, until the
3rd of March, 10 PM UTC. For the error analysis, I use the data of the first ten days of the
noise run, i.e. until the 23rd of February. Thus I analyse the fit coefficient behaviour over a
timespan of 240 hours, which is five times as long as the LXE. The sub-experiments of the LXE
lasted between two and five and a half hours. The 2-hour segments correspond to (most) of the
sub-experiments where a single alignment parameter changed, while the sub-experiments with
several changed alignment parameters ran for approximately 5 hours. Therefore, I divided the
noise run into segments of 2 and 6 hours and computed the fit coefficients for these segments.
These segments of comparable length to the LXE sub-experiments are expected to provide close
results in terms of the stability of the fit.

The result of the fit is summarised in Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5. We find that the fitted coupling
coefficients are distributed around a mean value. Only the Co1 coefficient drifts slightly. The
deviations and numerical errors become smaller for longer time segments. However, the single
coefficients do not coincide within their error bars throughout the noise run. This observation
corresponds to our assumption that the numerical errors do not explain the uncertainties of the
coefficients.

In the following sections, I will use the variability of the 2-hour segments to define appropriate
uncertainties of the fit coefficients. The result is shown in Tab. 8.3. I will use the standard
deviation in the following analysis to describe the errors of the fitted coefficients during the LXE.
There, we are primarily interested in the uncertainties of the cross-accelerations coefficients, i.e.
Cϕ, Cη, Cy and Cz, since they can directly be compared with the analytically derived coefficients
(see Sec. 8.3).

8.3 Modelling Tilt-To-Length Noise with the Analytical Model

The analytically derived TTL model (Eq. (7.21)) describes how the alignment of the test masses
changes the coefficients of the cross-accelerations and, therefore, the cross-coupling in the ∆g
measurement. I discuss here how we have to modify the analytical model to make it comparable
to the fit approach investigated in the previous section and analyse the performance of the
resulting model.
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8.3.1 Modifications of the analytical model

In the presentation of the analytical model Eq. (7.21) I did not define the constant offsets of
the coupling coefficients Ξi since they rely on parameters that cannot be certainly determined.
First, the setup itself might change due to the stresses and relaxations of the material. Second,
the uncertainty of the beam parameters also affects the constant coefficients offsets. However,
the corresponding error is comparably small, see Tab. 7.3. Third, the exact alignment of the
test masses is unknown. Although LPF had a very accurate differential angular readout, the
absolute angles of the test masses also relied on the setup (DWS readout) and the orientation
of the electrode housing with respect to these masses (GRS readout). However, the test mass
alignment has a significant effect on the Ξi’s.

Therefore, the offsets of the coupling coefficients will be determined from the fitted coupling
coefficients. Precisely, I will compute the mean of the fitted coefficients taking into account
only the sub-experiments whose set-points are not expected to affect the corresponding coef-
ficients. These are the coefficients of the sub-experiments having only lateral set-points, i.e.
sub-experiments 1-4, 9 and 10, or set-points only in the orthogonal plane, i.e. sub-experiments
5 and 8 for the coefficients Cϕ and Cy, and sub-experiments 6 and 7 for the coefficients Cη and
Cz.

Having determined the constant offsets of the cross-acceleration coefficients, we have an analyti-
cal model describing how the accelerations in the degrees of freedom orthogonal to the sensitive
measurement axis couple into the ∆g measurement. However, this analytical model does not in-
clude the stiffnesses and residual longitudinal S/C accelerations, whereas the fit model Eq. (7.1)
does. Thus, I will fit these terms to the residual we find after subtracting the cross-accelerations
from ∆g. By this we find the complete analytical TTL model

∆gana
xtalk = ∆gana

xacc + Cy,s ȳ + Cz,s z̄ + Co1 ö1 , (8.1)

where the coefficients Cy,s , Cz,s and Co1 are computed via a fit similar to the one presented in
Sec. 8.2, just reduced to these terms [59]. The stiffness terms have proven to play a minor role
in the subtraction of TTL noise. However, I aim to provide here a model comparable to the fit
approach Eq. (7.1), such that we can directly compare the performance of both models.

8.3.2 Performance of the analytical model

Like for the fit model, I investigate how well the analytical model subtracts the TTL noise at
the injection – but also at higher – frequencies. The result is shown in Fig. 8.6 representatively
for the first and the last sub-experiment and in Fig. D.3 and [59] for the complete set of sub-
experiments. We find that the analytical model maps the injected noise to a reasonable degree.
Also, at higher frequencies, the noise was significantly reduced. Further, the fit of the stiffness
contribution together with the residual longitudinal S/C motion removed parts of the residual
noise given by the difference between the measured ∆g and the analytical model.

In general, the analytical model subtracts the noise at the injection frequencies in y-direction,
i.e. 10, 12 and 17 mHz, better than at the frequencies of the z-injections, i.e. 5 and 8 mHz.
Furthermore, like the fit model, the linear analytical model does not subtract the noise at
multiples of and the differential injections frequencies. These could be covered by a higher-order
model (Sec. 8.7). In some sub-experiments, the cross-coupling calculated with the analytical
model underestimates the TTL noise, e.g., visible at the z-injections frequencies 5 and 8 mHz
in the last experiment in Fig. 8.6. The uncertainties of the coefficients summarised in Tab. 7.2
could potentially hold responsible for these differences.
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Figure 8.6: Performance of the analytical model during the first (left) and the last (right) sub-
experiment of the LXE. The red curve shows the ASD of the measured ∆g with the inertial
forces already subtracted. The yellow curve shows the respective ASD of the linear analytical
model (Eq. (7.21)). The dashed green line pictures the ASD of the stiffness terms and the cross-
coupling of residual longitudinal S/C motion fitted to the difference between the measured ∆g
and the analytical model. The blue curve shows the residual remaining after the subtraction
of the analytical model and the fitted terms from the measurement. The analytical model
subtracts big parts of the noise in the injection frequencies, i.e. 10, 12 and 17 mHz in the first
sub-experiment and additionally 5 and 8 mHz in the last sub-experiment. The peaks at 16 (only
in right figure), 24, 27 and 34 mHz correspond to multiples of the injection frequencies and are
not covered by the used linear model. The same applies to the peak at the differential frequency
7 mHz.

In summary, the performance analysis shows that the analytical model (7.21) based on the
TTL coupling effects introduced in Sec. 5, models well how the TTL noise coupled into the ∆g
measurements. Since the analytical model also explains how the TTL coupling changed with the
test mass alignments, it would have provided a powerful tool not only for the subtraction of the
TTL noise but also for the estimation of a proper test mass realignment for TTL suppression.

8.4 Comparison of Both Models

In the previous Secs. 8.2 and 8.3, I have analysed the performances of the fit model Eq. (7.1)
and the analytical model Eq. (8.1). Here, I will compare these performances in general and the
estimated coupling coefficients in particular.

8.4.1 Comparison of the performances

In the two previous subsections, I have discussed that both models subtract significant noise
at the injection frequencies. Comparing the performances of both models shown in Figs. 8.1
and 8.6, we find that the fit model performs slightly better than the analytical approach. In
several sub-experiments with y-injections, e.g., the first sub-experiment, the fit model subtracts
more noise at the frequencies 12 and 17 mHz. These are the injection frequencies related to
angular S/C jitter in yaw. Also, the fit model subtracts the noise in sub-experiments 5 and
6, which correspond to set-points in yaw, better than the analytical model. In general, both
models perform better when subtracting the noise induced by the y-injections than the noise at
the z-injection frequencies. While I assume the quality of the subtraction in the analytical case
to rely mostly on the measurement accuracy of the beam parameters, the fit coefficients also
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of the fitted (blue) and analytical (red) cross-acceleration coupling co-
efficients for all sub-experiments of the LXE. The offsets of the analytical coefficients correspond
to the mean of the fitted coefficients of experiments which are assumed not to be affected by
the chosen set-point. The analytical coefficients that change in correspondence to a set-point
are plotted with their absolute errors (compare Eq. (7.21) and Tab. 7.3). Thus, the analytical
lateral coefficients do not show any errors. However, they would lie within the errors bars of the
fit if their variability does not exceed our estimation (Sec. 8.2.3). The error bars of the fitted
coefficients are set to twice the standard deviation (compare Tab. 8.3), thus corresponding to a
confidence interval of 95%. The lateral coupling coefficients match well. Also, the coefficients Cϕ
match each other within the given error bars. We find the largest deviations for the coefficients
Cη.

aim to cover the noise at higher frequencies, thus degrading the performance at the injection
frequencies. Any deficiencies of the fit model can also leak into the analytical model, which
uses the fit result for the estimation of the constant offsets of its coupling coefficients, compare
Sec. 8.3. Both models significantly reduce the noise at higher frequencies.

8.4.2 Comparison of the coupling coefficients

Having seen that both models, the analytical and the fit model, subtract significant parts of
the injected TTL noise, I will compare here the derived coupling coefficients themselves. Since
the analytical model performs slightly worse than the fit model at some injection frequencies,
this comparison can show if the analytical coefficients tend to be under- or overestimated by
the included possibly inaccurate beam parameters. On the other hand, a deviation between the
coefficients of both models can also rely on the correlations between the single cross-accelerations,
stiffness terms and the residual longitudinal S/C acceleration. Thus, this comparison gives us
further insights into the correlations affecting the fit.
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The computed coefficients are shown in Fig. 8.7. I compare the cross-acceleration coefficients
here since the analytical model only covers these four coefficients. For the comparison, I adapted
the error bars of both models. The errors of the fit coefficients are derived based on the variability
of the respective coefficients within the noise run in mid-February 2017, see Tab. 8.3. I plot in
Fig. 8.7 the coefficients’ double standard deviations. These error bars correspond to a confidence
interval of 95%, i.e. 95% of the respective coefficients are assumed to lie within this range.
On the other hand, the constant offsets of the analytical coefficients equal the mean of the
fitted coefficients considering only sub-experiments in which we do not expect the coefficients to
change. Thus, this mean of the analytical coefficients should be covered by the error bars of the
fit coefficients. Any deviations from this offset are accompanied with the absolute errors given
in Eq. (7.21) and additionally summarised in Tab. 7.3. As discussed in Sec. 7.2.3, these errors
originate from the uncertainty of the included beam parameters.

Fig 8.7 shows that the lateral cross-acceleration coefficients computed with both models match
each other well. The fitted coefficients deviate only slightly for sub-experiments in which they
are assumed to be stable. Moreover, the deviations of the coefficients in experiments that
include angular set-points are in a good approximation the same for the fit and the analytical
model. This consistency of the results for lateral cross-accelerations indicates that the correlation
between the lateral stiffness terms and the lateral cross-accelerations does not significantly affect
the fit result.

For the angular cross-accelerations, we find a slightly poorer agreement in Fig. 8.7. However,
the coefficients Cϕ of the fit and the analytical model correspond to each other within the given
error bars. Note that the analytically derived coefficients in the two experiments involving a
yaw rotation of the first, but not the second test mass, i.e. the 7th and 11th sub-experiment, lie
above the fit result. Contrary, the analytically derived coefficient for the experiment involving
a yaw rotation of the second, but not the first test mass, i.e. the 6th sub-experiment, lies below
the fitted coefficient. In the last sub-experiment, both test masses undergo a yaw offset. In
this case, the analytical and the fitted coefficient Cϕ match well. This finding suggests that
the performance of the analytical model could be improved by decreasing the factor of the
alignment parameter ϕ1 for Cϕ in Eq. (7.21), while increasing the factor of ϕ2. These changes
should relate to a suitable adaption of the measured beam parameters. However, the LXE
provides not enough data for a reliable recommendation. The differences between the analytical
and the fitted coefficient in Fig. 8.7 can also be coincidental or originate from a biased fit.

We find the strongest deviations between the analytical and the fit coefficients in the case of
Cη. The fitted coefficients within experiments, in which they are not expected to deviate, are
less stable than the Cϕ coefficients. They lie above their mean in the four experiments with
only y-injections and below the analytical estimate otherwise. Moreover, the fitted coefficients
for the 5th and 8th sub-experiment deviate from the analytical ones. In the case of the 12th
sub-experiment, their error bars barely overlap each other.

Two observations can potentially explain this effect. First, a fraction of the S/C motion in yaw
also couples into the orthogonal plane, accelerating the S/C motion in pitch [58]. However,
this observation does not explain the differences of the offsets for the first four experiments
involving only lateral set-points and are, therefore, expected to be stable. For a quantitative
analysis, I will circumvent these correlations by removing pairs of coefficients from the fit in
Sec. 8.5 and investigate their effect on the fit result. Second, the systematic differences of the Cη
coefficients can also be a result of TTL noise at higher frequencies. In experiments not including
z-injections, the Cη coefficient would account for this noise alone, while it accounts for the noise
at the injection frequencies as well as the higher frequency noise. I will further investigate these
noise contributors in Sec. 8.8.
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In summary, both models’ lateral acceleration coefficients match very well and better than the
respective angular coefficients. The strongest deviations exist for the Cη coefficient. However,
in this case, we also find a similar principle behaviour of the coefficients derived by either of
these models. Thus, the analytical and the fitted model describe the effects of the test mass
set-points similarly, but in some cases with a different amplitude.

8.5 Adaptions of the Fit Model

I assume the differences between the angular coefficients in Fig. 8.7 to result either from the
uncertainties in the measurement of the beam parameters coupling into the analytical coefficients
or from noise in the data and correlations within the fit model. Within this section, I adapt
the fit model in different ways to further characterise the difference between these coefficients.
Similar adaptions have been previously discussed by Larissa Tevlin within her Bachelor’s thesis
[59]. I focus on the related changes for the angular acceleration coefficients, which showed more
significant deviations than the lateral acceleration coefficients. However, I will also show the
result for the lateral acceleration coefficients in all cases, ensuring an agreement of the latter.

Within this section, I will compare the fit coefficients of the original fit model Eq. (7.1) with the
coefficients we find for a model excluding the lateral stiffness terms and a model excluding the
residual longitudinal S/C motion. These terms were not part of the analytically derived cross-
acceleration model. The removal will show if and how the correlations between the acceleration
coefficients and the stiffnesses or the longitudinal S/C accelerations respectively affect the overall
fit result. Furthermore, I will analyse the coefficients we find when adding angular stiffness terms
to the fit model. This adaption is motivated by the fact that the fitted coefficients for the lateral
accelerations, which have a stiffness counterpart, match the analytically derived coefficients well.
A comparison between coefficients gained from these model fit variants is shown in Fig. 8.8. Last,
I aim to investigate the correlations between the pitch and yaw accelerations by splitting the
LXE into sub-experiments with y- and z-injections only.

In general, the investigation of the fitted coefficients in Fig. 8.8 shows no differences in the
systematic behaviour in sub-experiments affecting the corresponding coefficients. Thus, none of
the models yields an explanation of the deviations found for the Cη coefficients. I will introduce
the fit model adaption separately in the following, focusing on the performances each.

The first investigated adaption of the fit model is the removal of the stiffness terms from the fit.
Instead, I included the respective mean coupling coefficients Ξy,s and Ξz,s and subtracted them
from the measurement before performing the fit:

∆gxtalk,acc = ∆gxtalk − Ξy,s ȳ − Ξz,y z̄ (8.2)

= Cϕ ϕ̈+ Cη η̈ + Cy ÿ + Cz z̈ + Co1 ö1 . (8.3)

This adaption had little effect on the coefficients, Cϕ, Cy and Cz, even though the lateral stiffness
terms are highly correlated to the lateral accelerations. However, by this model, I significantly
decreased all Cη coefficients, see Fig. 8.8. This variation of the fit model subtracted the noise at
the injection frequencies less well than the original fit model (compare Fig. D.4), in particular at
the z-injections frequencies. In view of the comparison of the fitted and the analytical coefficients,
this model adaption does not resolve the deviations of the respective Cη coefficients.

In the correlation analysis in Sec. 8.2.2, I have shown that the pitch acceleration and the residual
longitudinal acceleration of the S/C are stronger correlated than the yaw acceleration and the
longitudinal acceleration in most experiments (also compare Fig. D.2 for a complete overview).
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Figure 8.8: Comparison of the coupling coefficients for variants of the fit model applied to the
LXE. All coefficients are shown with the error provided by the respective fit.

To analyse this correlation, I removed the longitudinal S/C acceleration from our fit without
replacement:

∆gxtalk,xterms = Cϕ ϕ̈+ Cη η̈ + Cy ÿ + Cz z̈ + Cy,s y + Cz,s z . (8.4)

The cross-acceleration coefficients almost perfectly match the coupling coefficients of the original
fit model. Therefore, the correlation between the pitch and the longitudinal S/C accelerations
does not resolve the deviation between the analytical and the fitted coefficients. The performance
of this fit model variant improved at the frequencies of the z-injections (compare Fig. D.5) while
it decreased slightly at higher frequencies.

The third adaption of the original fit model contained additional angular stiffness terms, i.e.

∆gxtalk,angstiff = Cϕ ϕ̈+ Cη η̈ + Cy ÿ + Cz z̈ + Cϕ,s ϕ+ Cη,s η + Cy,s y + Cz,s z + Co1 ö1 . (8.5)

In general, we expect that including more terms in the fit model improves the performance of
the fit. The results shown in Fig. D.6 meet this expectation. In particular, this model reduced
the residual noise at the z-injection frequencies. This improvement of the performance comes
with minor changes of the coupling coefficients. So, the lateral and the pitch cross-acceleration
coefficients stayed almost invariant under this adaption. The fitted coefficient Cϕ is found to be
smaller than in the fits by the other models in almost all sub-experiments. I expect this change
to result from the correlation between Cϕ and Cϕ,s

Last, I aim to break the correlation between the two angular accelerations, which has been
discussed in Sec. 8.2.2. For this, I group the sub-experiments into experiments with y- and
experiments with z-injections. In sub-experiments with set-points including ϕ or y offsets, i.e.
offsets in the xy-plane, y-injections were performed. Analogously, z-injections were performed
in sub-experiments with a set-point including η or z offsets, i.e. offsets in the xz-plane. The test
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of the fitted (blue) and analytical (red) coupling coefficients for the
sub-experiments of the LXE, which have been split up into time segments with y- and segments
with z-injections. Only the cross-acceleration coefficients in the same plane as the performed
injections have been fitted. The offset of the analytical coefficients corresponds to the mean of
the fit coefficients in the four sub-experiments for which the fit has been performed and which
should not be affected by the dedicated set-point in an ideal case. The error bars of the analytical
coefficients in sub-experiments with angular set-points correspond to the absolute errors given
in Eq. (7.21). The error bars of the fitted coefficients are twice the standard deviation of the
respective coefficients and model within the noise run mid-February. In all cases, the coefficients
coincide within the error bars.
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masses had been aligned in both planes in the last four sub-experiments. Therefore, injections in
y and afterwards in z had been applied. For my analysis, I split these four experiments between
these types of injections, giving in total 16 time-segments with either y or z injections. When
investigating time segments with y-injections, I subtract first the cross-acceleration coupling
terms within the orthogonal plane from the ∆g measurement and then fit the remaining cross-
coupling terms to the difference, i.e.

∆gxtalk,y = ∆gxtalk − Ξη η̈ − Ξz z̈ (8.6)

= Cϕ ϕ̈+ Cy ÿ + Cy,s y + Cz,s z + Co1 ö1 . (8.7)

Thereby, coefficients Ξη and Ξz are constants and correspond to the mean of the respective
coefficients derived by the original fit model for sub-experiments where these coefficients were
assumed to be stable. Analogously I define the fit model for time segments with z-injections:

∆gxtalk,z = ∆gxtalk − Ξϕ ϕ̈− Ξy ÿ (8.8)

= Cη η̈ + Cz z̈ + Cy,s y + Cz,s z + Co1 ö1 . (8.9)

Applying these fit models to the data, we find the coefficients shown in Fig. 8.9. The lateral cross-
acceleration coefficients match as well as in the previously investigated fit models. Furthermore,
the deviation between the angular cross-acceleration coefficients decreased. In the case of the
pitch coefficient Cη, all coefficients now coincide within the given error bars. Mind that the
error bars in Fig. 8.9 are slightly larger here than in the case of the original fit model, see
Fig. 8.7. They have been derived with the same method as introduced in Sec. 8.2.3 considering
the adapted models. Also, the performance of this adapted fit model is approximately as good
as the performance of the original fit model.

The split of the models for the y- and the z-injections yields well matching analytical and fitted
coefficients, see Fig. 8.9. However, the fitted coupling coefficients themselves changed very little
compared to the ones shown in Fig. 8.7. The reason for the decreased deviations between both
models lies in the mean offset I substitute into the analytical model and which depends on the
mean of the unaffected coefficients in sub-experiments with injections in the same plane. For
the Cη coefficient showing the most critical differences, we observed a characteristic offset of
the coefficients in experiments only including y-injections. These correspondingly affected the
calculated mean.

I assume this offset to originate from noise in the pitch acceleration quantity at higher frequencies
and will investigate it further in Sec. 8.8. In experiments including z-injections, the fit coefficients
would be less affected by this higher frequency noise since the fit also accounts for the noise at
the higher frequencies. Therefore, the coefficients computed there describe the pitch acceleration
coupling more accurately and yield an appropriate constant offset for the analytical coefficients.

In summary, I investigated here different variations of the fit model used during the LPF mis-
sion. The principal behaviour of the fitted coefficient was the same for all fit models. Thus,
the correlations between the coupling terms cannot be held responsible for the differences we
found between the analytical and the fitted Cη coupling coefficients. However, the coefficients
match well if I split the experiments into time segments featuring only y- and others with
only z-injections. Also, in this case, the improvement cannot be explained by the correlations
themselves but rather with noise at higher frequencies, potentially changing this coefficient in
experiments without z-injections and thereby affecting the constant offset I substitute into the
analytical model.

Having now shown the correspondence of both models within their error bars and since the
analytical model performs well in all 12 sub-experiments of the LXE (compare Sec. 8.4.1), I
use it not only for the analysis of the LXE but also of cross-coupling effects during other time
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segments of the LPF mission. These are the engineering days at the beginning of the mission and
further realignments of the test masses applied in June 2016 (see Sec. 9) but also the long-term
behaviour of the fit coefficients during the noise runs (see Sec. 10).

8.6 Extraction of a Tilt-To-Length Model from the Fit Results

The analysis within this chapter has shown that an analytical model exists that describes how
the coupling coefficients depend on the test mass alignments. Also, we have seen that the fit and
the analytical acceleration coefficients correspond to each other within their error bars (Fig. 8.7).
For her ‘Praxisprojekt’ [58], Larissa Tevlin had further used the fitted coefficients of the twelve
sub-experiments of the LXE to compute a model comparable to the analytical model. Since for
each coefficient existed a set of twelve numbers, which depended on the four degrees of freedom
for the two test masses each plus an additional constant offset, the respective system of equations
was overdetermined:

M · p = Cj , (8.10)

where M ∈ R9×12 contains the set-points for each sub-experiment, p ∈ R9 is the vector of the
coefficients we want to find, and Cj ∈ R12, j ∈ {ϕ, η, y, z}, provides the 12 respective coupling
coefficients. Larissa Tevlin successfully ran a minimiser to find the optimal coupling coefficient
representations. The result showed minor differences between the fitted coefficients and the
coefficients computed with the solution p of the minimisation routine [58].

We conclude that it is possible to find a TTL model showing the dependency of the coupling
coefficients on the test mass alignments, using only the fit results. Although this model suffers
from correlations between the coefficients and noise contributions other than the injected noise,
it would provide a valuable tool for the TTL noise subtraction or the TTL suppression via test
mass realignments.

8.7 Application of Second-Order Models

We have seen in Figs. 8.1 and 8.6 that neither the linear fit nor the analytical model subtracts
the peaks at multiples of the injection frequencies. I will show here that the double frequencies
can be subtracted using a model that also considers quadratic terms. Since the applied injec-
tions were all sinusoidal, it follows from trigonometric addition theorems that quadratic models
would account for these frequencies. The same would, in principle, also hold for the differential
frequencies.

In order to add the quadratic terms to the analytical model, I differentiate Eq. (7.19) two times
with respect to the time, as I did in Sec. 7.2.4, now including the higher-order terms. By this,
we find

∆gana
xacc,2nd ≈ ∆gana

xacc

−
(
ϕob ϕ̈ob + ϕ̇2

ob

) [
2 ·
(
−0.19581+0.00605

−0.00825

m

rad2

)]
−
(
ηob η̈ob + η̇2

ob

) [
2 ·
(
−0.19325+0.00595

−0.00813

m

rad2

)]
.

(8.11)

The effect of the set-points on the analytical second-order coefficients is negligible here. The
coefficients mainly depend on setup parameters, i.e. the lever arm length and the longitudinal
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Figure 8.10: Performance of the second-order analytical model during the first (left) and the
last (right) sub-experiment of the LXE. The red curve shows the ASD of the measured ∆g with
the inertial forces already subtracted. The yellow curve shows the respective density of the
second-order analytical model. The dashed green line pictures the ASD of the stiffness terms
and the residual longitudinal S/C motion fitted to the difference between the measured ∆g and
the analytical model. The blue curve shows the residual remaining after the subtraction of the
analytical model and the fitted terms from the measurement. The analytical model subtracts
significant parts of the noise in the injection frequencies, i.e. 10, 12 and 17 mHz in the first
experiment and additionally 5 and 8 mHz in the last sub-experiment. Further, the second-order
model subtracts the peaks at 16 mHz (only in right figure), 24, 27 and 34 mHz corresponding to
multiples of the injection frequencies. The peak at the differential frequency 7 mHz (left figure)
is not subtracted.

distance between the points of reflection and the centre of rotation of the optical bench. There-
fore, I can make use of the analytically derived second-order coefficient when subtracting the
analytical model from the data of the LXE and analysing the performance. That means, in
particular, that this offset does not rely on the fit result as in the case of the constant offsets of
the analytical model.

The result is exemplarily shown for the first and the last sub-experiment in Fig. 8.10. The
performances for the complete set of sub-experiments are depicted in Fig. D.8. We see that
in all sub-experiments, the peaks at the multiples of the injection frequencies, i.e. 16, 24, 27,
and 34 mHz are well subtracted now. Thus, the second-order analytical terms provide a good
description of the quadratic TTL coupling simulated by the injections.

Likewise, we can extend the linear fit model Eq. (7.1). While there are theoretically ten second-
order terms yielding ten additional fit coefficients, we can reduce this number to two based on
the analytical investigation. All second-order coupling coefficients except the ones scaling the
quadratic ‘same plane’ angular terms denoted Cϕ2 and Cη2 are expected to have a negligible
effect on the total coupling.

This expectation is confirmed by the residuals we find after subtraction of the linear fit model,
see Figs. 8.1 and D.1. There, we find residuals at the multiples of injections frequencies referring
to angular S/C jitter, i.e. 13, 16, 24, 27 and 34 mHz. In contrast, no characteristic residuals at
multiples of the frequencies of the in-phase injections, i.e. 10 and 20 mHz, can be seen. Thus I
set up the second-order fit model

∆gxtalk,2nd = Cϕ ϕ̈+ Cη η̈ + Cy ÿ + Cz z̈ + Cy,s y + Cz,s z + Co1 ö1

+ 2Cϕ2

(
ϕ ϕ̈+ ϕ̇

2
)

+ 2Cη2

(
η η̈ + η̇

2
)
.

(8.12)

This model subtracts the multiples of the injection frequencies well, as shown exemplarily in
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Figure 8.11: Performance of the second-order fit model during the first (left) and the last (right)
sub-experiment of the LXE. The red curve shows the ASD of the measured ∆g with subtracted
inertial forces. The yellow curve shows the respective density of the second-order fit model. The
blue curve shows the residual remaining after subtracting the fit from the measurement. The fit
model removes significant parts of the noise in the injection frequencies, i.e. 10, 12 and 17 mHz
in the first experiment and additionally 5 and 8 mHz in the last sub-experiment. Further, the
second-order model subtracts the peaks at 16 mHz (only in the right figure), 24, 27 and 34 mHz
corresponding to multiples of the injection frequencies. The peak at the differential frequency
7 mHz (left figure) is not subtracted.
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Figure 8.12: Second-order fit coefficients for the twelve sub-experiments of the LXE. Shown
are the coefficients for the second-order model with one and with two coefficients for the two
angular degrees of freedom each. The coefficients are approximately stable beside the outliers in
experiments where no injections are performed in the respective plane. The shown errors bars
are the standard errors computed via the fit algorithm.
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Figure 8.13: Performance of the second-order fit model with two angular coefficients each during
the first (left) and the last (right) sub-experiment of the LXE. The red curve shows the ASD
of the measured ∆g with the inertial forces already subtracted. The yellow curve shows the
respective ASD of the second-order fit model. The blue curve shows the residual remaining after
the subtraction of the fit from the measurement. The fit model subtracts significant parts of the
noise in the injection frequencies, i.e. 10, 12 and 17 mHz in the first experiment and additionally 5
and 8 mHz in the last sub-experiment. Further, the second-order model subtracts the peaks at 16
(only in right figure), 24, 27 and 34 mHz corresponding to multiples of the injection frequencies.
The peak at the differential frequency 7 mHz (left figure) is not subtracted.

Fig. 8.11 and for the complete set of sub-experiments in Fig. D.9. Furthermore, as shown
in Fig. 8.12, the fitted second-order coefficients Cϕ2 and Cη2 deviate only slightly in the sub-
experiments including injections in the respective plane. In the respective four sub-experiments
with injections only in the orthogonal plane, some of these coefficients differ substantially but
also have large standard errors, see Fig. 8.12. These errors correspond to the second-order input
terms being very small, particularly if no injection is applied in the corresponding plane. This
leads to a large variance of these coefficients and makes the result less reliable.

Neglecting the respective four coefficients with large error bars and computing the mean fit
coefficient based on the eight other fitted coefficients gives

Cϕ2 ≈ 0.19382
m

rad2 , (8.13)

Cη2 ≈ 0.19328
m

rad2 . (8.14)

These numbers lie within the error bounds of the analytically derived coefficients.

Investigating the performances of the second-order models, we find here and for the application
of the second-order analytical model residual noise at the differential frequencies (3 and 7 mHz),
which is not subtracted by the additional second-order terms. These can be removed by an
adaption of the fit model. The second-order fit model improves if we fit one coefficient for each
of the two second-order terms in each plane, i.e.

∆gxtalk,2nd,2 = Cϕ ϕ̈+ Cη η̈ + Cy ÿ + Cz z̈ + Cy,s y + Cz,s z + Co1 ö1

+ 2Cϕ2A ϕ ϕ̈+ 2Cϕ2B ϕ̇
2

+ 2Cη2A η η̈ + 2Cη2B η̇
2
.

(8.15)

This adapted model performs as shown in Fig. 8.13 for the first and last sub-experiment and in
Fig. D.10 for the complete set of sub-experiments. In particular, for the first sub-experiment,
we see that the fit model Eq. (8.15) predicts the peak at 7 mHz well, i.e. at the difference of
the injection frequencies 10 and 17 mHz. The same applies to the other sub-experiments, where
a peak at the differential frequency is visible. The respective derived coefficients are shown in
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Fig. 8.12. Like in the model with only one second-order coefficient per plane (Eq. (8.12)), the
coefficients cannot be well fitted in experiments having no injection in the respective plane. In
these cases, the second-order effect is too small.

Together, I have found two second-order models, both subtracting the noise at multiples of
the injection frequencies well. However, only the model with two second-order coefficients for
the two planes each also subtracts the noise at the differential frequencies 3 and 7 mHz. This
contradicts our expectation based on the analytical model. We cannot explain this observation
yet.

In summary, I have shown here for the first time that the linear fit model can be extended to
a quadratic model subtracting the peaks at multiples and, if we extend it to a model with two
second-order coefficients in the two planes each, also the differential frequencies. Likewise, the
quadratic analytical model subtracts the peaks at the multiples of the injection frequencies. This
comparison shows that the fit can be extended to higher orders if needed, not necessarily also
including more fit parameters since the analytical result provides a good alternative. However,
during the noise runs of the LPF mission, this was not necessary since the noise level was very
low.

8.8 Noise Contributors

Within the last sections, we have seen that the fit models and the analytical approach perform
better at the frequencies of the y-injections. I assumed the difference between the two planes to
lie in the quality of the alignment of the test masses. To prove this assumption, I will investigate
here how the cross-coupling terms contribute to the measured ∆g. As shown in Fig. 8.14, the
peaks at the injection frequencies originate from the cross-coupling terms in the respective plane,
i.e. the peaks at 5 and 8 mHz are modelled by the η̈-, z̈- and z-terms while the peaks at 10,
12 and 17 mHz are modelled by the ϕ̈-, ÿ- and y-terms. We also find that the noise at higher
frequencies in all sub-experiments (Fig. D.11, see also [59]), mostly originates from the z̈-term.
On average, the η̈-term adds the second-highest noise at these frequencies.

Recalling the observations from the previous subsections, the fit model does not subtract the
peaks originating from z-injections as well as the peals originating from the injections in y. Since
the fit accounts for the noise at the full frequency range considered, the high acceleration noise
in z̈ and η̈ is assumed to downgrade the fit performance at these frequencies. Also, this noise
level can explain the systematically larger Cη coefficients in the sub-experiments only including
y-injections, see Secs. 8.4 and 8.5.

These findings raise the question of the origin of the high ¨̄z TTL coupling. Therefore, I will
investigate in Sec. 9 the realignments of the test masses performed during the engineering days,
which aimed to suppress the TTL coupling. Also, I will investigate the long-term behaviour of
the coupling coefficients during noise runs in Sec. 10. I will show there that the TTL coupling
from the accelerations in z indeed increased during the mission.
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Figure 8.14: Contribution of the cross-coupling terms to the measured ∆g in the first (left) and
the last (right) sub-experiment of the LXE. The noise at the injection frequencies depends on
the terms in the respective plane. The acceleration z̈ is the most significant noise contributor
at higher frequencies in all sub-experiments.

8.9 Injections in the o1-Readout

We have seen in the previous figures that the injections performed during the LXE are visible
in the ASD of ∆g as peaks at the injection frequencies. The o1-signal is much noisier than
the ∆g measurement since it also contains the longitudinal S/C jitter, which mostly cancelled
in the x12-interferometer. However, some of the injections are also visible in the ASD of the
o1-measurement, see exemplary Fig. 8.15 or Fig. D.12 for the full set of sub-experiments.

The most significant peaks are the 8 mHz peak in the case of experiments with z-injections and
17 mHz peak in the case of experiments with y-injections. Furthermore, some experiments show
a small peak at 12 mHz. Recalling the injection scheme summarised in Tab. 8.1, we find that
8 and 12 mHz correspond to the angular accelerations of the S/C. The peak at 17 mHz could,
on the one hand, result from the in-phase injections along y. However, the equivalent injections
along z applied at 5 mHz are not visible in Fig. 8.15. On the other hand, the 17 mHz peak could
originate from the accelerations of the second test mass in the pseudo-chaotic injection step.
The analogue in the orthogonal plane has been applied at 8 mHz and is therefore visible in the
ASD plot.
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Figure 8.15: The ASD of the non-inertial ∆g (blue) and the accelerations measured by the x1-
interferometer ö1 (green) during the first and the last sub-experiment of the LXE. The injections
applied to the S/C are partially also visible in the o1-readout.
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Figure 8.16: ASDs of the non-inertial ∆g (blue) and the accelerations ö1 measured by the x1-
interferometer (green) for the times of the single injections during the first sub-experiment of
the LXE.
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Figure 8.17: The ASDs of the non-inertial ∆g (blue) and the accelerations ö1 measured by the
x1-interferometer (green) for the times of the single injections during the second sub-experiment
of the LXE.

I compare here our assumptions with the ASD plots of the o1-readouts for the single injections
phases. Due to their short duration, the ASD computation is limited at low frequencies, partly
affecting our analysis.

Fig. 8.16 shows the respective ASDs for the first sub-experiment of the LXE. Here, we find a peak
at 17 mHz for the in-phase injections. Furthermore, in the case of the out-of-phase injections,
the noise increase at 12 mHz is not significant. However, we encounter a peak at the double
frequency, i.e. 24 mHz, which refers to the second-order coupling of the angular accelerations of
the S/C. No significant peaks can be seen in the ö1 ASD for the third kind of injections.

For the second sub-experiment, we find in Fig. 8.17 a more significant peak at 8 mHz during the
out-of-phase injections and also during the pseudo-chaotic injections. No significant peak can
be seen for the in-phase injections.

In summary, we also partly see the TTL noise in the measurements of the x1-interferometer. Due
to the short injection duration, a clear relation between the kind of injection and the strength of
the readout cannot be deduced from the measurements. However, the visible peaks in the first
and the second sub-experiment of the LXE correspond to different types of injections, which is
not understood yet.

8.10 Summary of the Model Analysis

Within this section, I analysed the TTL coupling within the LXE. I applied both TTL models,
the fit model and the analytical model, to the data and both are able to replicate the induced
coupling.
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During the mission, the fit model was usually applied to the data of the noise runs. I showed
here that it is also able to subtract the large noise in the experiments. The coupling coefficients
computed via the fit model provide no information about the physical source of the coupling or
a strategy how to mitigate this noise. However, given a set of coupling coefficients for different
known test mass positions as during the LXE, a model can be deduced that depends on the test
mass alignments.

With the analytical model, I have presented for the first time a model which can coherently
explain how the TTL coupling depends on the test mass alignments. An extension of this model
including two additional terms also subtracts the noise at multiples of the injection frequencies.
The comparison of the linear analytical with the fit model has shown a coincidence of both
models coupling coefficients within their error bars. This agreement validates the derivation of
a test mass position-dependent model from the fitted coupling coefficients. The investigation of
the remaining difference between both models was used to analyse the limits of both models,
i.e. the dependency of the analytical model on the certainty of the included parameters, and the
effect of the correlation of the fit parameters and TTL noise at different frequencies on the fit
result.
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Chapter 9

Test Mass Realignments during the
Mission

I have shown in Sec. 6.1.2 that the TTL noise in the measurements can be counteracted by
realigning the test masses. Such an adaption of the test mass set-points had been performed
three times during the LPF mission. At first, during the engineering days (at DOY076) in March
2016 and later at two days in June 2016 (DOY171 and DOY177) [P10, 60]. Here, I will analyse
the performed realignments and compare them with the expectations based on the analytical
TTL model Eq. (7.21).

The analysis within this section relies entirely on my analytical model (7.21), which I apply for
the first time on the data before and after the engineering days and additional times of test mass
realignments.

9.1 Engineering Days

At the beginning of the mission phase, TTL was the largest noise contributor between 20 and
200 mHz (compare Fig. 6.2). In order to find the optimal test mass orientations, several injections
and rotations have been performed during the engineering days taking place from the 14th to the
17th of March 2016 [P10, 60]. These injections split between either in- or out-of-phase injections
in the y- or z-direction and differed in amplitude, frequency and duration, see Tab. 9.1. For each
of the injection timespans, the TTL coupling model Eq. (7.1) can be fitted, showing how the
coefficients change with respect to the performed angular realignments of the test masses, see
Fig. 9.1. In addition to the injection timespans, the fit has been applied to the pre- and post-
engineering noise measurement showing how the final realignment of the test masses (DOY076
column in Tab. 9.2) reduced the TTL coupling noise.

I have shown in Sec. 7.2 that the acceleration cross-coupling coefficients depend on the angu-
lar alignment of the test masses. Analysing Fig. 9.1, we find that the angular realignments
reduced the ϕ-acceleration dependent coupling well. Also, the coefficients scaling the lateral
accelerations, Cy and Cz, have been significantly reduced. The coefficient Cη slightly decreased.

I will compare here the realignments, which we would perform based on the analytical model (7.21),
with the actual angular corrections performed during the mission. Within the analytical model,
I replace the constant summand of the cross-acceleration coupling coefficients with the value I
compute with the fit model for the pre-engineering phase. Since the coupling coefficients must be

123
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start time end time injection type amplitude frequency duration
(month.day hour:minutes)

14.03 08:00 14.03 20:00 pre-engineering noise

15.03 07:50 15.03 09:00 y1 = y2 1µm 10 mHz 70 min
15.03 09:03:31 15.03 09:45 y1 = −y2 0.5µm 10 mHz 41.5 min

rotation of test masses in ϕ; final set-points: ϕ1: -64µrad, ϕ2: +19µrad

15.03 18:30 15.03 18:55 y1 = −y2 0.5µm 10 mHz 25 min
15.03 19:00 15.03 19:48 y1 = y2 1µm 10 mHz 48 min
15.03 19:50 15.03 20:21 z1 = z2 1µm 5 mHz 31 min
15.03 20:23 15.03 20:45 z1 = −z2 0.5µm 5 mHz 22 min
16.03 07:37 16.03 08:25 z1 = −z2 0.5µm 5 mHz 48 min
16.03 08:25 16.03 09:04:21 z1 = z2 1µm 5 mHz 39 min

rotation of TM1 in η1 and return to original alignment

16.03 10:37 16.03 11:41 z1 = z2 0.5µm 10 mHz 64 min
16.03 11:41 16.03 12:40 z1 = −z2 0.5µm 10 mHz 59 min
16.03 12:39 16.03 13:04 y1 = y2 0.5µm 20 mHz 25 min
16.03 13:04 16.03 13:43 y1 = −y2 0.5µm 20 mHz 39 min

rotation of test masses in both angular degrees of freedom

16.03 14:28:10 redefine DFACS angles (see Tab. 9.2)

Rotation of test masses to new DFACS zero angles

17.03 08:00 17.03 20:00 post-engineering noise

Table 9.1: Timeline of the injections and test mass realignments during the engineering days
performed between the 14th and 17th of March 2016. Times are given in UTC. The shown
set-points were commanded relative to their initial position.

description symbol [unit] DOY076 DOY171 DOY177
(16.03.2016 14:28) (19.6.2016 8:20) (25.6.16 8:00)

phi1 ϕ1 [µrad] -59.25 -56.32 -61.2
phi2 ϕ2 [µrad] -21.35 -33.01 -9.7
eta1 η1 [µrad] -3.5 -2.14 -4.9
eta2 η2 [µrad] 3.5 10.3 -3.3

Table 9.2: Adaptions of the test mass set-points in order to optimise the cross-talk suppression.
These angular alignments have been applied to the test masses relative to their alignment before
the engineering days. These offsets have been commanded as calibration of the DWS signals,
i.e. the DFACS offset values have been changed accordingly. Times are given in UTC. Table
credit: [P10]
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Figure 9.1: Fitted coupling coefficients during the engineering days in March 2016. Red markers:
Coefficients for the pre- and post-engineering noise. Blue markers: Coupling coefficients for the
injection times spans summarised in Tab. 9.1. The coefficients’ error bars show the respective
coefficients’ uncertainty (standard errors) by the fit method. The shaded area denotes the
timespans where the test masses have been rotated to different set-points. On the 16th of
March at 14:28 UTC (red line), the DFACS angles were redefined.
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angular realignments: cross-coupling coefficients:
mission analytical before (fit) after (fit) after (analytical)

ϕ1 [µrad] -59.25 -60.5 Cϕ [µm/rad] 14.3 -0.7 -1.8
ϕ2 [µrad] -21.35 -10.3 Cη [µm/rad] -7.5 -6.7 -7.5
η1 [µrad] -3.5 15.8 Cy [10−6] -50.2 -13.6 -12.2
η2 [µrad] 3.5 23.4 Cz [10−6] 7.6 1.1 0.6

Table 9.3: Comparison of set-points derived during the engineering days and the respective
analytical predictions. At the left-hand side of the table are shown the angular corrections per-
formed during the mission based on the analysis of the engineering days data and the corrections
the analytical model predicts based on the coefficients fitted in the pre-engineering phase. At
the right-hand side of the table are shown the acceleration coupling coefficients fitted before
and after the realignments, i.e. in the pre-engineering and post-engineering phase, as well as the
coefficients calculated with the analytical model with the set-points defined in the mission.

zero for zero TTL coupling, the analytical coefficient description provides the following system
of equations which I solve for the optimal test mass alignment angles:

0
!

= Cϕ,fit + 0.20449
m

rad
ϕ1 + 0.18714

m

rad
ϕ2 ,

0
!

= Cη,fit + 0.20403
m

rad
η1 + 0.18247

m

rad
η2 ,

0
!

= Cy,fit + 1.00000
1

rad
(−ϕ1 + ϕ2) ,

0
!

= Cz,fit + 1.00000
1

rad
(η1 − η2) .

(9.1)

There, the constant coefficients Cj,fit, j ∈ {ϕ, η, y, z} correspond to the fitted coefficients during
the pre-engineering phase (first coefficient column in Tab. 9.3). In Tab. 9.3, I compare the
angular realignments set in the mission with the ones derived analytically by the system of
equations (9.1). We find that the realignments in φ are performed in the same direction as the
analytical model suggests. In particular, the computed alignments in φ1 match each other very
well. The difference in the ϕ2 alignment potentially explains the offset of the coefficient Cy after
the alignments, which is worse than the other three cross-acceleration coefficients, see Fig. 9.1. In
terms of the η realignments, the analysis during the mission and the analytical approach provide
very different results. While the alignment of both test masses has been changed only slightly
in this degree of freedom, the analytical estimate recommends a significantly larger rotation.
This analytically suggested correction would have little effect on the Cz coefficients compared to
the realignment performed during the mission since it yields approximately the same differential
angle (η1 − η2) in both cases. However, it would change the Cη coefficient significantly. We see
in Fig. 9.1 that Cη was almost not affected by the realignment within the mission.

Next, I insert the alignment parameters set during the mission in the analytical model, thereby
predicting the coupling coefficients for the time of the post-engineering phase. These can then be
compared with the actual fit results for the corresponding timespan, as summarised at the right-
hand side of Tab. 9.3. We find indeed comparable results. The angular acceleration coefficients
deviate by about 1µm/rad and the deviation in the Cy coefficient is of the same magnitude,
while the deviation in Cz is half the size. These deviations are small compared to the large
coefficient changes in Cϕ, Cy and Cz.

Several reasons can cause these differences. First, we have seen in the analysis of the noise
run after the LXE that the fit coefficients are not stable and can deviate within a noise run,
even when considering long continuous time segments, see Figs 8.4 and Tab. 8.3. Hence the
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Figure 9.2: Noise contributors in the pre- and post-engineering phase of the engineering days
(Tab. 9.1). Before the realignments, the noise in the fit quantities (in particular ¨̄y) added noise
at higher frequencies when the fit model was subtracted from the ∆g measurement.

coefficients derived for the pre- and post-engineering phase can potentially suffer from this
variability. Moreover, the analytical coefficients have shown to rely on the measurement accuracy
of the beam parameters and can hence deviate slightly given unavoidable measurement errors,
see Tab. 7.3. Given these uncertainties, the deviation between the fit coefficients during the
post-engineering phase and their analytical counterparts is reasonable.

Next, I investigate how the realignments changed which fit quantities coupled the most into the
measured ∆g. Fig. 9.2 demonstrates that, in the beginning, the noise in the ϕ̄ and ȳ accelerations
was dominant but decreased due to the test mass realignments. The noise contribution of the
accelerations in ϕ now lies more than one order of magnitude below the noise floor. However,
the S/C accelerations along y still contribute significant noise together with the accelerations
in η. The comparison with the coupling coefficients in Tab. 9.3 shows that these noises also
correspond to larger coupling coefficients and, therefore, match our expectation.

The ∆g-noise reduction prediction by the analytical model for the realignments performed during
the mission, as well as the analytically derived test mass rotations, can be modelled. Therefore,
I consider the pre-engineering noise and add the noise changes computed by the analytical model
with inserted respective angular changes (Eq. (7.21), setting the constants Ξj to zero). Since the
analytical model does not cover the noise contributions due to the stiffnesses and the longitudinal
S/C jitter (o1-readout), their contributions computed with the fit model (7.1) (compare Fig. 9.2)
will be taken into account additionally.

Considering the angular realignments performed during the mission, the result is displayed in
Fig. 9.3. At the left-hand side of the figure, the noise reduction expected by the analytical
model is shown by the dashed purple line. However, this model does not include the stiffnesses
and o1-noise contribution (dashed grey line). Therefore, we see that the purple line lies slightly
above the green line showing the post-engineering noise. Additionally, noise from the fitting
quantities (particularly the lateral parameters relying on GRS measurements) adds in above
approximately 50 mHz. This noise originates only from the model subtraction and would not be
present in actual noise measurements. If subtracting the stiffness and o1-noise contributions also
from the pre-engineering noise, the analytically predicted residual noise after the realignment
matches the measured noise curve besides the higher frequency noise added in due to the fit
quantities, see right-hand side of Fig. 9.3.

As shown in Fig. 9.2, the o1 noise contributions, which is significantly larger than the stiffness
contributions, decreased due to the test mass realignments. From the presented modelling,
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Figure 9.3: Analytical modelling of the realignment noise during the engineering days. In
both figures, the red line represents the noise before and the green line the noise after the
realignments. The dashed black line shows the performance model. Left figure: Analytical
model for the realignments performed during the engineering days added to the pre-engineering
noise (dashed purple line), and the sum of the fitted stiffness and o1-noise contributions (dashed
grey line). Right figure: Analytical model added to the pre-engineering noise minus the fitted
stiffness and o1-noise contributors (purple line).

we cannot certainly say if this noise either would actually decrease, therefore minimising the
difference between the analytically predicted noise decrease and the measured post-engineering
noise (left-hand side of Fig. 9.3), or is correlated to the other noise contributors leading to a
residual difference between the predicted and measured noise change. This will be investigated
further in the future. Note, therefore, that the fit model without the o1 term also subtracted
most of the TTL noise during the LXE (Sec. 8.5 and Fig. D.5).

I also apply the analytical model using the test mass realignment angles predicted analytically
(Tab. 9.3). The result in shown in Fig. 9.4. Like in the previous case, where I modelled the noise
after the realignments performed during the mission, the noise change according to the analytical
model does not exactly match the result we would find if subtracting the TTL fit model (7.1).
The residual difference between both subtractions relies on the o1 noise contributor. If also
subtracting the stiffness and o1 noise contribution, the analytically predicted realignment yields
the noise curve we would find when subtracting the TTL noise via the fit model. Thus, the
analytical model (7.21) provides a valuable model also for the description of the realignments
during the engineering days in March 2016.

In summary, the analytical alignment computation suggests realignment angles that could po-
tentially have decreased the TTL coupling further. This finding has been demonstrated in
Fig. 9.4. Moreover, this analytically predicted realignment relied only on the first fit during the
pre-engineering days, not requiring a series of injections. However, it remains unclear how the
o1 noise contribution affects the accuracy of this modelling. In general, the analytical model
shows that it can model the TTL coupling for other times than the LXE.
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Figure 9.4: Analytical modelling of the expected realignment noise applying the analytically
derived test mass rotations (Tab. 9.3) during the engineering days. In both figures, the red
line represents the noise before the realignments and the yellow line the residual noise after the
subtraction of the fit model. The dashed black line shows the performance model. Left figure:
Analytical model for the analytically derived realignment angles added to the pre-engineering
noise (dashed purple line), and the sum of the fitted stiffness and o1-noise contributions (dashed
grey line). Right figure: Analytical model added to the pre-engineering noise minus the fitted
stiffness and o1-noise contributors (purple line).

9.2 Further Realignments of the Test Masses

The nominal angular alignments of the test masses have only been adapted twice after the
initial realignment during the engineering days. That was at the 19th (DOY171) and the 25th
(DOY177) of June 2016, i.e. about three months later. The corrected alignments are shown in
Tab. 9.2 and were based on the updated TTL model available at that time [60]. Comparing
the final alignment angles with the ones derived analytically based on the data from the pre-
engineering noise (Tab. 9.3) shows now a better agreement in both ϕ angles. The deviations in
the η angles provided by both analyses remain.

In order to analyse how the coupling coefficients have changed due to these realignments, I
investigate the noise runs before, in between and afterwards, see Tab. 9.4. In an ideal system,
the coefficients prior to the realignment DOY171 should correspond to the coefficients I computed
for the end of the engineering days. However, we find different coupling coefficients for the noise

cross-coupling coefficients [fitted | analytical]
noise run DOY168 DOY172 DOY192
start time 15.06.2016 13:30 20.06.2016 08:00 10.07.2016 08:00
end time 18.06.2016 08:00 24.06.2016 08:00 11.07.2016 09:55

Cϕ [µm/rad] -0.6 | - -3.3 | -2.1 2.7 | 1.2
Cη [µm/rad] -5.7 | - -3.5 | -4.2 -7.9 | -7.2
Cy [10−6] -12.8 | - -27.1 | -27.5 2.0 | 0.7
Cz [10−6] 6.4 | - 0.9 | 0.9 14.1 | 11.8

Table 9.4: Comparison of the fitted (left) and analytically predicted (right) cross-coupling co-
efficients during noise runs prior, in between and after the test mass realignments in June 2016
(Tab. 9.2). The noise runs are named here after the first DOY fully lying within the investigated
noise run. Mind that the DOYs as defined in LPF always started at 8 AM. Times are given in
UTC.
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Figure 9.5: Noise contributors during the
noise run prior to the test mass realignments
in June 2016 (DOY168). Most contributors
show a similar noise level as after the engi-
neering days (Fig. 9.2). The noise contribu-
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Figure 9.6: Noise contributors in the noise runs between (starting at DOY172) and after
(DOY192) the realignments in June 2016. The first realignment decreased the noise due to
the accelerations in the xz-plane but increased the noise in the xy-plane leading in total to a
more prominent TTL noise. In the ASD plot for the noise run after the second realignment, we
find more significant noise coupling from the xz-plane into the measurement, but the noise in
the xy-plane significantly decreased, lowering the total TTL noise.

run prior to the realignments (DOY168) than for the post-engineering phase. While Cϕ, Cη and
Cy have changed only slightly and these changes can therefore correspond to the variability of the
fit results, we see a significant change of the Cz coefficients, which increased by almost a factor
of six, compare Tabs. 9.3 and 9.4. Consequently, the level of ¨̄z noise into the ∆g measurement
also increased as can be seen in Fig. 9.5.

I also fit the coupling coefficients for the noise run between both realignments and the first noise
run after the realignments. Due to the first realignment, the coefficients increased in the xy-plane
but decreased in the xz-plane. The second realignment had the opposite effect. This can also be
seen when comparing the noise level of the cross-coupling contributors, see Fig. 9.6. While the
y acceleration was most prominent after the first realignment (DOY171), the accelerations in η
and z became the most significant noise contributors after the second realignment (DOY192).

The noise changes in the xz-plane are of particular interest here. This noise was significantly
decreased after the first realignment. In particular, the noise contribution of the ¨̄z acceleration
became negligible. Presumingly, the TTL bump in the LPF sensitivity curve could have been
mitigated in the second realignment (DOY177) if the test masses would only have been rotated
in ϕ.

For both realignments, I additionally compute the coefficient change we would expect based
on the analytical model, i.e. when solving the system of equations (9.1) setting the offsets to
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the fitted coefficients during the noise run DOY168. The comparison of the cross-coupling
coefficients derived via the model or analytically shown in Tab. 9.4 reveals that the analytical
model computes slightly smaller coefficient changes in most cases. The deviation between both
values corresponds to approximately 1µm/rad in the case of the coefficients scaling the angular
accelerations. It is of the same magnitude in the case of the coefficient Cy. Therefore, these
deviations can originate from the variability of the fit results. Comparing the coefficients Cz
shows, on the one hand, two matching coefficients in the noise run between the realignment
steps and, on the other hand, a larger deviation after the last realignment. Keeping in mind
that this coefficient already changed significantly with respect to its fit for the post-engineering
noise, I assume this deviation to rely on rotations of the test masses in η not tracked by the
DWS signal. I will further discuss this in Sec. 10.

In summary, we find coefficient changes with the analytical model comparable to the fit results
except the Cz coefficient, which will be analysed in the following section. Moreover, the analysis
of the fit contributors during noise runs between (DOY172) and after (DOY192) the realignments
in June 2016 yields that the overall TTL noise in LPF could have been mitigated if no test mass
rotations in η would have been applied.
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Chapter 10

Long-Term Analysis of the TTL
Coefficients

In the previous sections, the comparison of the fitted coupling coefficients and the analytical
model held as a verification of the analytical model. I will now use this model to characterise the
long-term stability of the TTL coupling coefficients. When comparing the coupling coefficients,
which I computed for the noise run after the final test mass realignment in July 2016 (Sec. 9.2)
and the noise run after the LXE mid-February (derived in Sec. 8.2), we see significant differences
between some of the fitted acceleration coefficients, see Tab. 10.1. In particular, the coefficient
Cz, which was already the dominating noise contribution in July 2016, tripled.

In this chapter, I will show for the entire mission duration that the fitted coupling coefficients
partially drift and, in particular, significantly change when the temperature inside the satellite
changes. Since no intentional realignments have been applied to the test masses after the 25th
of June 2016, they cannot be held responsible for the coefficient changes. I will also discuss in
which sense the coupling coefficients provide an additional measure for the stability of LPF’s
optical system.

I discuss here for the first time the long-term stability of the TTL coupling coefficients. Also,
the behaviour of the angular readouts for to entire mission duration has, to my knowledge, not
been compared elsewhere. The analysis of the spot position changes due to the cooldown relies
on [P1, 61, 62].

fitted cross-coupling coefficients
noise run after final DFACS redefinition after LXE
start time 10.07.2016 08:00 13.02.2017 08:00
end time 11.07.2016 09:55 23.02.2017 08:00

Cϕ [µm/rad] 2.7 3.0
Cη [µm/rad] -7.9 -12.9
Cy [10−6] 2.0 3.9
Cz [10−6] 14.1 43.5

Table 10.1: Comparison of the fitted cross-coupling coefficients during noise runs after the final
test mass realignment and after the LXE. Times are given in UTC.
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10.1 Characterisation of the Coupling Coefficients’ Stability

For my analysis, I computed the TTL coupling coefficients for 36 timespans throughout the LPF
mission using the fit model (7.1). The respective timespans are summarised in Tab. D.1 and
correspond to noise runs with very low actuation (‘URLA’ segments). The fitted acceleration
coefficients are shown in Fig. 10.1.

As expected, the coefficients changed with the realignments of the test masses at the end of
June 2016. Moreover, the acceleration coefficients in the xz-plane, i.e. Cη and Cz, changed due
to temperature changes, particularly visible during the cooldown.

This cooldown took place during the mission extension phase, from January to May 2017. At
that time, the whole satellite was cooled down to investigate the instrument performance at
lower temperatures. On the 23rd of January 2017, the temperature was first decreased by about
10 ◦C. In absolute temperatures, the electrode housings cooled down from a mean temperature
of 22 ◦C to 12 ◦C, see Fig. 10.2. This step was repeated on the 29th of April 2017, decreasing the
temperatures below the design range of the sensors. The mean temperature inside the electrode
housings was estimated to be 2 ◦C which refers to a further decrease of 10 ◦C. In between both
cooldowns, the temperatures increased by slightly more than 1 ◦C during to the DRS operations
[18].

An overview of the mean temperatures corresponding to the timespans accounted for the TTL
coefficient fits is shown in Fig. 10.2. The temperature changes leaded to a shift of the Cη and Cz
coefficients to different levels, where both remained approximately stable besides few outliers in
the second phase of the cooldown (indicated with the darker blue in Fig. 10.1). the level of the
coefficients after the cooldown phase approximately corresponds to the respective value before
the cooldown. I refer to these abrupt coefficient changes as jumps.

Aside from the jumps, the Cz coefficient increased at long time scales. This drift was the largest
between the engineering days and the test mass realignment in June 2016 but also visible after
June until the beginning of the cooldown.

Note that the lateral acceleration coefficients fitted for the 35th timespan, i.e. the second last
timespan, suffer from large uncertainties. Therefore, I do not consider this fit result in my
analysis.

In accordance with the analytical model (7.21), the coupling coefficient changes can be explained
via rotations of the test masses. However, any additional changes in the optical system poten-
tially also affect the analytical model and likewise the coupling coefficients. I will discuss both
effects in the following.
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Figure 10.1: Fitted coupling coefficients during the entire mission duration. The red lines display
the times where the DFACS nominal alignment had been redefined and the green lines correspond
to the time of the LXE. The blue shaded area shows the timespan of the cooldown, with the
darker blue indicating the timespan of the lowest temperatures. The blue crosses correspond to
the coupling coefficients fitted for noise runs with very low actuations (Tab. D.1).
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35 Figure 10.2: Temperature changes during
the LPF mission. The blue crosses show the
mean temperatures within the first (EH1)
and second (EH2) electrode housing. They
have been computed for the same noise runs
as the TTL coefficients (Tab. D.1). The red
crosses show the mean temperature at the
optical bench at the times of the spot po-
sition measurements (Sec. 10.4). The tem-
perature increased during the DRS opera-
tions (yellow shaded areas). The two times
of decreased temperature during the first
DRS phase corresponded to thruster anoma-
lies. Before the cooldown, the temperature
increased again when the test masses were
grabbed and released. The measured tem-
peratures during the second cooldown phase
were higher than the actual temperatures
since the sensor had reached its minimum
possible readout value [18].
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10.2 Stresses and Relaxations

The LPF optical system was subject to stresses and relaxations due to environmental changes
which happened over time but could also be induced intentionally for an experiment. An example
for such an investigation is the cooldown performed during the LPF extension phase [18].

In general, temperature fluctuations couple into the interferometric measurements via thermally
induced forces acting on the test masses and thermal elastic distortions of the optical system [18].
In particular, the windows between the optical bench and the electrode housings are subject
to expansions, changes of their refractive indices due to temperature changes, and thermally
induced mechanical stresses [63].

Relaxations, stresses, as well as any other distortion of the optical system potentially also affect
the beam path and alignment. These would have a direct effect on the coupling coefficients
but also induce a tilt of the test masses in order to correct the differential angle of the incident
beams at the detector (DFACS loop). This test mass tilt would then yield additional coupling
coefficient changes. We can analyse this effect by investigating the angular readout at the x1- and
x12-interferometer. If the test mass would tilt to correct an angular misalignment originating
from distortions of the optical bench, we would see a stable DWS but changing GRS angular
readout (Sec. 10.3).

Additionally, such distortions also correspond to a beam walk on the detector. Therefore, I will
also investigate the beams’ spot positions (Sec. 10.4).

10.3 Analysis of the Angular Readouts

As discussed in Sec. 10.2, various optical parameters can change due to the cooldown. Among
them are the transmissive components on the optical bench and the windows to the electrode
housings. The investigation of the TTL noise contributors in Sec. 7.2.1 indicated that these
components have a small effect on the overall coupling compared to the contributions of the
lever arm and the piston effect. Both couple into the readout via rotations of the test masses.
Therefore, I further investigate the test masses’ angular alignments during the cooldown.

I summarise in Fig. 10.3 the mean angular readouts associated with the timespans for which
the coupling coefficients have been computed (Tab. D.1). The DWS readouts were used by
the DFACS control loop for the test mass positions. They should, therefore, only change for
intentional test mass realignments, i.e. after the engineering days and after the two alignments in
June 2016. However, we also find offsets of the DWS angles for the 28th and the 31st timespan,
i.e. for the first and the fourth data point during the second cooldown. Therefore, I will exclude
the data for these timespans from our tilt analysis. Note that the two offsets of DWS angles are
also visible in the GRS readout. Thus, the first four GRS measurements would approximately
yield the same angle when correcting them for the DWS angle change. During the time of the
32nd noise run considered here, the S/C was already heated up again.

The GRS values are shown in yellow in Fig. 10.3. They are a measure for the angular alignment
of the test masses with respect to their housings. Therefore, the drifts and jumps of the GRS
measurements do not necessarily show pure test mass tilts but could also partially correspond
to a rotation of the housing with respect to the optical bench. A pure rotation of the electrode
housing would neither change the test mass nor the beam alignment (neglecting negligible shifts
due to a rotated window). Based on the GRS readouts alone, we cannot distinguish the test
mass and electrode housing tilts from each other.
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Figure 10.3: Mean angular readouts from the DWS and the GRS measurements. Additionally, I
show the angular estimate via the DPS, which relates to the points of incidence of the interfering
beams. The mean angles are computed for the same timespans used for the computation of the
coupling coefficients during the LPF mission (Tab. D.1).

The third set of angular readouts relies on the DPS measurements: Since a tilt of a test mass
generates a beam walk on the detector, the measurement of the power changes at the quadrants
of the detector and can be used to compute the corresponding angle. This readout is less accurate
than the other two angle measurements. Also, thermal distortions can make the beams shift at
the detector (without an actual beam rotation), which would be read out as an angular change.
However, the DPS readout provides a third reference for the question of whether the optical
system or the electrode housing is rotated.

10.3.1 Application of the analytical model using the GRS angles: The jumps

The coefficient jumps visible in Fig. 10.1, aside from the test mass realignments, refer to the
cooldown commanded in the LPF extension phase [18]. We find the most significant jumps for
the Cη and the Cz coefficient. Following the analytical model (7.21), these coefficients depend
on the pitch angle of the test masses:

∆Cη = 0.20403
m

rad2 η1 + 0.18247
m

rad2 η2 (10.1)

∆Cz = 1.00000
1

rad
(η1 − η2) (10.2)

Moreover, the Cy coefficient did not change during the first but slightly increased during the
second cooldown. The computations of the coefficient Cϕ show no jump at the beginning of the
first cooldown. However, this coefficient increased during this cooldown phase and additionally
when the temperature was further decreased (second cooldown). From the analytical model
we would therefore expect no yaw angle changes at the beginning of the cooldown and small
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mean GRS readouts [µrad] mean DPS readouts [µrad]
ϕ1 ϕ2 η1 η2 ϕ1 ϕ2 η1 η2

before cooldown 10.2 3.8 3.4 5.9 -55.7 7.6 2.3 -19.6
first cooldown 5.2 1.4 5.3 -22.7 -62.4 -9.0 -28.2 -64.5
second cooldown 5.2 -1.7 16.3 -51.4 -61.2 -12.2 -63.1 -112.7
after cooldown 6.3 3.2 6.1 2.8 -55.0 8.4 3.4 -21.1

Table 10.2: Mean angular GRS and DPS readouts before and during the first and second
cooldown. The angles during the cooldowns refer to the mean of all considered values, i.e. all
angles plotted for the first cooldown in Fig. 10.3 and the second and third angles during the
second cooldown.

cross-coupling coefficients [fitted | analytical]
before cooldown cooldown 1 cooldown 2 after cooldown

Cϕ [µm/rad] 2.5 | - 3.3 | 1.0 5.1 | 2.7 2.7 | 6.2
Cη [µm/rad] -5.7 | - -13.2 | -10.6 -22.0 | -16.2 -5.9 | -14.2
Cy [10−6] 1.5 | - 2.9 | 4.1 7.9 | -0.3 2.6 | 11.7
Cz [10−6] 15.8 | - 44.8 | 46.3 79.3 | 84.5 17.2 | 14.9

Table 10.3: Comparison of the fitted and analytically predicted cross-coupling coefficients before,
during and after the first and second cooldown. In the case of the cooldowns, I show the mean
coupling coefficient of the computations within these cooldown phases. Thereby, I neglect the
first, fourth and and fifth shown coefficient during the second cooldown since these fits are
assigned either to a changes DWS readout (Fig. 10.3) or the heating of the S/C.

changes later on:

∆Cϕ = 0.20449
m

rad2 ϕ1 + 0.18714
m

rad2 ϕ2 (10.3)

∆Cy = −1.00000
1

rad
(ϕ1 − ϕ2) (10.4)

Assuming that distortions of the optical system bend the beam, the DWS readout would change.
Therefore, the DFACS control loop would command a test mass rotation to correct the measured
DWS angle. However, this rotation would then be visible in the GRS readout.

I will test the assumption by inserting the GRS angular readouts (Tab. 10.2) into the analytical
model (7.21) computing the coefficient changes expected for actual test mass tilts. The results
are summarised in Tab. 10.3.

For now, I do not include beam shifts due to the initial beam misalignment in my analysis since
we do not know the origin of the misalignment. Assuming that the measurement beam would
have been tilted by the fibre injector optical subassembly (FIOS) by an angle α in pitch or yaw,
the beam would impinge on the first test mass displaced by 0.18αm/rad. Assuming further that
this tilt would be fully corrected by a rotation of this test mass, we would find the same beam
displacement on the second test mass and the x12-photodiodes. The corresponding change of the
piston effects at both test masses would almost cancel each other (see also Sec. 10.4.3). Likewise,
the beam offset at the detector would not couple into the angular coupling coefficients via the
non-geometric coupling contributions: The beam tilt due to S/C jitter cancels after the second
test mass reflection and, therefore, the angle of incidence at the detector remains unchanged.
Also, the beam shifts have no measurable effect on the lateral acceleration coefficients.
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mean GRS readouts [µrad] mean DPS readouts [µrad]
ϕ1 ϕ2 η1 η2 ϕ1 ϕ2 η1 η2

after ED -2.0 -3.5 -2.2 -0.2 -55.0 -6.3 -1.5 4.4
before realignment 4.1 -6.3 -4.3 -5.1 -55.5 -7.7 -0.5 -2.1
after realignment 15.1 4.3 9.7 16.2 -58.2 0.6 2.5 -9.1
before cooldown 10.2 3.8 3.4 5.9 -55.7 7.6 2.3 -19.6

Table 10.4: Mean angular GRS and DPS readouts after the engineering days (ED), before and
after the test mass realignments in June 2016, and before the cooldown starting in January 2017.
The angles given for a timespan after the test mass realignments refer to the 11th data point,
i.e. neglecting the first two data points after these realignments.

We see in Fig. 10.3 that the GRS yaw angles decrease for both cooldowns. These changes are
much smaller than in the case of the pitch angles. Likewise, the coupling coefficients Cϕ and
Cy change only slightly. However, the coupling coefficients predicted by the analytical model
(Eq. (7.21)) for inserted GRS do not correspond to the fitted coefficients (Tab. 10.3). The
deviations are larger for the lateral coefficient Cy, which depends by approximately a factor
of five stronger on the angular readouts. I conclude that the angular deviation of the GRS
ϕ-readouts cannot originate from test mass tilts (alone).

The fitted and analytical results match better in the xz-plane. The analytically predicted
coefficients Cη change in accordance with the fitted results. However, the analytically computed
changes are slightly smaller. Also, the analytical Cz coefficient prediction correlates to the fit.
Here, the analytical result lies slightly above the fit result. However, the deviation between the
analytical and the fit result is one magnitude smaller than the total deviation of the coefficient
due to the temperature changes.

In summary, the assumed test mass rotations can explain big parts of the coefficient changes
due to the cooldown in the xz-plane. In the xy-plane, we see no corresponding systematic of
the analytically predicted and the fitted coefficient changes.

10.3.2 Application of the analytical model using the GRS angles: The drifts

Aside from the small jumps at the time of the cooldown, the Cϕ, Cη and the Cy coefficients
stayed constant over long time scales, see Fig. 10.1. However, the Cz coefficient drifted upwards
between the engineering days and the realignments. Furthermore, this coefficient also showed an
upward trend between the realignments and the cooldown, however, less significant than before.

I exclude the first two data points after the realignments from this analysis. The coefficients,
as well as the GRS and DPS angles, deviate here from the following data points. I assume
this divergence to refer to a thruster anomaly, which temporarily decreased the temperature
within the satellite [18]. In the remaining considered data points, the drifts of Cz and the GRS
and DPS readouts become more evident. Note further that all coefficients and angles between
the realignments and the cooldown, except for the last one, respectively, correspond to DRS
operations, during which the temperature was increased by about 2◦C.

The coefficient drifts during the DRS operations are presumably not related to temperature
changes of the system like the coefficient jumps since the temperature drifted only slightly
within this period of the mission, see Fig. 10.2. However, we cannot fully exclude such a relation
for the first drift.
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cross-coupling coefficients [fitted | analytical]
after ED before realign after realign before cooldown

Cϕ [µm/rad] -0.7 | - -0.6 | 0.0 2.4 | - 2.5 | 1.3
Cη [µm/rad] -6.7 | - -5.9 | -8.0 -6.1 | - -5.7 | -9.3
Cy [10−6] -13.2 | - -12.7 | -22.1 1.4 | - 1.5 | 5.8
Cz [10−6] 1.5 | - 6.1 | 4.3 8.2 | - 15.8 | 12.2

Table 10.5: Comparison of the fitted and analytically predicted cross-coupling coefficients after
the engineering days, before and after the test mass realignments in June 2016, and before the
cooldown starting in January 2017. The coefficients given for a timespan after the test mass
realignments refer to the 11th data point, i.e. neglecting the first two data points after these
realignments.

Investigating the GRS readouts for the timespans of the drifts in Fig. 10.3, i.e. between the
engineering days and the realignments as well as between the realignments and the cooldown,
we find drifts in all angular degrees of freedom. The only exception is the angle ϕ2 between
the realignments and the cooldown, which stayed constant. The related angular readouts are
summarised in Tab. 10.4. These angular changes would result in coefficient changes that do not
correspond to the fit results, see Tab. 10.5.

The opposite drifts of the GRS yaw angles would only partially cancel each other in the com-
putation of Cϕ (compare Eq. (10.3)). Furthermore, they would significantly change the Cy
coefficient (Eq. (10.4)). However, this lateral coefficient remained stable. Thus, I assume that
the yaw GRS angles do not show actual test mass rotations.

Again, the comparison provides more consistent results for the vertical plane. The given GRS
pitch angles yield analytical coefficients that could explain more than half of the amount of the
fitted Cz coefficient changes for both drifts. The coefficient Cη gets underestimated for both
timespans.

10.3.3 Interpretation of the coefficient comparison using GRS angles

The comparison between the fit coefficients and the prediction of the analytical model using the
GRS angles shows, in general, smaller deviations in the xz-plane than in the xy-plane.

In the xy-plane, the drifts and the jumps of the GRS yaw angles do not explain the Cϕ and Cy
coefficients, which are mostly stable. We find the largest divergence between the analytically
predicted and fitted Cy coefficients for the noise run before the first realignment in June 2016
(see Tab. 10.5). I conclude that the GRS housings must have drifted over time and in response
to the cooldown.

Also, comparing the GRS angles with the DPS yaw angles before the cooldown (Fig. 10.3) shows
that the DPS angles are on average more stable. This observation seconds the housing drift.

In the xz-plane, the analytically derived coefficients can explain most of the changes of the fit
coefficients due to the cooldown (Tab. 10.3). The small over- and underestimations of the Cη
and Cz coefficients during the cooldown could be explained by a pitch drift of the first electrode
housing. Investigating the coefficients for the times of the two drifts, we find that the analytical
model explains approximately half of the changes of the Cz coefficient. Therefore, I assume
rotations of the electrode housings also in this case.
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The rotations of the housings have only a small effect on the TTL coupling through their
windows but do not change the direction of the beams. However, test mass rotations do. Since
the DFACS control loop keeps the differential angle at the photodiodes stable, I assume that
beams have been tilted prior to their test mass reflections. Such a change of the beam direction
could originate from stresses to the FIOSs or any other optical component along the beam path.
This tilt would then be corrected by a test mass rotation. However, it would lead to an offset
of the beam’s point of incidence on the detector, which would be measurable in spot position
measurements (Sec. 5.2).

Furthermore, the beam walk on the detector that does not originate from the test mass tilts
would also add to the changes of the DPS angles. Thus, the DPS readout is affected by angular
changes of both beams due to test mass tilts as well as any other tilt sources. An indicator for
beam tilts by other optical components than the test masses are the beam’s spot positions in
all interferometers, which I will investigate in the next subsection.

10.4 Analysis of the Long-Term Spot Positions

Fig. 10.4 shows both beam’s relative spot position changes at the reference interferometer
throughout the mission. The spot position measurements shown in this plot are divided by
the OPL of the respective beam between the FIOS and the detector surface. Due to this
normalisation, the shown changes do not depend on the path length of the respective beam.
Additionally, the position value of the first measurement was subtracted from all measurements
in order to show only the position changes during the mission.

Since these measurements were taken by the reference interferometer, neither of the beams was
affected by the test mass alignment. Nonetheless, we find small drifts of the spot positions over
time and, in particular, rapid position changes related to the cooldown. The most significant
beam walk was measured along the vertical (z-) axis and is larger for the measurement beam
than for the reference beam. These spot position changes must have been originated from
alterations of the optical system itself.

I show the absolute spot positions in all interferometers in Fig. D.13.

10.4.1 Possible sources for spot position changes

Stresses on the FIOSs potentially shift and bend the emitting beams [61, 64]. The shifts would
be propagated to the photodiodes and yield the same offset in all interferometers. The beam
tilts would scale with the optical path length between the FIOS and the respective photodiode.
However, the differential tilt angle would be counteracted by rotating the first test mass. If both
FIOSs bend equally, the differential angle would be zero in the x1- and the x12-interferometer
and no test mass rotation would be performed. Correspondingly, both beams accumulate their
offsets along their full path to the detector. On the contrary, if only the measurement beam
tilts, this tilt would be corrected by a rotation of the first test mass. Therefore, the x1- and
the x12-interferometer would only measure the shift the measurement beam accumulated at the
propagation distance between the FIOS and the first test mass.

In between the FIOSs and the detectors, the beams are affected by the temperature and re-
laxation effects on the beamsplitters and mirrors, but also the optical bench baseplate itself.
When, e.g., temperature induced stresses distort the full baseplate, the beamsplitters and mir-
rors bonded to it would slightly misalign with respect to the beam path. We expect the largest
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Figure 10.4: Relative spot positions changes of the reference (yir, zir) and the measurement beam
(yim, zim) at the reference interferometer. The spot position of the respective first measurement
was subtracted from all position measurements. The result was divided by the OPL of the beam
from the FIOS to the photodiode. Left figure: Spot position changes at the A-diode (PDRA).
Right figure: Spot position changes at the B-diode (PDRB).

Figure 10.5: Sketch of the beam tilt due to
the deformation of the optical bench. The
angle α describes the uptilt of the beam for
an uplift d of the centre of the baseplate.

effect to originate from a bulge of the baseplate changing the vertical alignment of the beam
with respect to the optical bench, see Fig. 10.5. Such a bulge can be induced by stresses on
the mounting of the optical bench [61]. Additionally, the refractive index of the beamsplitters
changes with the temperature, inducing a shift of the transmitting beams. In LPF, such dis-
tortions were kept small by the material choice. The baseplate, as well as beamsplitters and
mirrors, were made of Zerodure® which has a low coefficient of thermal expansion [65].

Finally, the photodiodes were placed in titanium cassettes mounted onto a titanium base [65].
The cassette and its base can expand or compress due to the surrounding temperature changes.
Also, the detector mounts can contract or expand depending on the temperature. Both effects
would lead to an additional beam walk which would be the same for the incoming reference and
measurement beam.

10.4.2 Interpretation of the spot position changes

The analysis of the spot positions showed that the photodiodes drifted by less than a micrometre
in any direction [61]. Likewise, the lateral and vertical offset of the beam at the FIOS would
yield only minor spot position changes. The largest changes would originate from beam tilts
since these multiply with the beam’s propagation distance to the detector surface. I introduced
here two beam tilt sources: the beam pointing variation induced by the FIOS and the beam tilt
relative to the optical bench due to a curving baseplate.

In LPF, thermal stresses on the FIOSs have shown to tilt the measurement beam by up to
3µrad/K [61]. Given the temperature decrease of 10◦C during the cooldown, this would yield
a tilt of 30µrad. This magnitude of angular tilt also corresponds to the spot position changes
of the measurement beam in the reference and frequency interferometer (Fig. D.13). Since both
FIOSs are identical in construction, we would expect the reference beam to be similarly affected.
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However, the spot position changes of the reference beam yield a downtilt of approximately half
the magnitude as the measurement beam. Therefore, we find a differential angle of approximately
15µrad, which would be measured equally by the x1- and the x12-interferometer. Consequently,
the differential tilt would be corrected by tilting the measurement beam via an angular rotation
of the first test mass.

We can rule out that the FIOSs alone are responsible for the spot position changes in the x12-
interferometer during the cooldown. The first reason is that the differential beam angle is too
small to explain the coupling coefficient changes. According to our analytical model (7.21),
the jump of the Cz coefficient during the cooldown demands a differential test mass angle of
about 30µrad. Since it needs a test mass tilt of half the size of the beam tilt to correct its
alignment, only 7.5µrad can be accounted to the FIOS. In addition, the first test mass would
fully compensate for the beam orientation. However, by the large η2 readouts shown in Fig. 10.3
we would also expect a rotation of the second test mass. Note that also the beam walk on the
detector due to the FIOS tilt has a negligible effect on the coupling coefficients.

The missing test mass rotations could be explained by stresses on the optical bench. In pre-
launch tests, a bulge of up to 1.7µm has been demonstrated due to mechanical stresses of the
optical bench mounts, which yielded a measurement beam walk of 37µm on the B-diode of the
reference interferometer [61]. For such a deformation, we compute a beam tilt at the FIOS
between 25 and 34µrad depending on how the FIOS tilts with the baseplate, i.e. which segment
of the FIOS would be tangential to the assumed circularly curving baseplate. This beam tilt
increases when the beam is reflected at the mirrors, which are also tilted due to the baseplate
distortion. The same applies to the reference beam. However, the increase of the beam tilts
depend on the number of reflections and the position of the mirrors, compare Fig. 2.5. Thus, we
expect different beam orientations at the x1- and x12-interferometer leading to compensation
by rotations of both test masses.

A comparison of the vertical beam walk in all interferometers – divided by the respective OPL
– shows that during both cooldowns, the spot position at the A-diodes decreased further than
in the B-diodes (see exemplary Fig. 10.4). Since I removed the effect of the OPL from the spot
position readout in this comparison, this difference cannot originate from a beam tilt by the
distorted FIOSs. As shown in Fig. 2.5, the offset from the centre of the optical bench along x
is always larger for the A-diodes than for the B-diodes. Therefore, we can set up two scenarios
explaining our observation: Either the baseplate arched upwards along the y-axis, i.e. it lifts
along the optical axis between the test masses (like in Fig. 10.5), or it arched downwards along
the x-axis, i.e. the centre between both test masses lowers. The first case would mainly affect
the reference beam alignment in the x12-interferometers, while the second effect has a larger
effect on the measurement beam.

Combined with the beam tilt by the FIOSs and the electrode housing rotations (Sec. 10.3),
both baseplate distortions could potentially explain the vertical spot position changes and GRS
readouts. To find the most likely deformation is the subject of our current analysis.

10.4.3 Note on the piston effects for deflected beams

I argued above that a tilt of the measurement beam at the FIOS would induce a beam walk on
the test masses. I will discuss here the corresponding changes of the piston effect and how this
couples into the TTL coefficients.

The beam walk on the first test mass depends only on the measurement beam’s tilt angle.
However, the beam walk on the second test mass is affected by rotations of the first test mass,
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which correct the differential angle. Therefore, the beam walk on the second test mass also
depends on the differential angle in the x1-interferometer.

Above, I derived from the spot position changes at the reference interferometer the corresponding
beam tilts considering that they only originate from the FIOS. According to this analysis, the
measurement beam was tilted by approximately 30µrad and the reference beam by 15µrad
in pitch during the temperature decrease of 10◦C. I subtract the differential angle from the
measurement beam tilt after its reflection at the first test mass. Then, we find a vertical
beam walk at the first test mass of 5.5µm and of 10.8µm at the second test mass. These
beam shifts along the test masses change the Cη coefficient by up to 5.5µm/rad, i.e. half of the
coefficient change during the cooldown. These beam offsets do not couple into the Cz coefficient,
which changed the most during the mission. Its changes can, therefore, only be explained with
actual test mass tilts. However, this computed deviation of Cη could potentially explain the
overestimation of this coefficient by the analytical model shown in Tab. 10.3.

I introduced a second explanation for the measured test mass tilts in Sec. 10.4.2, a curving
optical bench. In this case, the beam walk in the detector is more difficult to estimate. In
general, it can be expected that the beam walk on the first test mass is shorter since the beam
would accumulate most of its tilt along its beam path. The offset at the second test mass would
then depend on the propagation distance of the beam, its number and location of reflections, as
well as the beam tilt correction by the first test mass. Accordingly, the beam walk on the second
test mass could de- but also increase compared to the beam walk on the first test mass. In either
case, this beam walk would only affect the Cη coefficient demanding a test mass rotations to
explain the Cz changes.

Like the Cη coefficient, also the Cϕ coefficient is affected by beam shifts along the test masses.
These changes would be smaller since also the beam tilts in yaw are assumed to be smaller based
on the beam walk observed in the reference interferometer.

10.5 Summary of the Long-Term Coupling Coefficient Stability

In this chapter, I analysed the stability of the coupling coefficients over the entire mission
time. I found that all coefficients but the Cz coefficient are long-term stable. However, the
coefficients strongly depend on the temperature stability. Cooling the entire S/C down by 10◦C,
the coefficients rapidly changed. This is most obvious for the coefficients depending on changes
in the xz-plane.

I concluded that these changes must originate from distortions of the optical system and, respec-
tively, induced rotations of the test masses. The larger distortions in the xz-plane correspond
to measurements of the FIOS and optical bench stability [P1, 61].

From the interpretation of the GRS angles and spot positions changes, I derived a scenario
explaining the readouts as well as test mass rotations which would correspond to the coupling
coefficient changes during the cooldown. I assume distortions of the FIOSs as well as a curving
optical bench. Despite the changes being small in both cases, the beam tilts increase with
temperature and, in the second case, increase further due to reflections.

Note that the presented explanation of the coefficient changes is only a first estimate. A more
detailed analysis is needed to consolidate these findings.
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Chapter 11

Take-Away Messages for LISA

We have seen in Sec. 6.2 that LISA will be much more complex than LPF. Also, the TTL
mitigation techniques used in both missions partially differ. However, several of the findings
presented in this work are also relevant for LISA.

11.1 Modelling Tilt-To-Length Coupling

The application of my analytical model (7.21) to the LPF data has demonstrated for the first
time that modelling TTL coupling for complex space-based interferometers is possible. This
model provides a physical explanation for the TTL coupling coefficient changes due to the test
mass realignments.

To find this model, I accounted for a number of system parameters and test mass and beam
tilts in the complete three-dimensional setup. These made the exact analytical equations long
and complex. Also, the different coupling contributors are hard to distinguish on the basis of
the complete measured TTL coupling noise. This complexity would even increase in the case of
the LISA constellation. However, the series expansion of the LPF model for small angular tilts
and the insertion of the constant setup parameters simplified it, providing a simple linear (or
quadratic) TTL model. From the analysis presented in this thesis, we expect that an analogous
model can be found for LISA by either modelling it or deriving the coupling coefficients from
simulations or experiments (e.g., via the method introduced in Sec. 11.3).

11.2 Subtraction of Tilt-To-Length Coupling

A similarity between LPF and LISA is the subtraction of TTL coupling noise in post-processing.
In both missions, a model was or will be fitted to the mission data using the DWS angular
readouts. Due to the complexity of the LISA constellation, the respective model will contain
more parameters than the LPF model [49].

I have demonstrated in Sec. 6.2.1 that a reduction of the TTL coupling by design or realignment
is relevant for the successful subtraction of the TTL coupling. The larger the misalignments in
the system, the larger are the subtraction coefficients. Since these coefficients multiply with the
DWS readouts (and GRS readouts if used by the model), they simultaneously add sensing noise
to the ∆g measurement. Therefore, the mitigation of TTL noise in the signal will be better for
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smaller initial TTL coupling.

Currently, the coupling coefficients for LISA are estimated to be of the order mm/rad [49], i.e.
more than one order of magnitude larger than the coupling coefficients during the LPF mission.

The daily computation of the coupling coefficients during the LISA mission is planned to com-
pensate for the drift of instrument alignment [49, TN4]. This strategy is advocated by our
observation of the coefficient changes during the LPF mission.

11.3 Back-Up: Coefficient Calibration Scheme

The alignment yielding the best TTL suppression will be determined and applied on ground
[TN4]. As the insufficient TTL subtraction in LPF before the test mass realignments (Fig. 6.3)
showed, this optimization of the alignment is beneficial for a successful TTL subtraction via
the fit model. Currently, no further realignments are planned after launch since the fit method
would account for any TTL coupling changes in flight.

We are confident that this suppression strategy will yield the sensitivity required in LISA. Still,
from our analysis of the LXE we can deduce a realignment strategy that could serve as a backup
plan:

In the case that the coupling coefficients drift too strong in long-term time scales, the temper-
atures changes unintentionally, or the launch has a significant effect on the TTL coupling, a
realignment might also be necessary for LISA. Such a realignment would then be based on a
model, which interprets respective simulations and on-ground investigations. Assuming further
that this realignment would not yield the expected TTL minimisation, a calibration scheme
comparable to the LXE could help derive a proper model. I will introduce the principle idea of
this calibration scheme here.

By changing the realignment parameters, e.g., the beam alignment [49], several times and com-
puting the dedicated TTL coefficients, we would gain a set of such coefficients dependent on the
parameter changes. Having more sets of coefficients than degrees of freedom of the considered
realignment, a TTL model can be computed using a minimising scheme. The application of this
method on the data of the LXE (Sec. 8.6) drives our confidence in this strategy. However, due
to the complexity of LISA, more set-points would be needed than in the case of LPF. Also, due
to the number of set-points, the application of the full scheme would take longer.

Mind that during the LXE injections had been applied to increase the TTL noise and, therefore,
improved the fit of the coupling coefficients. However, such injections are possibly unnecessary
when applying the calibration scheme. So, we have seen significant coefficient changes in the
investigation of TTL coupling in the noise runs prior and after the test mass realignments in
the early mission phase. These changes directly referred to the applied test mass rotations,
which could be explained via my analytical model. If the realignments in LISA change the fitted
TTL coupling coefficients in a comparable significant way, the daily data could be used for the
derivation of the TTL model. This particularly means that the calibration scheme would not
interrupt the scientific measurements except for the realignments themselves.
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11.4 The Test Mass Interferometer Readout

We have seen in Sec. 8.9 that the applied injection frequencies are partially also visible in the mea-
surements of the x1-interferometer, even though the included S/C accelerations make this read-
out noisier than the x12-interferometer measurements. The analogue to the x1-interferometer
in LPF will be the test mass interferometer in LISA. Since two local beams interfere at this
interferometer, its readout will characterise the optical system alignment without the need for
the propagation of the data through TDI. Therefore, the data from this interferometer can po-
tentially be used for a calibration of the test mass interferometer TTL coupling, provided that
such calibration manoeuvrers would be carried out.

However, the measurement of the test mass interferometer does also contain TTL noise origi-
nating from the system’s centre of rotation (piston effect). Due to the LISA design choices, this
noise will mostly cancel when the readouts of the test mass and the long-arm interferometer
are combined. Therefore, a suppression of the TTL noise in the test mass interferometer alone,
which cancels in the complete signal, would be counterproductive.

Moreover, any calibration should account for the fact that the noise in the test mass interferom-
eter is, in general, assumed to be much smaller than the noise in the long-arm interferometer.
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Chapter 12

Summary

A significant noise source in space-based laser interferometers is the coupling of angular and
lateral motion of the S/C, or its test masses, into the interferometric phase readout. This noise
is called tilt-to-length (TTL) coupling.

During the LPF mission, this coupling was the dominant noise source between 20 and 200 mHz.
However, its analysis was difficult since no available model sufficiently described the physical
relationship between the measured coupling and the test mass alignments. Consequently, the
realignment of the test masses during the engineering days and in June 2016 did only partially
subtracted the TTL noise. The residual coupling noise was then successfully subtracted via
linear fit model, which, however, did not yield a physical explanation of its fit coefficients,
either.

In order to understand the TTL coupling and its dependency on the test mass alignments
better, a long cross-talk experiment (LXE) was performed during the LPF mission extension
phase. Still, no available TTL model consistently described the induced TTL coupling.

For this reason, I started modelling TTL coupling analytically for most general setups and LPF
particularly. I presented the results of my analysis in this thesis.

In the derivation of the general analytical TTL model, I distinguished between lateral and angu-
lar cross-coupling, geometric and non-geometric noise contributions, and jittering objects, which
are either a reflecting mirror (e.g. a test mass) or a receiving system (e.g. a S/C). For all these
cases, I explained the underlying mechanisms and provided, wherever possible, an analytical
equation quantitatively describing this respective TTL coupling. Therefore, the results can be
used not only for the characterisation of the coupling effects but also for the development of
TTL suppression strategies. These include suppression via design, realignment and subtraction
in post-processing.

The application of the found TTL equations to the LPF setup yielded the first analytical model
successfully describing the TTL noise during the LPF mission. This model has been validated by
the optical simulation software IfoCAD and the LPF mission data. In particular, for the LXE,
the analytical model shows comparable results to the linear fit model, which was used during
the LPF mission for the subtraction of TTL noise. In general, both models successfully subtract
the injected TTL noise. Thereby, the analytical model also showed that the linearisation of the
TTL effects at the angles describing the test mass alignments was sufficient. Second-order TTL
noise could also be modelled but was negligible for the small jitter amplitude during the noise
runs.
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Furthermore, the LXE provided a database for additional investigations of TTL coupling models
depending on the applied test mass set-points. First, the TTL fit model was changed by the
addition or removal of assorted fit quantities in order to investigate the performances of these
adapted models and the correlations in the original model. Each model yielded the same charac-
teristic response to the test mass rotations and displacements. I showed further that the quality
of noise subtraction of the fit at the injections frequencies mostly depended on the presence
of TTL coupling noise at other frequencies. This interpretation was confirmed by an analysis
of the noise contributors, which revealed that the coupling of S/C motion in the xz-plane was
dominant during that time of the mission. Moreover, I reported that the data of the LXE could
be used for a minimiser routine, which makes use of the fitted coupling coefficients and yields a
TTL model that depends on the test mass alignment changes like the analytical model. Last, I
showed that the TTL coupling noise is also visible in the readout of the x1-interferometer.

The analytical model not only consistently described the TTL coefficient changes induced in
an experiment but also their response to the test mass realignment in the early mission phase.
Therefore, I conclude that the analytical model provides a valuable tool for the TTL subtraction
but also for the estimate of test mass realignments suppressing the TTL noise.

A long-term analysis of the fitted coupling coefficients revealed that not all coefficients are
stable over a long mission duration. In particular, in the case of temperature changes, the
optical system is distorted, yielding amongst other test mass rotations, thereby changing the
TTL coupling. This was most significant in the xz-plane. I discussed the possible origin of the
test mass rotations and presented several optical bench distortions that can potentially explain
the readouts. The consolidation of these first findings is subject to our ongoing analysis.

In summary, we learned from the analysis of the TTL coupling in LPF that modelling TTL
coupling for space-based laser interferometers is possible. However, the resulting models are
complex and lengthy. On the other hand, such a model derived analytically or, e.g., by an
interpretation of fit or experimental results for changed alignment parameters, yields the infor-
mation on how to suppress TTL coupling via design or realignment. The latter is relevant for a
successful subtraction of TTL coupling via a fit model.

Having understood the TTL coupling in LPF and its origins boosts our confidence that modelling
and suppressing the TTL noise in LISA will also be successful. The minimisation of this noise
in LISA improves its sensitivity to cosmic events revealing the mysteries of our universe.
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Appendix A

GRACE Follow-On

A.1 Mission and Instrument

For 15 years, from 2002 to 2017, the Gravity and Climate Experiment (GRACE) [66, 67] mea-
sured the Earth’s gravity field using a microwave ranging system. The measurement principle
relied on the idea that heavy masses accelerate objects in free fall. GRACE consisted of two
satellites orbiting Earth on a polar orbit about 450 km above its surface. The satellites followed
each other at an average distance of about 220 km. Thereby, the leading S/C was accelerated
first by a heavy mass, e.g., a mountain, increasing the distance between both S/C. After passing
that object, it slowed down since the gravitational force of the object then acted in the other
direction. The same happened to the trailing satellite with a time shift of roughly half a minute,
i.e., the time this satellite needed to propagate the 220 km to the prior position of the lead-
ing S/C. This behaviour induced a dynamically varying distance between both satellites. By
measuring the distance with a microwave ranging system, GRACE mapped the gravity field of
the Earth and its changes over time [23, 66]. Its successor mission, the Gravity Recovery and
Climate Experiment Follow-On (GRACE-FO) [23], was launched in May 2018. While based on
the design of the original GRACE mission, it is additionally equipped with the laser ranging
instrument (LRI) [24]. The LRI measures the distance changes via laser interferometers and is,
therefore, the first laser interferometric range measurement system between two remote S/C. It
performs as a technology demonstrator for future geodesy missions, but also for the gravitational
wave detector LISA [23, 24].

In GRACE-FO, the optical axis between the centres of masses of both satellites is blocked by
the microwave ranging system, such that the LRI is placed around it, see Fig. A.1. The LRI
measures the distance changes of one round trip of the laser beams. Therefore, either of the S/C
acts as master satellite and transmits a frequency stabilised beam (TX beam, wavelength λ ≈
1064.5 nm) to the transponder S/C. There, a fraction of the expanded incoming beam enters the
S/C (RX beam) and interferes with the beam from a local oscillator (LO beam) at a QPD. The
QPD measures the relative angle of the incoming beam via DWS (see Sec. 3.2.4). Additionally,
the frequency difference between both beams can be extracted from the measurement. This
difference is essential for heterodyne interferometry. The frequency difference at the quadrant
diode is digitally locked to 10 MHz. To achieve that, the transponder laser must emit a beam
with a frequency, that accounts for this difference as well as for the Doppler shift the RX beam
accumulated, i.e.

νtransponder = νmaster + νDoppler-shift + 10 MHz . (A.1)

The Doppler shift frequency νDoppler-shift contains the information about the relative S/C velocity
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Figure A.1: Simplified optical layout of the laser ranging instrument onboard GRACE-FO (red
beam path). The retroreflectors ensure that the beam is sent back anti-parallel to the path of the
incoming beam. The rotatable mirrors on the optical bench (OB) are steering mirrors aligning
the local beam to the incoming beam. In an optimal case, the vertex point of the retroreflector
is placed in the centre of the local accelerometer (ACC), i.e. the centre of mass of the S/C. The
microwave ranging system is aligned along the optical axis between both S/C (green).

and thus the distance changes. Meanwhile, the DWS signal of the quadrant diode provides the
differential angle between both beams. It is used to align the LO beam to the RX beam via a
fast steering mirror. In total, 10% of the LO beam interfere with the RX beam. The other 90%
is reflected at the retroreflector, which ensures that this beam is sent back anti-parallel to the
RX beam. This mechanism provides a sufficiently accurate pointing to the master S/C. The
satellites are designed such that each can take the role of the master or transponder satellite,
respectively [23, 24].

The LRI was switched on in June 2018 and worked at the first attempt. Since then, it has
provided continuous data except for interruptions due to S/C operations. Its noise lies below
the initial requirements. It achieves an accuracy of 10 nm/

√
Hz at 40 mHz and 300 pm/

√
Hz at

1 Hz [23].

The successful performance of the LRI is promising for LISA since the principle and the key
parameters of the laser interferometric system applied in LISA match the LRI onboard GRACE-
FO in many aspects. The measurement band of both missions is in the Millihertz (mHz) regime,
heterodyne interferometry is used with a heterodyne frequency of a few Megahertz (MHz) and
the received power is in the order of Nanowatts (nW). Furthermore, in LISA an offset-phase
locked transponder scheme with a digital phase-locked loop phasemeter will be applied as well.
In both missions, the laser frequency stability is achieved using an optical reference cavity. The
locking procedures for the cavity as well as for the transponder loop are autonomously driven.
The QPD measurements provide a DWS readout for angular correction. Last, the beam pointing
follows a five degree of freedom (DOF) acquisition procedure. These DOFs are the pitch and
yaw angles of the transmitting and the receiving S/C as well as the frequency difference between
both beams [23].

A.2 Tilt-To-Length Coupling in GRACE-FO

The TTL coupling in GRACE-FO originates from S/C attitude jitter. Although it is suppressed
by several alignment choices [24], it was still considered to be the limiting noise at low frequencies
[23]. Here, I give an overview of the setup choices for TTL suppression.
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Figure A.2: Description of the setup on the optical bench (OB) of one GRACE-FO satellite.
The received beam enters the optical bench via the receiving aperture (RA). There it combines
with the local beam at the beamsplitter (BS). Both beams pass the imaging system (IS) and
interfere at the quadrant photodiode (QPD). Thereby, the fast steering mirror (FSM) ensures
zero DWS angles at the diode by aligning the local beam. Potential TTL coupling induced
by the transmission through the BS, is balanced by the compensation plate or compensation
beamsplitter (CBS) after the BS.

Ideally, the LRI would have been placed along the optical axis, i.e. the axis connecting the
reference points of the accelerometers, since this would reduce the coupling from the S/C attitude
jitter. However, this axis is occupied by the microwave ranging system. Thus, a triple mirror
assembly was designed, directing the beam around the microwave system, see Fig. A.2. The
assembly forms a retroreflector with its vertex point in the intersection point of the three mirror
planes. The vertex of the retroreflector was placed as close as possible to the centre of mass of
the S/C, i.e. its centre of rotation. Due to this choice, a number of parameters are not affected
by the S/C attitude jitter. So firstly, the full round trip path length, which is two times the
distance between the beam’s origin and the plane normal to the beam direction intersecting the
retroreflector’s vertex point, remains invariant under S/C jitter. Second, the transmitted beam
always propagates anti-parallel to the incident beam, ensuring a proper pointing. Further, the
lateral offset of the incident and transmitted beam from an axis, which is parallel to these beams
and intersects the vertex points, is the same. However, in practice, small deviations between the
vertex point and the S/C’s point of rotation will induce TTL coupling due to S/C jitter. Also,
small misalignments of the mirrors can couple into the measurements [24].

Further TTL coupling is suppressed by design choices on the optical bench, see Fig. A.2. The
beamcombiner is placed at an equal distance to the receiving aperture, where the fraction of
the far beam enters the optical bench, and the fast steering mirror, that reflects the locally
generated beam. The waist of the local beam is ideally situated at the steering mirror. The
imaging system between the beam combiner and the QPD images the receiving aperture and the
local beam waist onto the detector surface. Thus a tilt of either of the combined beams leads
to a magnified tilt on the diode (i.e. eight times as large), but no beam walk. As we have seen
in Sec. 5.2, suppressing the beam walk significantly reduces the non-geometric TTL coupling.
Further, the imaging system matches the beam sizes onto the quadrant diode and improves
the contrast of the interference signal. Since the receiving aperture and the beam waist have
the same distance to the imaging system, aberrations of the latter are largely common to both
beams. This reduces the coupling from beam tilts into the measurement. The residual coupling
originates from different spatial profiles and misalignments of the beams [24].
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The QPD behind the imaging system provides a DWS signal. The system autonomously uses
this DWS signal to align the steering mirror, which rotates the local beam towards zero DWS.
Hence, a maximal contrast and an optimal alignment of the beams is achieved. In particular,
the alignment of the locally generated beam (i.e. the transmitted beam) to the received beam
reduces the beam pointing error at the far spacecraft [24].

TTL coupling due to the transmission of the tilted beams through the beamcombiner is sup-
pressed by placing a compensation beamsplitter of the same thickness and material but rotated
by 90 degrees after the beamcombiner. Lastly, also far-field curvature errors generate TTL
coupling but can hardly be avoided and have proven to be small [24].

The results of the GRACE-FO mission have shown that the setup choices successfully suppress
TTL coupling making it no limiting noise source [23]. Furthermore, it is possible to model the
TTL coupling terms making use of the centre-of-mass calibration manoeuvres [42].



Appendix B

Further Analytical Approaches

B.1 Longitudinal Displacement Strategies

In Sec. 5 I discussed TTL effects occurring in laser interferometers and their principal behaviour.
Additionally, these effects can change when shifting the test mass or detector longitudinally. In
this section, I describe the TTL coupling for longitudinal realignments and explain in which
cases these can be applied to counteract other TTL effects.

B.1.1 Longitudinal Shifts of the Test Masses

In LPF the x-axis was the sensitive axis. Therefore, the longitudinal jitter of the test masses
was particularly relevant since it directly affects the interferometric signal. In addition, any
longitudinal offsets of the test masses affect the lever arm length and the point of reflection at
the test masses. These changes would then also change the TTL coupling.

Within this section, I investigate the case where a test mass was slightly longitudinally displaced
and kept stable at its new position for further measurements. Such a shift could accumulate
with mission time but could also be applied intentionally to reduce or counteract other TTL
coupling effects.

Analytically, this shift varies the length of the lever arm dlever and the lateral offset dlat of
the point of reflection with respect to the centre of rotation, see Fig. B.1. In practice, the
longitudinal offset dlong between the point of reflection and the centre of rotation could also
change if the centre of rotation is not placed within the centre of mass of the test mass as I
assume here, but at a different point, e.g., the centre of mass of the S/C. For a longitudinal shift
∆x the new lever arm length becomes

d′lever = dlever + ∆dlever (B.1)

= dlever + ∆x
cos(2β)

cos(β)
(B.2)

or, assuming additionally a tilt of the detector by ϕPD,

d′lever = dlever + ∆x
cos(2β)

cos(β) cos(ϕPD)
. (B.3)
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Figure B.1: A longitudinal shift of a test mass changes the distance the beam propagates
nominally to the detector surface as well as (for β 6= 0, here β < 0) the point of reflection at the
test mass surfaces. The latter affects the lateral difference between the point of reflection and
the centre of rotation.

The lateral offset of the centre of rotation changes to

d′lat = dlat + ∆dlat (B.4)

= dlat + ∆x tan(β) . (B.5)

The offset d′lat only changes, if the angle of incidence β is not zero. In this case, we can minimise
the lateral piston effect by applying an offset ∆x such that d′lat in Eq. (B.5) becomes zero.

Inserting the replacements (B.5) and (B.2) into the OPDs derived for the lever arm (Eq. (5.2))
and the piston effect (Eq. (5.11)), we get the OPD for the changed setup.

OPD′lever = OPDlever + ∆x cos(2β) sec(β) [sec(2ϕ)− 1] (B.6)

≈ OPDlever + 2∆x cos(2β) sec(β)ϕ2 , (B.7)

OPD′piston = OPDpiston − 2∆x sec(2ϕ) cos(β + ϕ) tan(β) sin(ϕ) (B.8)

≈ OPDpiston − 2∆x sin(β)ϕ+ 2∆x sin(β) tan(β)ϕ2 . (B.9)

Thus the longitudinal displacement generates additional geometric second-order lever arm cou-
pling and new first- and second-order piston coupling terms.

Next, I investigate how the longitudinal test mass shift changes the non-geometric signal contri-
bution. Therefore, I derive the dependence of the beam walk along the detector surface on the
longitudinal shifts. We find in total

y′im = yim + ∆x
2 sin(β)

cos(ϕPD)
+ ∆yilever + ∆yipiston , (B.10)

where

∆yilever ≈ −2∆x cos(2β) sec(β)ϕ , (B.11)

∆yipiston ≈ −2∆x sin(β)
[
tan(β)ϕ− ϕ2

]
. (B.12)
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I insert the changed beam walk (Eq. (B.10)) into the corresponding non-geometric LPS, e.g.,
Eq. (5.60) for large SEPDs, yielding

LPSng(x′im(ϕPD = 0)) ≈ LPSng + 2∆x
[
sin(β)ϕ− sin(β) tan(β)ϕ2 − cos(2β) sec(β)ϕ2

]
.

(B.13)

Therefore, we find for setups with equal beam parameters and large single element diodes that
the longitudinal shift cancels in the full LPS:

LPS′ = OPD′lever + OPD′piston + LPSng(x′im(ϕPD = 0)) (B.14)

≈ OPD + 2∆x
[
− sin(β)ϕ+ sin(β) tan(β)ϕ2 + cos(2β) sec(β)ϕ2

]
+ LPSng + 2∆x

[
sin(β)ϕ− sin(β) tan(β)ϕ2 − cos(2β) sec(β)ϕ2

] (B.15)

= LPS . (B.16)

However, this equality breaks for the likely case of unequal beam parameters or beam clipping
at the detector surface. Here, we find additional first- and second-order coupling. Given that
the linear coupling is dominant, a longitudinal shift can be used to counteract the other linear
TTL effects, e.g., by the piston effect.

B.1.2 Longitudinal Shifts of the Detector

In this section, I will evaluate the TTL effect induced by intentional displacements of the detector
analytically. My derivation applies to the case of a jittering reference frame as well as the case
of a jittering mirror.

Let the incident angles of the beams interfering at the shifted detector be given by ϕm,r. The
detector shift of ∆xPD in longitudinal direction, i.e. along the sensitive axis, changes the OPD
of both beams to

OPD′ = OPD−∆xPD

(
1

cos(ϕm)
− 1

cos(ϕr)

)
. (B.17)

Assuming a static detector displacement and investigating the variation of the length signal due
to the tilts of the measurement beam, this gives

OPD′ ≈ OPD− 1

2
∆xPD ϕ

2
m . (B.18)

Additionally to the OPD, the beam walk is affected by longitudinal detector shifts. We find

y′im = yim + ∆xPD tan(ϕm)≈ yim + ∆xPD ϕm , (B.19)

y′ir = yir + ∆xPD tan(ϕr) ≈ yir + ∆xPD ϕr . (B.20)

For the ideal case of two identical beams interfering at a large single element diode (Eq. (5.58)),
we further find that the changes in the total LPS cancel except a reference beam angle dependent
term, i.e.

LPS′ ≈
(

OPD− 1

2
∆xPD ϕ

2
m

)
+

(
LPSng +

1

2
∆xPD ϕ

2
m −∆xϕmϕr

)
(B.21)

= LPS−∆xPD ϕmϕr . (B.22)

In summary, a longitudinal shift of the detector will add linear TTL coupling in all setups where
the reference beam does not hit the detector at normal incidence. Additionally, we find second-
order TTL coupling in cases, where the OPD and non-geometric LPS term do not cancel, e.g.,
for non-identical beams.
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Note that these findings hold only for the application of the LPF signal definition. It has been
shown in [39, 43] that longitudinal shifts add second-order TTL coupling when having QPDs
and applying the AP signal definition. Therefore, it can be used to counteract TTL coupling of
different origins.

B.2 Intuitive Approach: Signal Cancellation for Identical Beams

I have analytically proven in Sec. 5.2 that for two identical beams with one rotated around a
point along the shared beam axis, i.e. with a longitudinal offset from the point of detection, the
LPS cancels. In this section, I present an intuitive explanation for the vanishing TTL coupling
[P3]. Since this approach applies to the lever arm effect as well as the receiver jitter with a
longitudinal offset of the centre of rotation, I will assume here general beam tilts ϕm. My
intuitive approach is departed in two steps. At first, I will show that the amplitude profile of
the interfering beams is plane-symmetric around the centre of both beams’ points of incidence.
In the second step, I will examine the local phase differences. We find them to be antisymmetric
around the same centre. Since the amplitude profile scales the phase differences, the latter will
cancel out in the full interferometric readout.

B.2.1 Symmetry of the Amplitude Profile

I assume the setup depicted in Fig. B.2: The measurement beam (red) rotates around a pivot
along its propagation axis. The distance from the point of detection to the centre of rotation is
dlong. It is defined as negative if the beam passes the centre of rotation before impinging at the
detector, and positive otherwise. This offset generates a beam walk along the detector surface
when the beam rotates by ϕm. Hence the measurement beam’s point of detection varies by
(compare Eq. (5.64) for dlat = 0)

yim ≈ dlong ϕm , (B.23)

while the reference beam stays constant, i.e. yir = 0. The radial distances of the beams in the
detector coordinate system are then

r2
m = (y − yim)2 cos2(ϕm) + z2 ≈ y2(1− ϕ2

m)− 2y dlong ϕm + d2
longϕ

2
m + z2 (B.24)

r2
r = y2 + z2 . (B.25)
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Figure B.2: Illustration of the measure-
ment’s (red) and reference’s (blue) beam
properties when their wavefront hits the
point of interest Pψ. This is the point at
the detector a ray would hit that is rotated
by an angle ψ with respect to the reference
beam. The distance from the detector sur-
face to the centre of rotation is dlong, i.e.
negative in this figure. The radii of curva-
ture of the wavefronts intersecting the point
of interest are Rm,r. Correspondingly, εm,r
are defined as the distance between the cen-
tre of rotation and the beams centres of cur-
vature.
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I apply the same coordinate transformation to the beams’ longitudinal coordinates, i.e.

xm = x0 +
1

2
dlong ϕ

2
m − y ϕm , (B.26)

xr = x0 , (B.27)

where x0 denotes the distance from waist of a non-tilted beam at the detector. I substitute these
into the amplitude of the interfering beams (compare derivation in Sec. 3.2.1)

A(y, z) = 2E2
0

w2
0

w(xm)w(xr)
exp

[
−r2

m

w(xm)2
+
−r2

r

w(xr)2

]
. (B.28)

We find that

A (−y + yc, z) ≈ A (y + yc, z) . (B.29)

with the y-coordinate

yc =
dlong

2
(B.30)

defining the centre between the two points of incidence. Hence the amplitude profile is symmetric
around the plane through this centre.

B.2.2 Cancellation of the Phase Differences

In this subsection, I examine the local phase differences at the detector surface. For simplifica-
tion, I will only investigate the phase differences in the two-dimensional plane in which I will
apply the rotation of the beam. This is valid in a small angle approximation: we see a con-
stant phase difference between the two beams in the projection to the orthogonal plane. In this
two-dimensional investigation, I will show that the phase difference at the centre point between
the points of incidence is zero. Moreover, the local phase differences are antisymmetric around
this centre. Therefore, I study the differences at an arbitrary point Pψ on the detector surface,
which is defined as the point the axis of a beam that is tilted by an angle ψ with respect to the
reference beam would hit, see Fig. B.2. The absolute distance between the centre of rotation
and this point is

|~pψ − ~pCoR| = |dlong sec(ψ)| ≈
∣∣dlong (1 + ψ2)

∣∣ (B.31)

and for the offset on the detector with respect to the nominal point of detection we find

yiψ = dlong tan(ψ) ≈ dlong ψ . (B.32)

Both beams propagate a certain additional distance δm,r until their wavefronts hit this point.

In the following, I will derive these δm,r from geometric properties. Therefore, I present three
equalities related to δm,r and solve the corresponding system of equations for these lengths.

Let Rm,r define the radii of curvature of the beams crossing the point of interest. The centres of
wavefront curvature do not necessarily coincide with the centre of rotation. Hence I define εm,r
as the distance from the centre of rotation to the centres of curvature, as illustrated in Fig. B.2.
Depending on the setup, the εm,r can be positive or negative. Both beams travel a different
path length than the propagation distance in the nominal, non-tilted case until their wavefronts
intersect the point of interest Pψ. I account for these path length differences by δm,r. Hence the
sum of the radii of curvature Rm,r and the auxiliary length εm,r equal the difference between
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the longitudinal distance between the detector surface and the centre of rotation dlong and the
distance of interest δm,r,

Rm,r + εm,r = −dlong + δm,r . (B.33)

Due to my sign convention, dlong is negative in this equation.

As the distance from waist also changes in dependence on the investigated point by δm,r, i.e.

xm,r = x0 + δm,r , (B.34)

I determine the radii of curvature accordingly,

Rm,r = (x0 + δm,r)

(
1 +

(
xR

x0 + δm,r

)2
)
. (B.35)

For further simplifications, I assume that δm,r is small, which is valid for common setups and
the small angle approximation. Thus, I can expand Rm,r in δm,r to

Rm,r ≈ R0 + δm,r

(
2− R0

x0

)
. (B.36)

I define x0 and R0 as the nominal distance from waist and radius of curvature, i.e. the value we
respectively get for a nominal beam when its axis hits the detector surface.

From trigonometric relationships, I derive a third set of equations. The centres of rotation and
wavefront curvature, and the point of interest form a triangle for the measurement and the
reference beam respectively. With the law of cosines it follows

R2
m = ε2

m + (dlong sec(ψ))2 − 2dlong εm sec(ψ) cos(ϕm − ψ)

R2
r = ε2

r + (dlong sec(ψ))2 − 2dlong εr sec(ψ) cos(ψ)

= ε2
r + (dlong sec(ψ))2 − 2dlong εr

(B.37)

Given the set of equations (B.33), (B.36) and (B.37), I solve this system of equations for δm,r
and find

δm(ψ) ≈
dlong

2
(ϕ2

m − 2ϕmψ) +
d2

long

2R0
(ϕm − ψ)2 , (B.38)

δr(ψ) ≈
d2

long

2R0
ψ2 . (B.39)

First, I will show now that the local phase difference δm−δr at the centre between the two points
of incidence is zero. Assuming a small tilt angle ϕm, ψ = ϕm/2 defines in a good approximation
that centre. I insert that angle in Eqs. (B.38) and (B.39) and find

δm(ϕm/2)− δr(ϕm/2) ≈

(
0 +

d2
long

2R0

ϕ2
m

4

)
−

(
d2

long

2R0

ϕ2
m

4

)
= 0 , (B.40)

which proves my claim. This was also expected for symmetry reasons since the wavefronts
intersecting along the bisecting line from the centre of rotation to the defined centre point
belong to beams having propagated the same distance.

Further, I will show that the phase differences cancel each other symmetrically around that
centre. This holds if for arbitrary (but small) ψ the following equation holds:

[δm(ψ)− δr(ψ)] + [δm(ϕm − ψ)− δr(ϕm − ψ)] = 0 . (B.41)
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In fact, we find

[δm(ψ)− δr(ψ)] + [δm(ϕm − ψ)− δr(ϕm − ψ)]

=

[
dlong(dlong −R0)

2R0
(ϕ2

m − 2ϕmψ)

]
+

[
dlong(dlong −R0)

2R0
(−ϕ2

m + 2ϕmψ)

]
= 0

(B.42)

proving the statement.

B.2.3 Summarising the findings

In summary, I have first shown that the intensity profile of the interfering beams is symmetric
with respect to the plane through the centre between the two centres of incidence. Second,
the phase differences are antisymmetric around that point. Since any two points arranged
symmetrically around that centre (defined by ψ = ϕm/2) are weighted equally by the intensity,
they all cancel each other. A measured LPS would hence also become zero.

B.3 Tilt-Dependency of the Beam Parameters

When describing the non-geometric TTL effects in Sec. 5.2, I neglected the tilt-dependency of
the distance from waist xm. , i.e.

xm(ϕm) = xm(ϕm = 0) + OPD . (B.43)

While these length changes were neglected in the i k xm-term in order to distinguish between
the geometric and non-geometric effects, I further removed the tilt-dependency for simplification
when inserting the distance from waist into the radius of curvature R(xb), the waist size w(xb)
and the Gouy phase ζ(xb) functions. Here I validate this choice.

For a complete examination, I consider two beams with unequal beam parameters and beam
offsets on the detector surface. In Sec. 5.2.1, I derived for this case the non-geometric LPS
(5.60), i.e. LPSng[xm(ϕm = 0)]. Including the tilt-dependency (B.43), Eq. (5.60) extends to

LPSng ≈ LPSng[xm(ϕm = 0)]

+ OPD

{[
(yim − yir)2

[
(xRm + xRr)

2 − (xm − xr)2
]

2[(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]2

]

+

[
(yim − yir)

[
(xRm + xRr)

2xm − (x2
Rm − x2

Rr)(xm − xr)− (xm − xr)2xr
]
ϕm

[(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]2

]}

+ OPD2

{[
(yim − yir)2

[
−3(xRm + xRr)

2 + (xm − xr)2
]

(xm − xr)
[(xRm + xRr)2 + (xm − xr)2]3

]}
,

(B.44)

whereby the OPD is a series expression in ϕm up to second-order.

We see that a tilt-dependency of the distance from waist xm does not only add higher-order
terms to the non-geometric LPS. However, all added terms are small in interferometers. We
find two terms with the multiplicand (yim − yir)2. In order to receive a significant signal, the
distance between both beams’ points of detection must be small. Having this value squared and
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multiplied with the considerable small OPD makes these terms negligible. Further, we encounter
a product of the OPD, the difference between the points of detection, the incoming angles ϕm
and the fraction of beam parameters. The first three named parameters are small, also making
this term negligible.

In summary, it is LPSng ≈ LPSng[xm(ϕm = 0)]. It was therefore valid to neglect the beam tilt
dependency of the measurement beam’s distance from waist in Sec. 5.2.



Appendix C

Code: Derivation of Analytical TTL
Formulas for LPF

The analytical TTL equations gain more complexity, the more components and dimensions the
investigated setup has. This is visible in the case of LPF. Therefore, I implemented the relevant
characteristics of the beams and components of the setup in Mathematica. Built on this, I
derived the OPDs originating from the different TTL effects and the corresponding beam walk
on the detector.

C.1 Derivation of Optical Path Length Differences and Beam
Walk

I establish first the rotation matrices and direction vectors that are used to define the beams
and relevant components in Sec. C.1.1. These are then used in Sec. C.1.2 to derive the OPD
and the beam walk due to the lever arm, piston and transmissive components’ effect.

To describe the rotations of the components, not only rotation matrices but also rotation trans-
formations (i.e. for the piston effect) must be applied.

Definition C.1 Rotation Matrices

Definition of the rotation matrices:

Myaw(α) =

cos(α) − sin(α) 0
sin(α) cos(α) 0

0 0 1

 Mpitch(α) =

 cos(α) 0 sin(α)
0 1 0

− sin(α) 0 cos(α)


Rotations around a certain point p are applied by a rotation transformation (RT) function:

RTi(α,p) =

[
Mi(α) p−Mi(α)p

0 1

]
for i ∈ {yaw,pitch}

I further define a vector whose orientation is given in propagation angles, as are the incoming
beams. This general vector representation can be used to define general surfaces, which we will
need in Sec. C.1.1.
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Definition C.2 Direction Vectors

Definition of a vector of length d with propagation angles αpitch, αyaw:

q(d, αyaw, αpitch) =
d√

cos(αpitch)2 + cos(αyaw)2 sin(αpitch)2

cos(αyaw) cos(αpitch)
sin(αyaw) cos(αpitch)
cos(αyaw) sin(αpitch)


I use q to define two special cases:

p(d) = q(d, 0, 0) =

d0
0

 SF(y, z) = q
(
y,
π

2
, 0
)

+ q
(
z, 0,

π

2

)
=

0
y
z



C.1.1 Definition of Beams and Components

In the derivation, I am not interested in the absolute position of the components since I will
only need their relative position to other investigated components. Therefore, I define here only
their surfaces and surface normal vectors.

Most interesting for the computation are the test masses. In LPF they do not only rotate around
their centre of mass but also around the rotation centre of the satellite. I account for both in
the definition of the surface and normal vector properties.

Definition C.3 Test Masses in LPF

Centres of rotation with respect to points of reflection at TMs. The subindex denotes the object
whose centre of mass defines the centre rotation:

pTM,i = −

dlongTM,i

dlatTM,i

dvertTM,i

 pOB,i = −

dlongOB,i

dlatOB,i

dvertOB,i

 for i ∈ {1, 2}

Rotated reflective mass surfaces:[
TMsurf,i

1

]
= RTpitch(ηob,pOB,i) RTpitch(ηi,pTM,i) RTyaw(ϕob,pOB,i) RTi(ϕi,pTM,i)

[
SF(ytm, ztm)

1

]
Normal vector of the test mass’ reflective surface pointing away from its centre:

TMnv,i = Mpitch(ηi − ηob) Myaw(ϕi − ϕob) p(−1i)

Next I define the windows, which have the same properties each except for the orientation of
their normal vectors.

Definition C.4 Windows

Window surfaces: WINsurf(ttc) = q(ttc, 0, 0) + SF(ywin, zwin)

Window normal vector: WINnv,i = q(−1i, 0, 0)

In terms of the photodiode, I only need its surface orientation given at a certain distance in the
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nominal beam direction.

Definition C.5 Photodiode

Position and surface of the photodiode:

PD(d, βy, βz, ϕPD) = q(−d,−βy,−βz) + Myaw(ϕPD)

yPD tan(βy) + zPD tan(βz)
yPD

zPD



Having defined all relevant components, I compute the directions of the beams before and after
the test mass reflections. The directions of the reflected beams depend on the alignment of the
test mass surfaces.

Definition C.6 Beam Directions

Incoming beam at TM1: bin1 = q(1, βy1, βz)

Beam reflected at TM1: brefl1 = bin1 − 2 (bin1 ·TMnv1) TMnv1

Incoming beam at TM2: bin2 = Myaw(βy2 + βy1) brefl1

Beam reflected at TM2: brefl2 = bin2 − 2 (bin2 ·TMnv2) TMnv2

I derive the directions of the beams within the windows applying the three-dimensional conven-
tion of Snell’s law (5.37).

Definition C.7 Beam in Window

Snell’s three-dimensional law applied to the refraction at the windows onboard LPF.

btc(bvac,WINnv) =
1

ntc
bvac −

(√
1− 1

n2
tc

[
1− (bvac ·WINnv)2

]
+

bvac ·WINnv

ntc

)
WINnv

Beam refracting WIN1: btc1 = btc(brefl1,WIN1nv)

Beam refracting WIN2 the first time: btc2A = btc(bin2,WIN2nv)

Beam refracting WIN2 the second time: btc2B = btc(brefl2,WIN2nv)

C.1.2 The TTL Effects

In LPF we encounter lever arm and piston effects originating from both test masses. Moreover,
the beam refracts at windows three times after the first reflection at a test mass: once at the
first window and then before and after the TM2-reflection at the second window. All these
contribute to the full TTL effect, which I consider for LPF.

In this section, I explain how to derive the three-dimensional equations for these effects using
the software Mathematica. Thereby, I make use of the definitions of the components and beam
direction in Sec. C.1.1. The points and distances I compute in the following algorithms rely on
the theory discussed in Sec. 5.1.

First, I derive the geometric lever arm effect and its corresponding beam walk. Within this
derivation, I neglect the windows along the beam path.
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Algorithm C.1 Lever Arm Effect

1. Computation of the beam’s propagation distance from TM1 to TM2:

Start point: sstart = −dlever1 bin2|ϕob=0,ηob=0,ϕ1=0,η1=0

TM2 surface: TM2lever = TMsurf2|pOB2=0,pTM2=0

sol1 = Solve sstart + xbin2 = TM2lever for {x, ytm, ztm}

2. Computation of the distance from the reflection point to the photodiode:

Start point: srefl = TM2lever|sol1
sol2 = Solve srefl + xbrefl2 = PD(dlever2, βy2, βz, ϕPD) for {x, yPD, zPD}

3. Sum up to the full lever arm effect:

OPDlever = (x|sol1 − dlever1) + (x|sol2 − dlever2)
yim,lever = yPD|sol2
zim,lever = zPD|sol2

Here and later on, the notation A|b defines that the conditions b are inserted in A.

For the piston effect, I derive the effect of both test mass rotations independently and sum the
results up in the end.
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Algorithm C.2 Piston Effect

1. Derivation of the point r=(xrefl, yrefl, zrefl) where the beam hits the tilted surface:

sol0, i = Solve TMsurf,i = r && rm/bin,i,m = rn/bin,i,n for {r, ytm, ztm}
With numbers i ∈ {1, 2} for the test mass and m,n ∈ {1, 2, 3} for the vector entry.

2. Piston effect of the first test mass:

(a) Derivation of the path the beam propagates additionally to the nominal case until it
hits TM1 (can be negative):

sol1a = Solve xbin1 = r|sol01 for x

(b) Definition of the orientation of the TM2 surface with respect to the beam reflected
at TM1:

TM2refl1 = Myaw(−βy2 − βy1) TMsurf2|pOB2=0,pTM2=0

(c) Derivation of the path length the beam propagates from its reflection point at TM1
r|sol01 to a surface TM2refl1 that intersects the nominal point of reflection at TM1:

sol1b = Solve r|sol01 + xbrefl1 = TM2refl1 for {x, ytm, ztm}
(d) Derive the path length the beam propagates from its offset reflection point at TM2

TM2surf|sol1b to a detector surface that intersects the nominal point of reflection at
TM2:

sol1c = Solve TM2surf|sol1b + xbrefl2 = PD(0, βy2, βz, ϕPD) for {x, yPD, zPD}

3. Piston effect of the second test mass (neglecting all TTL effects originating from TM1):

(a) Derivation of the path length the beam propagates additionally to the nominal case
until it hits TM2 (can be negative):

sol2a = Solve xbin2 = r|sol02 for x

(b) Derivation of the path length the beam propagates from its reflection point at TM2
to a detector surface that intersects the nominal point of reflection at TM2:

sol2b = Solve r|sol02 + xbrefl2 = PD(0, βy2, βz, ϕPD) for {x, yPD, zPD}

4. Sum up to the piston effect:

OPDpiston = x|sol1a + x|sol1b + x|sol1c + x|sol2a + x|sol2b
yim,piston = yPD|sol1c + yPD|sol2b
zim,piston = zPD|sol1c + zPD|sol2b

Next, I derive the TTL effects of all three mirror refractions. For the first two, I also include
the additional contribution of the shifted reflection point at the second test mass. The solution
I get from the following formalism provides the additional OPDs and beam walks on the second
test mass as well as on the detector, which we would measure, when adding this windows to
the setup. In LPF however, the nominal OPD and beam walks are measured beforehand and
alter the reference path length, the piston effect of the second test mass, and the static beam
offsets on the QPD. Thus, I have to subtract the constant terms of these three properties in the
following algorithms each.
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Algorithm C.3 Transmission through first Window

1. Definition of the path length the beam would propagate through the window assuming a
refractive index of 1:

solVac = Solve xbrefl1 = WINsurf(−ttc) for {x, ywin, zwin}

2. Definition of the path length the beam propagates through the actual window:

solWin = Solve xbtc1 = WINsurf(−ttc) for {x, ywin, zwin}

3. Derivation of the path length the beam propagates from its point of emission
WINsurf|solWin to a surface TM2refl1 that intersects the point of emission in vacuum
WINsurf|solVac:

solTM = Solve WINsurf(0)|solWin + xbrefl1 = WINsurf(0)|solVac + TM2refl1

for {x, ytm, ztm}

4. Derivation of the path length the beam propagates from its offset reflection point at TM2
TM2surf|solTM to a detector surface that intersects the nominal point of reflection at TM2:

solPD = Solve TM2surf|solTM + xbrefl2 = PD(0, βy2, βz, ϕPD) for {x, yPD, zPD}

5. Set solution together to the effect of the first window:

OPDtc1 = ntc x|solWin − x|solVac + x|solTM + x|solPD

yim,tc1 = yPD|solPD

zim,tc1 = zPD|solPD

Algorithm C.4 First Transmission through second Window

1. Definition of the path length the beam would propagate through the window assuming a
refractive index of 1:

solVac = Solve xbin2 = WINsurf(−ttc) for {x, ywin, zwin}

2. Definition of the path length the beam propagates through the actual window:

solWin = Solve xbtc2A = WINsurf(−ttc) for {x, ywin, zwin}

3. Derivation of the path length the beam propagates from its point of emission
WINsurf|solWin to a surface TM2lever that intersects the point of emission in vacuum
WINsurf|solVac:

solTM = Solve WINsurf(0)|solWin + xbin2 = WINsurf(0)|solVac + TM2lever

for {x, ytm, ztm}

4. Derivation of the path length the beam propagates from its offset reflection point at TM2
TM2surf|solTM to a detector surface that intersects the nominal point of reflection at TM2:

solPD = Solve TM2surf|solTM + xbrefl2 = PD(0, βy2, βz, ϕPD) for {x, yPD, zPD}

5. Set solutions together to the effect of the first refraction at the second window:

OPDtc2A = ntc x|solWin − x|solVac + x|solTM + x|solPD

yim,tc2A = yPD|solPD

zim,tc2A = zPD|solPD
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Algorithm C.5 Second Transmission through second Window

1. Definition of the path length the beam would propagate through the window assuming a
refractive index of 1:

solVac = Solve xbrefl2 = WINsurf(ttc) for {x, ywin, zwin}

2. Definition of the path length the beam propagates through the actual window:

solWin = Solve xbtc2B = WINsurf(ttc) for {x, ywin, zwin}

3. Derivation of the path length the beam propagates from its point of emission
WINsurf|solWin to a detector surface that intersects the point of emission in vacuum
WINsurf|solVac:

solPD = Solve WINsurf(0)|solWin +xbrefl2 = WINsurf(0)|solVac + PD(0, βy2, βz, ϕPD)
for {x, yPD, zPD}

4. Set solutions together to the effect of the second refraction at the second window:

OPDtc2B = ntc x|solWin − x|solVac + x|solPD

yim,tc2B = yPD|solPD

zim,tc2B = zPD|solPD

To encounter the full effect of the windows in LPF, we have to add up the single window effects.

Algorithm C.6 The Full Window Effect

Sum contributors up to the full window effect:

OPDtc = OPDtc1 + OPDtcA + OPDtc2B

yim,tc = yim,tc1 + yim,tc2A + yim,tc2B

zim,tc = zim,tc1 + zim,tc2A + zim,tc2B

C.2 Derivation of the Non-Geometric Longitudinal Path Length
Signal

The longitudinal path length signal was derived following the algorithm in Sec. 5.2. Thereby, the
angular alignment of the measurement beam at the detector depends on the differential rotation
angle of the two test masses but not the S/C rotation which cancels out after the second test
mass reflection. The beam walk of the measurement beam was derived as described in Sec. C.1.
Furthermore, a QPD was used in LPF.

C.3 LISA Pathfinder Optical Parameters

The LPF parameters included in the full analytical TTL model for LPF are summarised in
Tab. C.1. They have been extracted from a LPF setup, which had been implemented in IfoCAD
by Gudrun Wanner and rely on the setup presented in [TN5].
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param. LPF value description

k 5.91 · 106 m−1 wave number of the beams
βy1 -0.0785 rad tilt of incoming beam at TM1 (propagation angle in xy-plane)
βy2 0.0786 rad tilt of incoming beam at TM2 (propagation angle in xy-plane)
βz -20.0µrad tilt of incoming beam at TM1 (propagation angle in xz-plane)
dlever1 0.356 m lever arm from PoR at TM1 to PoR at TM2 neglecting the windows
dlever2 0.143 m lever arm from PoR at TM2 to PD12A neglecting the windows

ϕ01 7.98µrad nominal yaw rotation of TM1
ϕ02 -60.7µrad nominal yaw rotation of TM2
η01 13.0µrad nominal pitch rotation of TM1
η02 0.355µrad nominal pitch rotation of TM2
dlongTM1 -0.023 m longitudinal distance between initial PoR and CoR of TM1
dlongTM2 -0.023 m longitudinal distance between initial PoR and CoR of TM2
dlatTM1 -6.37µm lateral distance between initial PoR and CoR of TM1
dlatTM2 15.8µm lateral distance between initial PoR and CoR of TM2
dvertTM1 3.42µm vertical distance between initial PoR and CoR of TM1
dvertTM2 10.5µm vertical distance between initial PoR and CoR of TM2

dlongOB1 0.188 m longitudinal distance between initial PoR at TM1 and CoR of OB
dlongOB2 0.188 m longitudinal distance between initial PoR at TM2 and CoR of OB
dlatOB1 -6.37µm lateral distance between initial PoR at TM1 and CoR of OB
dlatOB2 15.8µm lateral distance between initial PoR at TM2 and CoR of OB
dvertOB1 3.42µm vertical distance between initial PoR at TM1 and CoR of OB
dvertOB2 10.5µm vertical distance between initial PoR at TM2 and CoR of OB

ttc1 6.05 mm thickness of WIN1
ttc2 6.05 mm thickness of WIN2
ntc1 1.61 reflection index of WIN1
ntc2 1.61 reflection index of WIN2

DPD 45µm slit width of PD12A
yim0 -1.34µm nominal horizontal measurement beam offset at PD12A
zim0 13.3µm nominal vertical measurement beam offset at PD12A
yir -2.12µm horizontal reference beam offset at PD12A
zir -2.26µm vertical reference beam offset at PD12A
ϕPD -165µrad yaw angle between surface normal of PD12A and negative initial

beam direction
ηPD -20µrad pitch angle between surface normal of PD12A and negative initial

beam direction (equals βz)
ϕr 125µrad incoming yaw angle of reference beam at PD12A
ηr 7µrad incoming pitch angle of reference beam at PD12A

xRm 0.867 m Rayleigh range of measurement beam
xRr 0.738 m Rayleigh range of reference beam
xm 0.519 m distance from waist of measurement beam at PD12A
xr 0.594 m distance from waist of reference beam at PD12A

Table C.1: Nominal parameters describing the LPF setup, which are extracted from the three-
dimensional LPF model in IfoCAD [Credit: Gudrun Wanner]. The indices 1 and 2 indicate
the test mass or window of reference. All beam tilts are defined with respect to the axis of a
fictitious beam of normal incidence.
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Figure D.1: Performance of the fit model during the twelve sub-experiments of the LXE. Red
curve: ASD of the measured ∆g with subtracted inertial forces. Yellow curve: ASD of the fit
model. Blue curve: ASD of the residual after the subtraction of the fit model from the data.
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Figure D.2: Correlations in the fit model during all sub-experiments of the LXE. The darker
the color, the stronger is the correlation between the quantities. The correlation is always 1 at
the diagonal axis.
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Figure D.3: Performance of the analytical model during the twelve sub-experiments of the LXE.
Red curve: ASD of the measured ∆g with subtracted inertial forces. Yellow curve: ASD of the
analytical model. Dashed green curve: ASD of the stiffness terms and ö1 contribution fitted to
the difference of the measured ∆g and the analytical model. Blue curve: ASD of the residual
after subtracting the analytical and additionally fitted terms from the measurement.
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Figure D.4: Performance of the fit model without the stiffness terms during the twelve sub-
experiments of the LXE. Red curve: ASD of the measured ∆g with subtracted inertial forces
and subtracted stiffnesses (with the same mean coefficients in all sub-experiments). Yellow
curve: ASD of the fitted model. Blue curve: ASD of the residual after the subtraction of the fit
model from the measurement.
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Figure D.5: Performance of the fit model without the contribution of residual longitudinal S/C
accelerations during the twelve sub-experiments of the LXE. Red curve: ASD of the measured
∆g with subtracted inertial forces. Yellow curve: ASD of the fitted model. Blue curve: ASD of
the residual after the subtraction of the fit model from the measurement.
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Figure D.6: Performance of the fit model additionally including angular stiffness terms during
the twelve sub-experiments of the LXE. Red curve: ASD of the measured ∆g with subtracted
inertial forces. Yellow curve: ASD of the fitted model. Blue curve: ASD of the residual after
the subtraction of the fit model from the measurement.
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Figure D.7: Performance of the fit model adapted for experiments with y- and z-injections during
the twelve sub-experiments of the LXE. Red curve: ASD of the measured ∆g with subtracted
inertial forces, corrected further for the mean fitted cross-acceleration coupling terms in the
plane orthogonal to the performed injections. Yellow curve: ASD of the model fitted to the
adapted measurement. Blue curve: ASD of the residual after the subtraction of the fit model
from the adapted measurement.
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Figure D.8: Performance of the second-order analytical model during the twelve sub-experiments
of the LXE. Red curve: ASD of the measured ∆g with subtracted inertial forces. Yellow curve:
ASD of the second-order analytical model. Dashed green curve: ASD of the stiffness and the
ö1 contribution fitted to the difference of the measured ∆g and the analytical model. Blue
curve: ASD of the residual after subtraction the analytical and additionally fitted terms from
the measurement.
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Figure D.9: Performance of the second-order fit model during the twelve sub-experiments of
the LXE. Red curve: ASD of the measured ∆g with subtracted inertial forces. Yellow curve:
ASD of the second-order fit model. Blue curve: ASD of the residual of the subtraction of the
fit model from the ∆g measurement.
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Figure D.10: Performance of the second-order fit model with two angular coefficients each during
the twelve sub-experiments of the LXE. Red curve: ASD of the measured ∆g with subtracted
inertial forces. Yellow curve: ASD of the second-order fit model. Blue curve: ASD of the
residual of the subtraction of the fit model from the ∆g measurement.
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Figure D.11: Contribution of the cross-coupling terms to the measured ∆g in the sub-
experiments of the LXE. The noise at the injection frequencies depends on the terms in the
respective plane. The acceleration z̈ causes the noise at higher frequencies in all sub-experiments.
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Figure D.12: The ASDs of the non-inertial ∆g (blue) and the accelerations ö1 measured by the
x1-interferometer (green). The injections applied to the first test mass are partially also visible
in the o1-readout.
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D.2 Long-Term Analysis

# run index start time end time

1 6 21.03.2016 02:00 26.03.2016 08:00
2 9 04.04.2016 00:00 14.04.2016 08:00
3 12 26.04.2016 08:00 28.04.2016 08:00
4 13 01.05.2016 08:05 02.05.2016 23:55
5 16 13.05.2016 08:30 14.05.2016 08:00
6 17 16.05.2016 00:00 19.05.2016 05:00
7 31 06.06.2016 11:05 09.06.2016 08:00
8 39 19.06.2016 13:00 24.06.2016 08:00
9 40 10.07.2016 08:40 11.07.2016 09:55

10 41 11.07.2016 11:40 12.07.2016 09:55
11 42 17.07.2016 22:00 20.07.2016 06:00
12 43 24.07.2016 13:00 30.07.2016 00:00
13 44 31.07.2016 11:40 02.08.2016 06:00
14 45 07.08.2016 10:20 08.08.2016 04:20
15 53 19.09.2016 02:32 21.09.2016 13:00
16 53 21.09.2016 13:45 22.09.2016 06:00
17 54 28.09.2016 13:35 01.10.2016 08:00
18 56 05.10.2016 17:25 07.10.2016 00:49
19 56 07.10.2016 02:15 08.10.2016 07:50
20 58 07.11.2016 21:30 12.11.2016 08:00
21 59 16.11.2016 11:05 26.11.2016 08:00
22 61 26.12.2016 08:00 13.01.2017 19:58
23 63 27.01.2017 18:45 28.01.2017 08:00
24 64 02.02.2017 07:55 02.02.2017 20:20
25 66 13.02.2017 14:30 03.02.2017 21:50:19
26 67 09.03.2017 19:20 14.03.2017 09:40
27 68 14.03.2017 09:00 17.03.2017 00:30
28 70 01.05.2017 20:00 03.05.2017 18:27
29 71 03.05.2017 23:30 09.05.2017 14:00
30 72 10.05.2017 11:11:20 12.05.2017 12:02:07
31 73 12.05.2017 12:02:07 15.05.2017 08:00:59
32 74 18.05.2017 18:24:46 23.05.2017 02:00
33 75 28.05.2017 13:41 05.06.2017 15:04:40
34 76 08.06.2017 12:00:45 17.06.2017 02:56
35 78 22.06.2017 00:55 24.06.2017 20:00
36 80 15.07.2017 00:50 17.07.2017 13:45

Table D.1: Timespans with very low actuation used in this work for the fit of the TTL coupling
coefficients (long-term analysis) and the corresponding LPF run index. Times are given in UTC.
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Figure D.13: Spot positions of both beams for the entire LPF mission. Shown are the positions
at the A- and B-diodes of all interferometers.
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